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VOLUME II Reports 

(from AGNSW) 

1, Artist unknown: St. Paraskeva, Russian icon, tempera on wood 

panel, second half of 18th century. 

2. Artist unknown: St. George, Greek icon, tempera and oil on wood 

panel, 19th century. 

3. Daphne Mayo: Susannah, plaster sculpture, 19th century. 

4. William Bennett :·Vice Admiral Hunter, oil on canvas. 

5. Unknown: Bacchanal before a Herm (copy after Poussin), oil on 

canvas, late 19th century. 

6. Godfrey Kneller : Lady Godolphin (?) oil on canvas. 

(from CALS) 

7. John Allcott : Marine Painting; oil on canvas, undated. 

8. John Reid: Off The Cornish Coast; oil on canvas. 

9. Woo Cheong Mrs. Jackson; oil on textile, c. 1865, 

10. Woo Cheong Captain Jackson; oil on textile, c. 1865. 

(from ANG) 

11. Colin Lanceley 

1961. 

12. Grace Crowley 

board. 

Saintly Woman; oil and mixed media on canvas, 

Abstract 1947; oil and enamel on composiiton 

13. Trevor Vickers: Untitled; acrylic on cotton duck, 1968. 

14. Janet Dawson: Wall II; acrylic on cavas, 1969. 

15. Brett Whiteley: Christie and Kathleen Mal oney; oil painting on 

cotton duck, 1964. 

16. Rosalie Gascoigne: Tiepolo parrots; wooden constructi on 1976, 

(report prior t o loan). 

17, Willem de Kooning : Woman V; oil and charcoal on canvas, 

(preliminary approval only, prior to poss ible loan). 

18, Arthur Streeton: Spirit of the drought ; oil on wooden panel, 

c. 1895 (part of a curatorial submission). 

19, Discussion paper for the establishment of an ICCM subcommittee 

for out door sites, 

VOLUME III Accompanying photographs . 
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The following dissertation presents treatments undertaken, and 

observations made, during the course of working at three separate 

conservation centres: The Art Gallery of NSW; Conservation Art and 

Library Services and the Australian National Gallery. The work was 

undertaken in the period 1981 - 1983. 

Programme of work 

Itinerary: 

1981 

1982 

1983 

23 February - 9 September 

7 January - 29 January 

5 February - 26 February 

18 March - 26 March 

AGNSW and CALS 

AGNSW 

CCAE Laboratory 

AGNSW 

ANG, Conservator 1, paintings. 

The full titles of of the institutes and firms referred to 

consistently in the text have been abbreviated, thus: 

AGNSW 

NGV 

ANG 

MAAS 

CALS 

AWM 

N.L.A. 

A.F. 

I.C.C.M. 

Art Gallery of New South Wales 

National Gallery of Victoria 

Australian National Gallery 

Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences 

Conservati on Art & Library Services 

Australian War Memorial 

National Library of Australia 

Australiana Fund 

Insti tute for the Conservation of Cultural 

Material 

The work includes treatments of paintings on panels and textile 

supports. Cleaning, consolidation, infilling and inpainting have 

been practical measures undertaken. The works generally fall into 

the category of easel paintings, ranging in age from the eighteenth 

century to works executed within the last 20 years. 

Published reading references are shown in parentheses, 
thus (17). References to photographs in accompanying 
Volume 3 are indicated by small numbers, in this posi tion'7 
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It has been possible to make some general comparisons between the 

advantages and disadvantages of physical layouts and approaches of 

the different conservation departments. 

Implications of any intervention must be carefully considered 

against historic and aesthetic dimensions possessed by any 

culturally significant item. There is some discussion of the 

relationship of the proposed treatment to the role, now and in the 

future, which a painting may be expected to assume. From these 

considerations also emerge the viewpoint of the painting being more 

than the sum of its parts. 

It has been indicated that this dissertation should reflect 

approaches, as much as actual treatments, 

The relationship between style, technique and materials, in any 

painting, is fascinating. The author is particularly interested in 

this aspect of conservation, and has attempted to indicate a little 

of this vista in discussions regarding the Paraskeva icon, the 

Bennett portrait, and, later, in a preliminary argument for an 

attribution. 
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AGNSW Functions & Facilities 

The original AGNSW building consisted of a basement level, as 

designed by the architect J. Horbury Hunt in 1883, and galleries 

behind the Roman-Style facade, designed by the government architect, 

W.L. Vernon, and opened in stages from 1897-1909. 

The new wing, commenced in 1969, houses the gallery's storage and 

conservation facilities. Compatibility of materials and scale were 

applied to this extension, to ensure continuity between the old and 

new architecture. (a) 

Works of art are delivered to the gallery by a loading bay at the 

rear, on the same level as the 20,000 square feet storage area and 

packing room. They are taken to the conservation department on the 

first floor by means of a goods lift. 

The laboratory space and equipment was described by the then Head of 

the conservation department, Bill Boustead, in 1972. (11) 

These articles give specifications of equipment and areas allocated 

to function. Minor changes over the following nine years have 

accommodated changing needs of the collection and staff. Some 

equipment such as the binocular microscope required overhauling 

and/or replacement. 

Modif ications of the original conservation plan included the 

installation of an extraction system in the 'oil conservation' 

room. The natural overhead lighting system in this room was not 

satisfactory; the protection afforded by the UV filtering perspex 

originally fitted was inadequate. 
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The department did not have the available staff to emphasise 

extensive research. The focus was upon the maintenance of paintings 

intended for exhibition and/or travel. At that time the AGNSW 

originated and mounted more major exhibitions, which subsequently 

travelled, than any other Australian Gallery. Although the 

responsibility for exhibitions was delegated to one member of the 

conservation team, there were many occasions when the volume of work 

required in a short time was excessive, and at such times everyone 

assisted with such preparations. Compiling these condition reports, 

and participating in minor preventive and conservative care 

contributed to the writer's appreciation of conservation in larger 

galleries. 

Although the conservation Department of the AGNSW has a relatively 

long history, the department had been virtually a 'one-man-band' in 

the past, It was, in effect, still establishing itself as a team; 

priorities, systems of ordering and information retrieval, were 

still evolving. The Regional Gall eries Conservator also shared 

facilities with the seven other members of the department. 
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.A.C.NS,W. 

(p~5- 91 ,c, ,, , ~ 
;,,.t.""se !,Yothtves) 

Permanent Collections 
The major part of the Gallery is devoted to the 
display of che permanent collections: 
AUSTRALIA.~ AR!. Colonial Australia to mid-20th 

cencury - by far the largest and most comprehen
si.ve of the Gallery's holdings. 19th and early 
20th century works in the Old Wing, ground floor, 
20th c~ntury in the New Wing, ground floor. 

EUROPEAN ART . A snall gallery in the Old Wing for 
Gothic and RP.naissance arc leads into a gallery 
for 17th and 18th century painting. Beyong this 
is a small room for neo-classical sculpture 
rounding the corner of the building to the first 
of several galleries for 19th century art. 

PRINTS AND DRAWINGS. The Galler y has an extensive 
and important collection of Australian.European 
and Al:lerican watercolours, prints and drawings 
which, because of their sensitivity to light, 
are shown in changing short-term exhibitions on 
the first floor. 
The Prints and Drawings room is o:,en on weekdays , 
by appointment. (except Thursday) for the study 
of works from the collect i on. 

CONTE.-!PORARY ART. This collection includes 
current arc from t hroughout t he world, including 
Auscra lia. and selections are displayed in 
changing exhibitions in the large central court 
on the ground floor . 

AS I AN ART. Seleccion s on permanent disp~ay in the 
Asian Gallery , first floor. 

PRIMITIVE ART . A small self-contained gallery is 
reached by a s t aircas~ from che room for neo
class i cal s culptures. The display includes burial 
poses and bark paintings from norchern Australia 
mask,; from Papua ~ew Guinea and pieces from 
African and Pre-Columb ian· cultures. 

Travelling Exhibitions 
TRAVELLING ART EXHIBITION 
The 1981 Travelling Arc Exhibition, Interiors, 
contai ns approximately 25 works, mainly oils 
painced between 1890 and 1980 by Australian ;nd 
European artists including William Dobell, Grace 
Cossington Smith, David Davies , John Brack and 
Georges Croegaert. Copies of the 1981 itinerary 
are available from the Education Services section 
of the Gallery and the tour opens : 

PORT MACQUARIE CIVIC CENTRE, 3 - 13 Feb., 1981 

ONSIGHT : 
The Gallery's me tropolitan mini travelling art 
exhibi tion serv ice wi l l have a new exhibition, 
Concepts of ~ealism. ready for February. 
Interested institutions or groups within a 200km 
radius of Sydney are invited co ring the 
Gallery's Education Services (221 2100 ext. 60) 
and enquire about the possibility of having a · 
visit from ONSIGHT . 

The service is available to venues open to the 
public s uch as community centres, or to a more 
restricced audience such as schools, handicapped 
group centres and service c lubs . There is no 
charge for the service and a Gallery Education 
Officer accompanies the exhibicion to calk abouc 
and encourage discussion on the works . 
The exh ibition changes every six months. 

Travemng Exhibitions 
ON THE BEACH.the 1982 Travelling Art Exhibition is 

currentl y bei ng prepared. On· The Beach ·examines 
the way Austral ian artists have utterpreted the 
beach theme from 1890-1980 and reveals the 
historical and social development of beach 
culture. Inc l uding works by the Australian 
Impress i onists Ar ther Streeton and Walter 
Withers through to the expressive work of Brett 
Whiceley On che Beach covers a wide range of 
styl es an d t echniques, and a diversity of 
approaches co the subject. 
A sec tion o f che exhibition is focused on irnages 
of Bondi Beach . In it we see how cen artists 
i nterpret a subj ect , wh ich has beco~e an 
international s ymbol of the Australian way of 
life . 
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jewi:Ll•r:", lwus~hol..:! ·..::•:i~~ ... ~ .m~

1
'" :"1i1~: 11':'!1i:r. :o 

t.ools . 'r~£ exhi.b i i:ion 1., il1.,..1..:e~ .l"',. :J ! 1.rl!:a:_, .. 
t?-\e vl,)l ..::inc., ! :.s~l i.. ~:i.e. tu"".i. 0::.1..,i, ?.!:>r .. .,i, , ~!hQe . • s , 

~~~
3!!h1;~;~~n 4~f 1 le ;~~:t!e a -.:.n:.~-J~ -.:;,?iJ t't.!l'lit ~· 

~~!!;I~Im!ti~~lii~~t~ir~t;~i~ti~~~~;::;~~. 
the Deoa t'~~ent of F'o:rn!. i;r. Affa i ;:i. -c:: . .a :>e?a!',t~~n: 

~!d~~: i~!ii~:- ~~1~~s:;:~1:~ ~;~~~;l1j1~1~~t~U\JU.~ 
s;,e•dal achiu i.lln ..:~a .i:~.as ·..st!.1 2~r~ :.- - He l as e 
page wf c.his !h:.llc !:: ln . 

?ft0 JECT )3: .:,.R,; Ct.0T.•·It3 .J..n uhibi ::. !on o C, clo c~ing 
and accessorlls .as ·...,eara04~ a~t. obj e:::C.! 
,:t,asi g n ec!. by conu:=pe~a r :-· .-'-.·.;.scr.1.l. !.a.~ .1r =.1.~t ~ a nd 
Jeiipie r ~. Jenn? Sanni s -:er . Jenr,:, Ke~, _L;:,~a. 
;a~ks,.,n, Katie ? ye . :;i..tvi4. ~:c.Olar.:11..! ~n<l ~~~~r 
~ult:, a re ~:'_11at~~~- ~ l a the s to::- : ::_ _ ___ _ 

axh i.~i. c i on. :.. . ..,td~ ":"ange .:,f ',._..?a rab les · h:., 
ocher a:-tis ts ~o11ll .i.~ sc =e ;r::esenr:ad, : n.:.l.'.J.:i ~n.~ 
j elle U e ry , Cu~s. h.and ? il. '-nud : - ¼hi.~ t .s s:-:~ :,>4~s. 
,i.an·, :.uing Ausc.r.alia~ ::\\J C~~s i.n ch, :..-r du ;.;n . 
Ex.'",,lbLtion orsanised b;-· ~:a:~-! de 7el.iga, Asliistant 
Curato r of 'Princ.s and. Orawini;S , A:<: Ga.lln7 o f 
~ev Sollth Wal.es. 

CMAR!..ES KERRY'S 'FEOtR.:.-:!O:i ,:..:JS'i'RAL.lA' . .;us 
• ~,:.::. 1.c1..,n o t •o pnocvs:!apns c o:iet rrom :.he 
Tvi-:-•l.~ Coll• ct10l'\ - a coll•c:ton of 7,000 §l•ss 
f}~e 0 1tit:~!;~~ ~~~~h~n~~~d;~~,;~~~~fe~?-\~ . ;·dn~ 
K•c=y , buil '= up a lari • business b~ t:ak ir\g ~d';'&n• 
cage of t:he ;,oicc::ard craze an.C:. a.l.lo ~:-' si.:?;,.1.y1ng 
;hot.ogt.a.on• co che. ;,res, . "I• a lso sen t ;itilotoi:-a
;»h.ars c.h?'oughoQ.c Ne v Souch ~Ja.les a~t Q.:J~ensland 
cakin& rut"a.l and outback sc.en e s. print:!5 o f .,..htc:h 
\ie:re sold to graz!.ers. nla.c.o::ors and i:ua iness 
people i.n tht! c ount::_, b:: ~ean, o f • mail o::-Cer 
svste.w.. As a docuce ntaci.or. o f :ed aTati on 
AUs.tralia, chis colll!!c c.ion 1• unique ;.n its scope 
and qualic:y . The e:i:hi.!= i t i on ·.till be acc:om.-paniec! 
by a b road$h ee !: a.a we ll 1.s 1. ~ook, :be. l.t:cer of 
which. h.a!II an. i:nt.roduc t.i lln of : 2,000 'lolorda . and. 
reprod.uces all :he phoc.og::-.a-ph,. ! .J be ! :Jund in th.I! 
ex.h ibi.t i on. 0 :-~aniseC ~y Oavid ~ illar . ftni.sc.an t: 
Oirec.::.o r of Cht!: Arc Cailet"y o f ~;'ew Sout h '.,.'.tle ,. 
and coured t:hrc ughou: r\us cr~1i.i ;ly -= he Aus r:ral ia.n 
Ca.U.e ry !>irecto·u CO'.IDC!.l . 

\JIU!A.'f STRt..-!T. Continui n g c~e s tud:, of .::.a.joT l '? t::'\ 
,...,e-nturv e.~ro pean a":tis::. s ;,,•ho c:1.-.nt. t •) Auscral la . 
an d ? 1;0du c.ed their ~e si: ~ r k .as ? &!' ~ of Au s t • 
m l ian a rt: his tor-v, s uch a .as Cl aver and von 
Gue;T,ud, tt\is exhi bi:;!.on :.-!..U bl! pres l!n. ced by 
Heather Ci.;: rnov. S t r ..i:c , an ~r.g:lisr..::,an •..:ho ,:iied 
i n l 'if51. c alM co Au s tralia 4nd che gotdfield s . 
r e maini ng here f r ont :850 co lS61. Two o! his ~ s t 
f amous works are Sll5":, rJ. 11 -7;1- :- • a nd s: .1 .: ~ ::i~ ::sJ • 1• 
painced a f t e r his ?'e t.urn co !ng,l.a.nd . '!here ._.'lll 
be a sc:hotarly c.acaloi;ue !Jy cteat:l~: C1J:rno~ . ..those 
l i.::n_j._ ted edition book. ·• U l shortl ,, be ::11,,.1,b l uhed . 
PTese.nt.a d b v i:h.r Au s ::.:-al1an Gallf:t'., !li:-eccors 
Council -..,t th assts t a.nc• from : he vLsual ,\t't'. :i 
Soard o f the Auscrali.a. Counc i l i n conjW'l.c.t ion 
wit h t he Art Gal let' y o f :te'w South \la. l a s. 

AROUSAL□. ~NE A,.'l!) St..1..~!A.'l. Worki se1,c.-:ed for 
h.a.ng1.ng 1.n the 1986 ..:...rch1bald , '-lynn e .J.nd Sul~an 
Prtz.e c o11.pcti tions . Uionet"s will be announc ed 
the d,l:y be.fore th• exhi bi tion o'Pens . 

.ius~= ,nsPEcra. un. 
fnu will be Eh• d01'■t. iibibirion in & .seriH ol 
t_:rm•4 bil!m\141 u,.hibi.ti ONI o! eonc.n,.porny 
pcr~r:}.l:e ~t ~n::;i:r:~ s::c.:e~~!:. Ol\ Chi 

Witti tha nm, wll e&e.a.blUh• d. pruence of c.he. 
lienn.t.l• of Sydney re1,ul.arl y br1ngi.ttg u jot" 
cocic.a,o'tary 1.11d Upt'?'ilxnc.al torm.e o C art fr~ 
•broad 'oafore ~era.Lian aud!.encu in Sydney, t M 
Ari; ,c.alte-:ry o f Ne.v Sout:tl .ld ,H ~ll 1.nic.i,a u a 
r egul.¢ oV'8rviav of the evot.vt.Dg natl of 
cont.nq>O?"ary art in Alla tralid. . .. ,.ry two year, . UI. 
de.mat.• yie.-r1 co the Bioru,.a l.e of Sydney . 
Tbe fi:nt AwiC"t&li.s\ P9T"t9ec.ca. will b• pretcnt:e.d 

:~:~
1
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&1.■t•r 1983. 

~• ._!;:!~•!a~ c::!~f!~:. •~~ ~:~i! • :r:x;::~~o 
tha mote recent and chalteng.Ln1 foni, of ut 

~~"::n~ ,:w.,!~~1:, 1naJ :r c~~!~~:1'f!~e~ ~ 
a-rt 1n Auacralh. 

WO!U:.S t'R0~ TH£ PER:."'!.-\.'lti.'l"T C0LU:CTt 0:<. ;. seh ct ion 
o ::: c.-.• uaL.u::ry s :-:o .. J 1.n5s or • .apane!5e &re: o! the 
Edo ;:,eriod (l61.S-l867) ls on display on ehe first 
!loo-r . 
Toe Callery ' s collection to d.au contains !ine. 
e;,c:ample:i. of th• v3rtous schocls cJf painting .sc:1\19 
throusn t!\e Edo prrtod. fOT e1U.1119le, the .... 11-
x.,o~ l 7cb century pair of sc:--ree na o f " V1.e._.s ln 
,1nd .around Kyoco" {r;t.ft ol Kenn.ch. Myer) i& on 
display, along wt.ch e xamples of the literati 
school , the ukivo-e tc:hool &nd ttle reali..st 
Maruya.ma. sch~om.e pl.eces of the Edo ped.od 
ceramics are alJo on display. 

Alt lllust:-r.,c.ed publication oa. Jap-1nie•• art o f ch• 
Edo period as it r:elate.& c.o the. collection l a 
noy avail1.ble. 

PRO.!!:CT 38 , RECONSTRUCTED VISION. To<i,,y a !ft>a>g<aph 
sc1..1. .. evoKes a.n {.J.ea o t an llNg-• which is 
naturalistic:, even if peopl e no longer be.11.e ve 
chat Che. c:ame:"l'.'a doesn't Ue ! P"t"Ojecc 38 ex.ami.nes 

:~o~~~!;h!~~ ~~•~~•=f~~;;cn:~i~: or 
un-natural soaces bv .subtle distortions and 
a.anipula.cion s of their prints. The work s ln che 
ax.hib i tion range from e xtensively hand•wor:X•d 

=~:, !£ ~~~:~}!fe:c:~s fi~~!ied in the 
c:amara by cont-rol of perspe.ctiv.. 

SOME AUSTAALI.<IJI DBAWitlGS 1880-l 980 . From t.oub 
!uve!ot and Toa Robe:rts co the pr•sent day , the 
col l e ctiO'l\ 1 s holdings o! dra.,ing, are s urveyed in 
a:n exhibition which ha11 at the same time ::»een 
select ed co relate co Fifteen Decades o f r\uscr.ilian 
x•in~i.ng.shown on the Ground Floor ErOtD-mn,-

P 24th. l'!&y. !he dr&"'1lg• ""'plify and 
ezte.ad ovr Uilderatand111.g of c.he paac hundred y,u:rs 
of Auatralia.n art. and oft:m allow IIM,.t -per10nal 
And lnttmate coatacc with. the arti•t.s vorking 
•c:hoda. While 101111!: rill 'be tamil iar frOQL recent 

~:t:!t!f :.~=~ ;~:cJ:!!. f:d1;if :i ~~: ;~: a 
th111 first time , and a few w,:k■ whlch tu1ve not 
been •Khibh:ed for aev•r.d d.eeade1 . 

FABULOUS TAS'RtCl!f l,07 .. t96'P,-- · ·· · ~--· ,;.... . .., ... ,_ • 
hoa the c;iotlectlon of 'rba Co■a-. tnad.c"u, The 
&c-ropolitaa. ._.ID of Art., Kw 1tork.. 

Thi■ eGJ.bitioa., the tirac of it■ k.Ln-d ever -co be 
sho,,,a ia. Auettalia, W1ll fucure aa atiperb o:i.tt1.a• 
~ chi. ..rl.d's ~ fa■hSal ~. Coverlnc cha 
period. 1907 co L967, the; cloth.ins cefhcc1 the 
uniq,u.e ch&Pgee of chl!I cvant!Ath ceucu~y b■g'inning 

:!;b b~h:o:!h~f!~~P,,f::• ~: ~1!:"S!!!~ 
end end1Dg witb. t.he space ••• c;aa.tnrpoi-ary l.ook of 
the ■is:c1.u by C.Ou:n-tsu, C.:i-din cd Paco !tab&N'le. 
the &r•at: C°"-t-u:r1•~• ol chi.a ce:ncu.ry, Vionnet , 
Chand, Schia-par•l li, Ct'ea.. c&.rhtian Dior. 
'&&Lenci ag&, 'tve11 Saine Laurent and iuny o thet" • u·a !1-p~!!:!:~ i..Q thi• eEhibitJ.on by cttei~ Na~S 

The world f'maou■ CoacUZN lrl•ticuu of CM 
Me!tropol it.an. Hua.um ot Art. Nev York t• lead.Lng 
t:he WOt'k.a tor th.ii exhibil::ian, co M shovt\ in 

!{~:~=~ ~h;7 ~!p~:!y l~:l ~nr Sou,t:h W.alu 

The. n:bibiU.011 haa ken orgaot.nd by the 
U'\cefflaeiona:l Cultural Corporation o t A\18tra.lh 
and •~sored by Tbll: 4uatrd1.:n Wo1Ua.'a Weekly end 
t.b,e Su.aa.-n CO'"CltO?"&C:ua\. 

I!~!ft,ffi~ra!anI:a~0 ~!:s:1~~ ee ti!f~\n ~r=~·• al: 1~fnand ~!:t~:.:. ::1~ri:~~t ~ nd 
coUec-ci on.. 4 Ir!~• -lhd •aried rang• of pd.nttnga , 
.,.te-rcol ow:-:,,drawi.ngs , ~r ints ,nd de<Qra.c1.ve .a.ru 
from t h• Auetrali.m, !1.iropa&n and A.al.aft c::o1.lec:daw 

~~r~1:!°nOr!P;:i.~n-;~1t~1~:n,;vtn to 
Gigantic L.,Ule ol New ~01.1.ch Wahs 1810 . l1l&'gaRt 

~i::d 8 =~~~~ i:fh:rPi,Z~~• t.;t'~~d;~ch•~ 
St.oa.• 1 

• r e e.eD.t bocU1ical diavtna 1.al:lkai.a. vfoJ.aeu 
l980. ' 
MAX ICL'INQ;R, !.avg. IIUtH All;) nm &nOKo . 

l°roV: O::•~? :;;: !'::s::;:itn {~~. c~?b~J:)d 
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rhe C"91'let:e etch&d cyclu tru:.en19z:1i aa.4 A Gl ov•, 
l.88l , md. On Dea t h t , 1889.~to aan~ 
re .. l a tion~eoacilua l • 11urprhins co 
reali;H t hat On O.ac.h. vu bought !or the. N.ac ional 
Calln y·of Vi~ 1891, and ICl:'OQ.&ly 
iaflu-nced Lloa.d and l'oY'llatl Utadwy .) X.lin1er '1 
e:1tziapla played a tti:ong -;ale iA c-he development of 
1u.neeli.s11 in Europe early chi• century . 

~~ f!r:~.::!ii!i!~~~;!!t}6 V:!t~l\~~!?f ;r ;h. 
tC:ching■ Wl.ieh tore ,uch a central pan. of hi-' 
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by :ieaaat'y Jock heh ~ollo11111y and llena Zdanowi.c::=:. 
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ANG Functions & Facilities 

The Australian National Gallery has been open to the public since 

October 1982. Acquisitions of works of art for the Gallery were 

undertaken in a large way in the early 1970s. As a result of this, 

holdings of contemporary work are much larger than the historical 

collection, In addition, the Gallery sees part of its function as 

collecting contemporary artworks and installations, even if they are 

inconvenient to store and display. 

Prior to 1982 the conservation department numbered two conservators 

working in a temporary space at the collection repository. Since 

that time the conservation staff has grown to 14, headed by a Senior 

Curator, with specialists in painting, textiles, paper, and framing. 

The conservation laboratories of the Australian National Gallery 

cover an area of approximately 750m2 • The laboratories are 

generally open plan to allow for diverse use of the workspace. 

Large items such as tapestries, cartoons for exterior murals, and 

large paintings have utilized this flexible work area. Other areas 

are identified for specific purposes such as administrative, 

specialist textile, paper, varnishing, sh ielded radiography room. 

The department is well equipped with three fume cabinets , a 10 metre 

long picture hoist, Wild/Leitz microscopes, IR/UV televid~con, pH 

meter, and a large sink for washing textiles. The conservation 

department is responsible for its own record photography, although 

the Gallery is equipped with a large photographic studio and assists 

with specialised requests when necessary. It is hoped to install 

radiographic equipment in the room specially constructed for this 

purpose, in the near future. 

As emphasis is placed on correctly stretched and framed paintings, 

the Gallery has workshop facilities for the construction of 

stretchers and new frames, and the conservation and accurate 

reproduction of historic frames. 



Australian National Gall~ry . . 
The Australian National Gallery houses the National 
Coilection at ar.. 
Construction of the Gallery on its 9.6 hectare site beside 
LaKe Burley Griffin in Canberra's 'parliamentary triangle' 
began in 1974. The Gallery opened to the public in October 
1982. 
The budding: designed by Colin Madigan of Edwards 
Madigi!n Torz!llo Briggs International Ply Lld .. is 23 metres 
high and has over 7,000 square metres of exhibition space. 
There are eleven main galleries over three levels, accessible 
by Iif1s. ramps and stairs. 
The grounds of the .A.ustralian National Gallery form an 
extensive ::;culpture courtyard and garden, with Australian and 
international works on display .in a setting of native plants. 

The Collection 
!n comparis<"Jr> with maIor international galleries. Australia's 
National Coilection is very young. 
Serious collecting of Australian material began in 1968 
followed by international works in 1971. 
The Gatlory s acquisitions follow two key principles: works of 
art a,e se!ect8d on the highest aesthetic standards; and in its 
,nternationai collections. the Gallery always seeks to 
compiemeiit existing public collections in Australia. 
The Austra!iar. coiiection is a comprehensive survey of our 
f:ne arts and decorative arts. There is also acknowledgement 
of fo!11 arts. commercial art, architecture- and aesign. 
Australian Aboriginal art is displayed amongst European 
forms of art as well as in a room of its own. 
Ausiraiia·s geographic and cultural position is reflected in the 
mternationa! collections: while acknowledging the European 
origin ano character of Australian culture, attention is given to 
the arts of the southern hemisphere and particularly of our 
region. 

Security Regulations 
THE SECURITY OFFICERS ARE UNDER ORDERS NOT 
TO PERMIT VISITORS TO TOUCH PAINTINGS, 
SCULPTURES OR OTHER WORKS OF ART ON DISPLAY. 
Touching carnages works of art: it is the Gallery's 
respons1othty to take the best possible care of works in the 
Nauonai Collection and those on loan from other institutions 
or private coilections. 

Photography 
Photograp1'1y for personal purposes only-without flash or 
tripod-is permitted. unless signs in particular areas indicate 
otherwise. 

:'he grouc1cis of t'l.2 .\,1strali.,,~ National Callery contain an 
~xt2nsivs scu l o t ~~~ courtyard anrl garden, with Australian 
and inter!lational wor~s on cisolay a~ong native flora.· 

T.he ga::-Cen has a:i ar2a of two hectares, ex:te·ndi:ng from 
northc~n face of ~uilding tc ~ake 3urley Griffin. 

Plantings arc wattl~ a!1d eui::alpypt trees and other 
Australian plants. 

Other features of the qarden include: 

Sculoture court for s mal l er works 
Terraced artificial hill to display some larger work 
and shield garden from approaches to Kings Avenue 
Bridae 
Slat~ lined scill pool 
:"'-a r sh :=>Or1d 
Am-ihi ,:"leatre 



Many works to be exhibited have been stored since acquisition in a 

temporary repository. Upon selection for exhibition, it is very 

often the first occasion these works have been assessed by a 

conservator. 

As the emphasis for the preparation of works for exhibition 

decreases in relation to other activities it is expected the 

conservation department will be turning its attention to more 

technical analysis of the works of art. 



AGNSW & ANG Some Comparisons 

In any conservation studio and laboratory, the building plan and 

space optimises or modifies procedures in day-to-day work. Other 

factors in running a successful laboratory, apart from physical 

facilities, are the level and type of long term goals and 

intentions, the sort of communication possible within the 

department, and also the relationship of conservators to curators. 

Although comparisons are difficult to make, the writer felt that it 

was possible to discuss the conservation departments of the AGNSW 

and the ANG under several broad headings, as follows: 

access and storage; photodocumentation; general filing and 

reference; environmental monitoring, and professional 

development. 

1. Access & Storage. 

Paintings quite commonly spend many weeks in conservation. (It was 

pointed out that conservators at the Metropolitan Museum of Art have 

five paintings which they generally are examining or working on). 

This amount would not be able to be accommodated in either of the 

galleries in question. 

Both departments use a large lift from the ground storage/packing 

areas: This lift also becomes t he service vehicle lift for any 

outsized piece of equipment which is required on the same floor as 

the conservation department. Both departments also offer access 

routes to the roof and fire escapes, which many other service/ 

maintenance technicians usf; The departments, therefore, must 

maintain a permanent access path (marked in red on both plans). 

This is both distracti ng and a potential hazard to paintings in the 

path of ladders and other equipment. There can be no blanket 

assumption that works of art are saf e once they enter the department. 

There is a large picture hoist at the ANG which may bring outsize 

paintings, too large to fit in the lift, directly from the loading 

bay to the conservation department. 



Aa1'1~W PLAN OF CONSERVATION I>EPARTMENL 

TOTAL AREA APPROXIMATELY 3,500 sq. ft. 

A. Mounting Room. B. Paper Conservation. C. Dark Room. D. Oil Conserva
tion. E. Examination Room. F. Laboratory. G. Lithium Chloride Conditioning Room. 
H. Store Room. I. Conservators' Office. 

l. Mount Board Guillotine. 2. Screw Press. 3. Board Cabinet. 4. Board Storage 
Shelves. 5. Print Storage Drawers. 6. Screw Press. 7. Mobile Trollies. (2). 8. Washing 
Trays with Overhead Exhaust. 9. Work Bench with built-in Light Box. 10. E.LL. Direct 
Reading pH Meter. 11. Print Drying Cabinet. 12. Magnitarus Enlarger. 13. Leitz 
EnJarger. 14. Print Glazer. 15. Easels with Overhead Exhaust. 16. Mobile Trnllies (2). 
17. Spray Booth with Exhaust System. 18. X-Ray Machine. 19. Ultra-Violet Light. 
20. Infra-Red Im.age Convectot. 21. Fume Cabinet. 22. Ageing Oven. 23. Hot Plate. 
24. Flask Shaker. 25. Laboratory Stirrer. 26. Mettler Beam Balance. 27. Mettler Micro 
Balance. 28. Beckman pH Meter. 29. Vacuum Hot Table. 30. Humidity Cabinet. 
31. Ziess Binocular Microscope. 32. Nikon Polarizing Microscope. 33. Reichert Research 
Microscope, 34. Flexible Shaft Diprofil. 35. Mobile Maggy Lamp. 36 Slide Projector. 
37. Elemendorf Tear Tester. 38. M.I.T. Fold Tester. 

I 
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This hoist when fixed in position in the conservation department, 

offers almost the only adequate storage space for larger paintings. 

The only other areas are the window walls, or wall space, which, if 

used, curtails optimum specialised use of the r ooms , as in the xray 

room, or the varnishing room. 

The AGNSW department has two wire grids in the passageway where some 
1 paintings may hang, and also be stacked against the walls~ 

It would seem that the needs of a team of conservators, coupled with 

the large dimensions of many contemporary paintings, were not 

adequately considered in the planning stages of either building, 

(although the AGNSW was conceived before the proliferation of large 

contemporary paintings). 

To some extent the ANG's larger open plan allows modification of 

this lack of storage, by accommodating two outsize lock-together 

carpeted stands. The AGNSW floorspace could not accommodate such 

trolleys. 

The ANG's ceramic stoneware tiles - certainly resistant to chemicals 
) 

- offer another hazard not encountered at the AGNSW. Hard, cold, 

and accoustically conductive, they are also most uneven. Fragile 

paintings must be transported with especial care, even i n 

spring-balanced padded trolleys over this surface. 

Some mention of open-plan floorspace should be made. A large space 

is necessary for the large scal e works often enteri ng conservation. 

However, the ergometric/psychological needs of persons working on 

paintings which require sometimes intense concentration also 

requires consideration. In the writers opinion, the AGNSW was a far 

more satisfying pl ace in which to work, from this viewpoint. 
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2. Photodocumentation. 

One consistent procedure undergone by every work of art coming into 

both conservation departments is photodocumentation. In both 

galleries a separate photographic department is maintained, although 

at some physical distance, the photography being adjacent to 

registration/packing. The principle of conservators taking their 

own record photography is most suited for accurate records with 

minimum delay. 

The ANG conservators use two (Canon) 35mm cameras, and both b & w 

and colour film. All processing and printing is done by contract 

outside, and the results are returned within 24 hours. 

The AGNSW use a 35nnn & a 4" x S" plate camera (Leitz). Conservation 

staff here were also responsible for the maintenance of a darkroom, 

and processing and printing all films. 

In theory, the idea of also processing and printing photographs in 

order to obtain high quality prints, compensating where necessary, 

seems sound. In practice, it is extremely time consuming and 

frustrating. It would appear to be justified, more, for research 

purposes rather than routine record-keeping. It was also observed 

that the burden of developing and printing tended to fall on the 

same conservators. 

ANG system notes all photographs and slides on the relevant 

dossier. The actual photographic records are included in the 

folder. A photographic records book is maintained, but there is no 

cross reference system. 

The AGNSW department retains the 4" x S" negatives in numbered 

glassine sleeves, clearly identified in a cross referenced index, 

which is a far more useful and accessible system in the long term. 
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3. General Filing & Reference. 

The ANG is fortunate in having a short-term CEP scheme filing clerk 

who has effectively instigated and maintained a system of filing 

conservation records and information in a manner which will enable 

future data based information to be extracted. The AGNSW maintained 

a good filing system for information regarding suppliers. 

The value of having open book shelves of reference material was 

considerable. A large part of the ANG's most valuable conservation 

reference literature in the form of journals and periodicals is in 

the library. This arrangement may be of more use for concentrated 

reading in a crowded department. 

4. Environmental Monitoring. 

In both galleries, sustained environmental monitoring, using 

thermohygrographs throughout the galleries, has delineated patterns 

of unacceptably wide fluctuations of temperature, relative humidity 

and light. 

These fluctuations in both galleries often related to large glassed 

areas, and both depart ments have consult ed with architects and 

technicians in attempts to modify unacceptable extremes. 
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5. Professional development. 

The ANG appears to encourage individual professional aspirations and 

has supported attendances at seminars, etc. There does appear to be 

more money available for such attitudes than at the AGNSW, although 

this is a subjective statement. However, the staff at the AGNSW are 

far more united and supportive of each other, and in 1981, weekly 

meetings were held which fostered a wide variety of discussions and 

helped the 'dead-wood' to be clearly seen and pruned. 

It is essential for the department to see itself and its goals 

clearly for the most fruitful interaction with members of other 

departments to occur •. 

The ANG conservation department has the potential to make strong 

bridges between the art historian and the conservator, for the 

ultimate benefit of the further understanding and care of the art 

work. 

Generally speaking, the newer Gallery has superior staff members and 

financial resources. However, the AGNSW staff had the nucleus of a 

much stronger commitment to the idea of the conservation department, 

probably due to having had a longer time to iron out problems, 

by their ability to support each other as a team, and also by 

holding definite roles within the department, 
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CONSERVATION ART &LIBRARY SERVICES 

Conservation Art and Library Services (CALS) was begun as a 

partnership with limited capital in 1978. The two conservators who 

initiated the service had previously trained with Ian Cook at the 

National Library of Australia. The firm is presently a limited 

company, working in a leased 2,400 square feet of floor space in a 

brick building in Leichhardt, 

The firm accepts and treats mainly works of art on paper and 

paintings. The works come from private collectors, dealers, and 

public institutions. 

Sydney is fortunate in having a network of conservators who 

regularly discuss problems and solutions occurring in conservation, 

CALS continues to play an active part in this network and the NSW 

branch of ICCM, one of the partners currently acting as the 

president of the branch. 

Professional conservation workshops have been given to such bodies 

as the Framemaker's Guild. CALS is further involved in lectures on 

conservation principles and practices to the University of NSW 

School of Librarianship, and Sydney University Architecture School. 

In general, the public were not permitted into the practical working 

areas of the laboratory. 

The workspace had areas set aside for different sorts of activities 

and storages. (see diagram~). All chemicals are stored in an 

approved flammable materials metal cupboard. White paper blinds 

over windows offered easily modified, diffused light. There are 

approved and adequate fire extinguishers, 

Storage of works of art on paper awaiting or having received 

treatment, was in plan presses, acceptably interleaved. 

Smaller paintings were stored and easily located in numbered racks. 

Larger paintings were supported against cardboard against a double 

brick wall. 



Record photography used a Mamiya 2¼ square camera, a Pentax 35mm, 

and more recently a plate camera. Photography was generally 

undertaken in the carpeted entrance room, which had an ampled 

lighting system for initial examination and discussion of the work 

with clients. 

Detailed records of all treatments were retained in a filing system 

in this room. Individual reports were given when required. 

A total of over 20 working days, spread over 5 months, was spent at 

CALS. During this time a variety of treatments were observed. The 

writer discussed and assisted with some of these treatments, and 

undertook the cleaning, consolidation, and inpainting of several 

paintings. 

It is interesting to note that the practice of contracting work to 

private conservators is widely accepted overseas. In Australia it 

is beginning to offer an alternative to permanent staff ceilings in 

large museums. The MAAS, and the AWM are particularly in~erested in 

contract conservation. Therefore, the experience of working in a 

commercial situation was particularly valuable in allowing 

comparisons between approaches. 

The commercial situation enforces a rational approach to the work as 

an object. The writer feels there are points in common with the 

approach of the MAAS. The condition, degree and emphasis of the 

treatment is discussed with the curator (or client) and measured 

against the available resources: time (or money). The curator may 

be told that it is possible to have X amount of work carried out on 

one object, or X amount of work, for, say, five objects, in the same 

time. The owner/caretaker of a work brought to a private 

conservator is given an assessment of the present conditions. The 

estimated cost of the total ideal treatment is broken down into 

components - stabilizing, cosmeticising and preventive work. 

In both cases options are presented to the curator/client by t he 

conservator, who may further advise on the r elative values and 

consequences. The curator/cli ent makes the f inal choice. 
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In the private situation. it is possible to refuse to undertake work 

which the conservator feels is unethical. 

This indicates the importance of adequate records, which will 

clearly indicate those proposed treatments. 

It is unfortunate that critics of private conservation facilities 

often don't take into account the difficult ethical decisions which 

conservators in such places must make. Often, by making a judicious 

compromise, the potential life of a work is lengthened, and further 

conservation work is possible in the future. And as any curator or 

dealer will attest, not all of the nation's cultural heritage reposes 

within the four walls of institutions! 
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Work observed, and assistance given whilst at CALS included:-

The tensioning of a large linen canvas for lining a Von 

Guerard painting, and assisting with stretching the Von 

Guerard after wax lining. 

Photodocumenting details of a large cradled wooden panel 

painting, presumed 18th century, to be included in a letter to 

the conservator Bettina Jessell in England. 

Observation of the removal of facing, prior to removal of 

varnish on a John Backler, (c. 1860) portrait. A reforming 

mixture was sprayed on to the aged natural resin varnish. The 

optimal time for the mixture to remain on the surface before 

the reformed varnish could be easily removed was found to be 

10-12 seconds~ 

Observation of surface cleaning with water only of a large Ian 

Fairweather painting, 

as well as the continuing routine work and problems encountered in 

all types of paintings. 



Four paintings were treated at CALS by the writer: 

(1) John Allcott (Marine Painting) title unknown 

oil on canvas 507mm x 609mm." 

(2) John R. Reid "Off The Cornish Coast" 

oil on canvas 608mm x 920mm~0, '' 

(3) Woo Cheong? "Mrs. J k 1112.-•+ ac son 

oil on textile, 545mm x 450mm (diameter 

(4) Woo Cheong? "Captain Jackson" 
BS-.Jl. 

oil on textile, 545mm X 450mm (diameter 

of oval format) 

of oval format) 

(Because it was decided to mount (3) and (4) to shaped solid 

supports, and these were not ready by the time the writer left 

Sydney, treatment on these two paintings was completed to this point 

only.) 



Work at AGNSW 

(a) Aspects of working in conservation department 

Whilst working at the AGNSW, it was possible to observe the role of 

the conservator in the areas of display, packing, and routine 

procedures as well as unusual or more difficult treatments and 

situations. Some of these procedures are mentioned in the following 

pages, and include: 

weekly meetings 

exhibition and display 

'onsight' educational displays 

aspects of treatments observed 

approaches to cleaning, comparisons of surface coatings, 

and methods of inpainting 

condition reports. 



Weekly meetings: 

Shortly after the writer commenced work at the AGNSW, it was decided 

to hold a weekly meeting of conservators. This meeting proved to be 

an excellent forum for group discussions and decisions. Pertinent 

issues considered at these meetings included: 

Workflow - work in progress, the need for clear short and 

longer term priorities. 

Condition reports for private works lent for exhibition. 

Procedure for conservation work urgently needed on some 

private loans. 

Review of functions of the 'onsite' travelling exhibitions. 

Exchange programmes for conservators. 

Framing and backing. 

Internships. 

Dust problems in galleries caused by excavation. 

Method of display of aboriginal bark paintings. 

Duplication of research in conservation institutions 

occuring through lack of communication. 

Consulting fees from ICCM, for information. 

New forms for travelling exhibitions. 

Questionnaire to be sent to artists after purchase of a 

work by AGNSW. 

Assessment of private conservators in order to be able to 

respond to numerous requests from the publi c for such 

information. 

Security identity necessary for employees and visitors. 

Restriction of enquiries from public to one day per week. 

Indexes necessary for slides and negatives. 

Curators to list priority order of paintings to be saved in 

the event of fire/emergency. 

A policy on answering calls from the public was decided: 

a) dissuade f rom 'do it yourself ' rest oration: certainly no 

practical advice. 

b) suggest market valuati on by approved valuer (card file on 

valuers at r eception) 

c) weigh up the cost of rest orati on against the value of 

the painting - r ecommend certai n private conservators for 

obl i gation- f r ee quotes 

d) valuable paintings can be brought in for assessment 

of condition. 



Exhibition and display: 

A list of the AGNSW Temporary Exhibitions for 1981 was daunting (see 

pp 10,11). It is to the credit of AGNSW staff working behind the 

scenes, that generally high standards of presentation, monitoring, 

and final packing were maintained. 

It was suggested the writer assist with several of these exhibitions 

in routine packing and conservation advice. Amongst the exhibition 

were 'Art Clothes' (packing), Australian Perspecta (installation) 

and Treasures of the Forbidden City (installation). 

The role of the conservator in such shows should be integrated as a 

matter of practice, from inaugural planning. Sometimes it seemed 

that the conservator was peripheral and only called in as a 

'patch-up' person, after the fact, rather than their specialised 

knowledge having been used in anticipating and preventing basic 

errors. 

Treasures of the Forbidden City - 100 Chinese classical 

paintings of the Ming and Qing dynasties, 14th to 20th 

centuries. 

This exhibition opened at the AGNSW before travelling to 

Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and Melbourne. 

From a conservation viewpoint, it was particularly memorable. 

A Melbourne architect had designed the exhibition stands and 

display cases. They featured raw sanded pine. Much thought 

and effort had been expended on their making, yet no 

conservator had been consulted; the result was that while 

there were a series of stands and display cases which some 

people may have found aesthetically pleasing, the display was 

inadequate from a conservation, viewpoint. 



The scrolls were either large wall scrolls, or smaller, very 

long scrolls, intended to be displayed flat. 

The scrolls in these cases were to be displayed on quite an 

angle! There was no provision for any sort of soft protective 

buffering material between the delicate scrolls and the pine 

wood. Also it was not apparent that any thought had been 

given to gentle restraints for the scrolls, which once 

unrolled, would naturally tend to assume their rolled up 

position. 

So there was a need for a lower edge support and an acceptable 

restraint. 

Perspex, glass rods, or strips of heavier mylar were 

suggested. The Chinese delegation were not happy with the 

suggestion of perspex, which they regarded as too heavy, too 

sharp, and incompatible with the scrolls. 

Finally, weighted Japanese paper strips, with mylar in the 
I I 

centre, where the very long scrolls bellied,was used. Some of 

the hanging scrolls required support at the bottom. This was 

arranged with shaped wooden blocks. 

Lighting for the scrolls, also, had not been well considered 

by the designer, with TR37 f luorescent tubes inside the cases. 

The lack of any conservation in part in the planning stages of 

this exhibition was marked. Apart from the very real dist ress 

which the scrolls were subjected to because of this lack of 

thought, there was also the aesthetic incompatibility of the 

strong grain pattern of pine wood which competed with the 

images in the delicate scrolls, 

Compared to the care with which the scrolls were packaged for 

travelling, the Australian treatment of them was no occasion 

to have any pride. 



Another major exhibition, mounted by the AGNSW was the 

Sali Herman Show (27 June - 26 July). This show required 120 

paintings to be prepared. Many of these paintings were from private 

collections, and some were in poor condition. From the 120, 60 were 

selected to tour after the show closed in July. 

Processing 120 paintings was a task for more than one person, and in 

this case the work of condition reports and preparation was 

distributed between several conservators. Even so, it was a 

formidable task in the time allowed. 

One of the problems which arose was the need for private owners to 

be notified of the condition of the painting, and to come to an 

equitable arrangement whereby any unsound paintings would be given 

attention, either by the conservation department of the AGNSW, or -

preferably, owing to time restraints - by a private conservator. 

In the case of such a large collection of paintings as the Sali 

Herman, it would be practical for a conservator to travel with the 

curator to advise/approve prospective loans, and advise against the 

acceptance of any paintings showing excessive deterioration or 

fragility. 

Alternatively, the curator should suggest to the owner that, 

'although the AGNSW would like to borrow the painting, it required 

some restoration; in order to protect investment etc., it is 

suggested that t he painting be •••••••.•• (proposed treat ment )'. 



'Onsight' educational display 

Onsight was set up by the AGNSW Education Section. It was a mobile 

touring van, intended to service schools and other requesting 

institutes with a chance to view original works. The van was to 

serve an area of approx 300km radius from Sydney. The paintings 

were packed in the van and assembled on screens at each site. 

Despite condition reports before the works left and at each venue, 

the conservation department was concerned about the hazards to the 

paintings and consequent deterioration, and had stated that no 

further visits were to occur until the van was airconditioned. 

The van was greatly in demand - over 5000 children saw the first two 

exhibitions and 74% of the schools involved had invited Onsight to 

return. (See page 9 ) 

There is a need for conservators and education curators to be aware 

of each others' concerns and work together in such situations. 



Aspects of treatments observed 

One of the more absorbing treatments the writer observed at the 

AGNSW was that of an extremely fragile painting Captain James Wallis 

: View with cattle in the foreground (Hunter River), (attributed to 

Joseph Lycett). The painting was being treated by Cathy Lillico. 

The painting had been previously lined onto a linen canvas, heavier 

than the original support. The thickly applied animal-skin glue had 

caused shrinkage of the original canvas which was highly susceptible 

to moisture. There were also considerable areas of blind cleavage, 

flaking, and blistering. 

A bed of chalk covered by mylar was made to receive the delicate 

inpasto and flaking that remained, whilst removing the backing. 

This proved to be too yielding to pressure; a firmer padded surface 

proved more functional. The removal of the backing was extremely 

time consuming, and was achieved over many weeks, working under 

magnification. 

Because the original canvas was so susceptible to moisture, it was 

difficult to soften the water soluble glue without affecting the 

support. 

Poultices were tried in areas of approx a square centimetre; it was 

thought the glue would gell, allowing mechanical removal. But even 

this procedure proved hazardous to the original canvas. 

The treatment continued in the time the writer spent at the AGNSW. 

Another observation was of part of a treatment by Gill McMill an. 

The t r eatment was vapour extraction to assist cracked and cupped 

paint f ilm. 
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Plastic hosing was run from the extraction outlet on the hot table 

to the fume hood. A solution consisting of: 

25% (ethanol 98% and methanol 2%) 

75% (water) 

was sprayed onto 'Vilene' (type IND 8010). The hot table was 

covered with mylar, blotting paper, and the Vilene, allowing 

breathing strips for the table. The test painting was placed face 

up on the vilene and covered with mylar smoothed over with a 

chamois. The first twenty minutes of extraction was at ss•c and a 

pressure of 6 on the vacuum hot table. It was decided that these 

figures were too extreme, and there had been too much moisture. 

When the original vilene was removed, it carried much discolouration 

from the back of the painting. Treatment continued with several 

changes of vilene and blotting paper under the painting. The 

painting was then adequately padded with blotting paper and left to 

dry under weight, over the weekend, with quite successful results~'· 

As in any large gallery, paintings were not the only objects 

requiring attention. The AGNSW has a large collection of bark 

paintings which had, in the past, been nailed to the display wall. 

Peter Gill had designed perspex restraining clips which would hold 

the barks in a safer way. He also treated a number of tribal 
10, II 

sculptures which required minor consolidation,· 

The case, described by the NSW Regional Galleries conservator 

(C. Lillico) at the 1981 ICCM conference in her talk, 'The 

possibility of extending gallery environmental conditions to works 

of art in transit' was tested on the roof of the AGNSW, with 

temperature and relative humidity measurements, both inside and 

outside the container, monitored daily, The writer assisted with 

this monitering. The results showed that the container resisted 

outside fluctuations to preserve a stable interior environment, most 

successfully. The locking system required some modification. 

Otherwise the case remains basically as it is marketed today, 

'Fabwell'. 
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Another practical observation made was of the travelling-case used 

by the Regional Galleries conservator. The contents were listed and 

photodocumented!' 

The writer was interested to discover how curators made hanging 

decisions, as well as who hung the paintings (a team of security 

officers, and when appropriate, Bob Ford from the workshop). Some 

photographs detail the board which has a colour photo of all 

paintings, which was used as a preliminary aid to the order of 

hanging, as well as the scaffold, and chains and clips to which t he 
~4 

paintings were attached. 

Approaches to cleaning, surface coatings, and methods of inpainting 

The writer was concerned at the problem of the adges of adjacent 

areas overlapping, as one cleaned a painting. Obviously the 'edges' 

(1-2mm) of an area may be exposed to a double application of the 

solvent, with possible blanching or overcleaning of these areas. 

How is it possible to avoid this? Would the use of a 'barrier' area 

prevent this? Approaches to cleaning seem to divide into 'stronger' 

solvent, shorter exposure time, vs. 'weaker' solvent, longer or 

possibly multiple exposure times. There is also the problem of a 

'stop' actually assisting the potential blanching power of a solvent. 

This problem had arisen as the Allcott marine painting was being 

cleaned at CALS. Thi s painting had large areas of pale sky, in 

which any variance i n the cleaning was immediately noticeable, and 

yet it was necessary to work in extremely small areas. 

Alan Lloyd believed t hat t here was no one answer to these problems. 

Cleaning is one of those activities where there is no substitute for 

experience. Every conservator ultimately discovers t hat range of 

solvents and methods of application which best suit the 

picture-in-hand and themselves. 

Ad hoc discussions such as this were great ly valued by the writer, 

not l east in their revelation, yet again, t hat t here is no 

abs ol ut ely 'right' way. 



It was of interest to discover different approaches to systems of 

isolating and final varnishes, from the conservators working at the 

AGNSW. 

Presupposing that all previous surface coatings had been completely 

removed, one system relied on an isolating varnish of 'Paraloid 

B72'. Over this, any inpainting is in 'Cryla' (Rowney) acrylic 

paints, and the final varnish of 'Ketone N' (now 'Laropel KBO'). 
Cryla paints may assert a tendency to dry darker, even with careful 

compensation. The theory here is that the acrylic varnish is 

tougher and more stable than the inpainting and final varnish 

layers. Therefore these last layers can be removed if ever 

necessary, with little disturbance to the Paraloid, which remains as 

protection for the original paint, and may be stable for over 100 

years. 

Other systems require stronger solvents for removal. Another 

ar5ument is in favour of the more easily reversible Ketone N against 

the original paint layer. 

Breale{ expressed his aesthetic dislike for the surface appearance 

of Paraloid B72, commenting that a certain UK gallery had all the 

paintings with similar 'orange peel' surfaces, which disregarded 

what the paintings may be about. He also cautioned agaist wax used 

as a component, for giving a matte surface. 

All of the foregoing is related mostly to 'traditional' paintings, 

executed in oils and built up in layers. 

Paintings in the last 100 years, from the Impression~ ~ts onwards, 

may have no surface coatings. (The writer has encountered an 

opinion that the application of an easily reversible coating will 

prolong the life of paintings less obtrusively than glazing. This 

opinion has no concurrence with any held by the writer). 
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Such modern paintings may limit isolating layers to local areas 

only. Such layers may be of methylcellulose, Primal AC 235, or 

either of the paraloid varnishes B72 or B67, and the inpainting 

water colour, acrylic, or powder pigment in the appropriate vehicle. 

It would seem that this is one area in painting conservation where 

no amount of theory can replace practical experience in the 

behaviour and interaction of various media, which will determine the 

choice of (or abstinence from) surface coatings, for each painting. 

These coatings must be selected with an understanding as well as 

theoretical knowledge of, the solubilities and properties of the 

original paint, as well as the final desired saturation, and 

material and aesthetic effect. 

Condition reports 

As has been previously mentioned, the AGNSW conservation department 

had heavy work loads, and it was possible for the writer to assist 

by taking an allotted share of documenting and photographic works 

intended for loan, and carry out minor conservation work, under 

supervision. 

More than 15 paintings were documented in this way, for loans and 

exhi bitions. 

Report No. 6 is a typical documentation of this type - Godfrey 

Kneller: Portrait of a Woman (Lady Godolphin?). 

Some time was spent in examining and photo documenting a copy of 

Poussin's Bacchanal before a Herm, a late Cl9 painting belonging the 

the AGNSW. 

The deterioration was similar to t hat of a painting the writer had 

conserved the previous year. On clarification from the CCAE, that 

work should ' i nvolve a range of treat ments', it was felt that the 

time required t o conserve this painting may be used with greater 
11- 2.0 advantage on other treatments , so no actual work was commenced. 

(Report No. S ) 
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Work at Art Gallery of NSW 

(b) case study : treatment devised for fragile wooden panel, 

St Paraskeva 

(i ) 

(ii ) 

(iii ) 

(iv ) 
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(viii) 
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(i) Introduction: 

The previous year, two icons in the care of the Greek Orthodox 

Church in Australia had been brought into the conservation 

department at the Art Gallery of NSW. In consultation with the 

curator, the guardian, Father Stephanos, had hoped for advice and 

possible conservation work. Some preliminary cleaning work had been 

started. 

It was decided that these two icons would be suitable works for the 

writer's attention. They satisfied requirements of offering 

problems not previously encountered, and they did not belong to the 

Art Gallery. Examination and documentation of these paintings was 

commenced in late April. The icons were of St. George, and St. 

Paraskeva. 

The icon most in need of attention was that of Saint Paraskeva, and 

so this was the focus of initial concentration. 

Saint Paraskeva 

This icon had been brought to Father Stephanos by a family who no 

longer wished to have it in their possession, owing to its shabby 

condition. (Icons may not be destroyed by those of the Orthodox 

belief). 

Father Stephanos believed it to be from an island in the Dodecanese 

group. When he examined i t more closely, he saw that it had a late 

nineteenth century lithograph pasted over the surface. Father 

Stephanos removed part of this print, and the probable reason for 

the cover-up was revealed. The icon was extensively tunnel led by 

insect larvae, with flight holes on the surface, and it appeared to 

have suffered a superficial charring, a common occurance with icons 

having votive candles lit in close proximit y to t hem. 



(ii) Description of image: 

The image is of Saint Paraskeva, associated with Friday, markets, 

and women . St Paraskeva's hagiography is complex and not fully 

determined. She is celebrated on different feast days within the 

Greek and Russian Orthodox churches. 

The saint is dressed in ecclesiastical robes, richly detorated. She 

holds a cross in her right hand. Her left hand cradles a scroll on 

which a brush script delineates, in Church Slavonic, the first part 

of the Creed. Above the saint's right hand is a small image of the 

veil bearing the likeness of Christ. (AcheiropoietosJ 

The colours of the icon are limited to white, ochres, ambers, 

vermilion, and the amber varnish over the silver leaf. Some lines 

are incised. The main nimbus outline has been built up to a fine 

relief, and there is extensive tooling of the halo and vestments~7 

The curator concerned with this icon, Nicholas Draffin, believed the 

icon to be originally from South Russia, possibly between Smolensk 

and Kiev, and dating from the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century, or perhaps later, 

The AGNSW possesses another smaller icon of St. Paraskeva~~-53 

Some comparisons between the two icons may be found on page 61. 
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(iii) Alternative proposals: 

After examination and documentation, some reading was undertaken in 

papers concerned with the treatment of wood panels, since at that 

time, there had been no practical treatments undertaken in this area 

at the CCAE. 

A flow chart was drawn up, with alternative treatments proposed and 

discussed, in terms of advantages and limitations. 

These proposals are summarized below. 

a) Do little to the icon except surface cleaning, with 

consolidation of loose paint, and, on the reverse, 

possible surface consolidation of friable and weak areas. 

Advantages: integrity of object retained; futher work 

possible at a later time. 

Limitation: object remains fragile and vulnerable. 

b) Treatment as above, with the icon being 'encapsulated' in 

a clear display system, as with the Egyptian Fayurn 

Portrait ( 4~ ), many of the barks in the Australian 

Museum collection ( S1 ) and the Giovanni di Paolo, 

Australian National Gallery. 

Advantage: as above (a) with fragility of object 

protected. 

Limitation: mainly aesthetic; the owner may not like the 

'barrier' of plexiglas. 

c) Treatments (a) and (b) followed by the construction of a 

facsimile panel, using a coloured photograph, for display 

in the Greek Orthodox Church. Directions for the viewing 

of the original would be unobtrusively stated, as in 

copies of medieval French paintings on display in the 

Palais de Chaillot in Paris. 

Advantage! original protected from hazards of 'use'; 

experience gained by self in moulding and casting. 

Limitations: the question of t he piece being treated 

a work of art in a museum, where it may be considered 

differently by the owner: ethics of reproduction of 

original. 
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d) Surface cleaning, consolidation of paint, impregnation of 

panel from the reverse, with a choice of mounting the 

panel on a protective backing. 

Advantage: icon strengthened, three-dimensional form 

retained; acceptable if the church wished to display the 

icon as a devotional object. 

Limitations: the possibility of solvent damage to the 

paint layer, even although all preliminary tests would be 

carried out, could not be excluded. Again, the 

irreversibility, in practice, of synthetic resins, in 

such a structure. 

e) As for (d) plus infilling missing voids of panel. 

Advantage: the panel would be strengthened; 

aesthetically, the panel would 'scan' better. 

Limitation: it could be argued that the condition of a 

panel shows its inherent hist ory and is part of the 

aesthetic experience. 

f) A 'half-transfer'; that is, removal of part of the back 

of the panel. Feller proposed that a softwood panel be 

thinned to not less that 10mm, and hardwood not less than 

5mm. ( ~t ) The icon in question was a hardwood 

and originally 18mm thick. Following thinning, the panel 

would be consolidated, and then attached to either a new 

synthetic panel, using a honey comb core or seasoned, 

f i ne grai ned wood, such as pear or apple (Renate 

Schneider, by discussion). 

Advantages: easier complete penetration of the remaining 

part of the panel; assured protection for the front 

surface. A learning experience for those involved. 

Limitations: destruction of the three-dimensional form, 

preferential treatment to preserve painted surface only; 

in the case of a constructed core panel, the 

consideration of the incongruity between traditional and 

modern materials. 



g) A complete transfer; the icon being faced several times, 

placed face downwards on a sympathetic receiving surface, 

and the panel pared away, with the icon transferred to a 

new backing. This new backing would be possibly shaped 

to the convex curve of the original panel. 

Advantage: complete and safe preservation of painted 

image; a learning process for those involved. 

Limitations: the dismissal of the three dimensional 

aspect of the icon and the destruction of this aspect. 

This method also poses inherent dangers to the icon's 

surface, even though the procedure has been performed 

many times. Buck's criteria for transfer, the complete 

breakdown of the support, could not be validated in the 

case of this particular panel. 

A shaped fibre-glass support, similar in concept to those made for 

the support of aboriginal bark paintings at the Australian Museum, 

was also considered at this stage. 



(iv) Considerations 

Final decisions were dependent on the primary significance the icon 

possessed for its owner: asthetic, cultural, religious; further 

knowledge of the icon. Limitations of materials proposed and/or 

available should be explored, and also the small point as to whether 

the treatment was ultimately to the benefit of the icon or the 

conservator. 

Accordingly, a further discussion was arranged with the custodian, 

Father Stephanos, as to the final place of display and proposed 

use. 

Father Stephanos was quite clear that the paramount function of the 

icon was as an item of religious devotion. The idea of dealing in 

icons as 'objets d'art' was abhorrent to him, as is, also, the 

trading of items of spiritual significance to Aboriginals. 

Most of the icons in his church were already in a frame and under 

glass. One of the main reasons for the glass was to protect the 

icons' surfaces from the rather disastrous cumulative effects of the 

kisses of the congregation, resulting in deposits of lipstick, and 

abrasions. 

The final destination of the icon, after several years of hanging in 

the basilica at Kingsford, would be in the n~w basilica to be built 

at Gosford, Central NSW Coast. 

Referring to a question related to the degree of infilling of the 

icon, Father Stephanos did not like the idea of the icon appearing 

'new'. His viewpoint emphasised conservation rather that complete 

restoration. 



Following the interview with Father Stephanos, it was possible to 

make some decisions. 

1. Codes of ethics set out for conservators are clear about the 

responsiblity being towards the object. There was no reason 

to consider abrogating this responsibility. Therefore the 

treatment would not be one regarding a partial or full 

transfer. [proposals (f) & (g)]. 

2. The treatment should be chosen with regard to the designation 

of the icon as primarily, an important symbolic item of 

veneration in a particular cultural context, and only secondly 

as a work of art. This eliminated proposal (c). 

3. Treatment emphasis would be on structural consolidation and 

strengthening without full restoration. 

4. The icon would certainly be enclosed in a case frame which 

would greatly help with protective and buffering functions, 

especially considering the high relative humidities sustained 

on the central coast of NSW. (The NSW Bureau of Meteorology 

gave the average reading for their Narrara Station, near 

Gosford, as 72% RH over 2 years). 

This eliminated proposal (a). 

5. Since Father Stephanos did not object to infilling which may 

serve to strengthen the object, proposals (b) & (d) were 

eliminated, especially since the icon may be handled without 

particul ar discrimination, in the future. 



Limitations of the remaining proposal (e) were the danger of solvent 

damage to the paint layer, and the practical irreversibility of 

complete impregnation. 

The question of reversibility may sometimes require a compromise 

between ideal and practical positions. If the item is unique, there 

can ethically be no question of any intervention which is not 

completely reversible. 

In this case, as Nicholas Draffin had explained, the icon was not 

unique, in any artistic or cultural context. It was also extremely 

fragile. It seemed the benefit of structural consolidation, in 

preventing further deterioration of the support, and consequently 

the painted image, outweighed the consideration of reversibility in 

this instance. 

Extensive solvent testing had shown that the painted surface 

remaining was far tougher than may have been anticipated, and 

therefore widened the choice of effective consolidants. 

Discussion of alternative treatments took place with the 

conservation staff at the AGNSW. Other persons who gave me valuable 

advice regarding proposed treatments were: Pat Townley (MAAS), 

David Horton-James and Sue Walston (AM), and Wal Ambrose (ANU). 

It was enlightening to learn that there were quite strongly held and 

widely differing opinions and rationales amongst these conservators, 

concerning the extent and direction of possible conservation and 

restoration of the icon. 
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(v) Some consolidants compared 

A flow chart was drawn up in an attempt to compare properties and 

known treatments using various consolidants, and relate them to the 

needs of this particular panel. Broad classifications included 

supplier and availability, viscosity, depth of penetration, method 

of application, reversibility, solvents, and previous documented 

treatments. Some of these points are mentioned below. 

Xylamon LX (Bayer). Low viscosity, can be brushed or infused; 

AM had tried a vacuum impregnation with limited success, 

soluble in petroleum spirits, or petroleum spirits with 

turpentine in a 1:1, 1:2 ratio. It must be remembered that 

Xylamon is also an insecticide containing 

hexachlorocyclohexane and pentachlorophenol. Packard ( ~9 ) 

had noted that 'The solvent has no action on gesso or tempera 

paint'. Upon evaporation, the resin shows no sign of 

shrinkage or tension within the structure. 

Writers at the Oxford Conference on Painted Surfaces, however, 

noted some adverse effects; the flash oxidation of silver due 

to traces of sulphur; the probable change of Refractive 

Indices, darkening of polychromies, blackening of wood (1~) 

and the alteration of glue - bound polychromy, especially 

azurite. (40) 

Bedacryl 122X. (polybutyl methacrylate in acetone) available 

from ICI, 40% in xylene solution. Requiring repeated 

applications. Walston & Gill used it for surface 

consolidation of barks, in a 3% solution in 40% acetone, 60% 

toluene. They reported it had a tendency to gloss. (37) 
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The waterbased polyvinyl acetates 

Softening point Intrinsic viscosity 

AYAC 32°c .11 

AYAB 44° C .15 

AYAA 66°c .30 
AYAF 77 .56 

AYAT 86 .69 

Supplier, Union Carbide. 

It was found that the resin of AYAA was absorbed too quickly 

into the panel of a Fayurn portrait ( 45'). Schaffer also 

compared the properties of PVA and PEG when used on unsound 

wood. ( 73) 

Shrinkage does occur, although it was minimal. The mechanical 

properties of the object were greatly strengthened. Byrne 

( t6) reported no darkening of wood, although other writers 

had not been so sure. 

The Australian Museum was quite enthusiastic about polyvinyl 

butyrol, believing it to be up to 5% stronger in a lower and 

hence more viscous concentrate. A slight change in the 

refractive index could be anticipated, however. (It is 

interesting that recent tests at the Courtauld Technical 

Department justifies this enthusiasm, to some measure). 

Vinyl butyr~l in butanol/acetate had some supporters for 

consolidation purposes. In particular, Munnikdamen 

( $3) supported its deep penetration/low viscosity, and noted 

that it had no visible effect on either tempera or oil 

polychromy. 



Wood plastic composites 

Impregnation with a vinyl monomer eg. styrene and 

acrylonotrite, and subsequent polymerization with radiation or 

heat/catalyst techniques, had given effective cell wall 

penetration up to 25mm, and a good ASE (anti shrink 

efficiency) was obtained. (43) 

Futher work reported success with polymerization in situ. 

using gamma rays. ( l.1 ) 

Union Carbide had a prepolymer ERC2795 - used with 1% butyl 

glycidyl ether, 5% toluene, plus a slow reacting polyanine, 

7:100 polymer resin. 

Epoxy resins - 'Araldite' Ciba Geigy. 

Araldites E, & A - epoxy resins with mono-functional 

compounds, best administered by injection, quite possible 

because of low viscosity. 

An addition of more than a 10% (W/W) solution has been 

considered to cause deterioration of the properties of the 

cured product. ( 14 ) 

Successful impregnation has been achieved with 49.6% DY022, 

21% DER 736, 24% Rutapox 54, and 4.8% methyl ethyl ketone. 

Plenderleith ( ,, ) r ecommends Araldite LC 261 or LC 249, 

plus the addition of 10% trichloroethylene. 
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Paraloid B72, Acryloid B72 

An ethyl meth~crylate copolymer, soluble in toluene, xylene, 

methanol. Mihailov gives a table of physical and chemical 

indices in ( 60 ) 

It is possible to apply a 28% solution in acetone 3 parts, 

toluene 7 parts, by injection. There is no cross linking, and 

no discoloration with B72. The resin is mentioned several 

times in the papers from the Oxford Conference: 

a) B72 in xylene, for consolidation of surface ( 11) 

b) a 10% solution in toluene was described as being soft, 

transparent, and non yellowing ( '74 ) 

c) an increase in penetration to 20-45mm with using a 

pipette ( ,3 ) 
d) its mattness and lightness were noted (: z~. ) . 

Another method of application was to achieve initial maximum 

penetration with a 5% solution and increase the concentration 

over 7 days until a 20% solution was being used. 

David Horton-James (A .M.) had achieved some success with a 

project of wood consolidation, using a B72 solution and 

injecting it. 
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(vi) Investigations - X-radiography 

Howard Hughes, the photographer at the AM, had already taken 

X-radiographic photographs of the icon. 

These showed the tunnelling as being consistent over the whole 

panel, and also gave more indication of the extent of voids. 

The relief edges of the nimbles were shown to be built up with lead 

white, not gesso as at first supposed. This was consistent with 

Cenninis' account. ( IS ) 

Owing to the relatively close densities of silver and tin 

(Ag: AN 47, AW 107-9; Sn AN 50, AW 118.7) it was not possible to 

differentiate the metal used by this method. 

Although the tunnelling could be seen with some detail, it was felt 

that knowledge of the extent, and distance from the surface, of the 

voids, would be of great ,help in determining the treatment. 

Accordingly Mr. Hughes spent some hours taking several pairs of 

photographs, where the relative positions of the tube and the 

painting are slightly changed, and the resulting photographs f~ ~m a 

composite stereo image~0 

Time was spent with Mr. Hughes, and cont acting the Lands Department 

of the NSW Central Mapping Authority, in order to use their stereo 

viewer. 

Unfortunately, the prints were mislaid in the post, returning from 

being printed large scale, and the whole exercise, which the writer 

felt was crucial, was terminated prematurely. 

Siefert industrial xray, tube distance 30" 

Agfa D4P film 30 - 35 sec 

40 KV 5 t»G\, 
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(vi) Investigations - audio, ultra sonic scanning of voids 

Before treatment had been finalized, the writer became aware of two 

unconnected occurrences which, it was felt, may be able to be linked 

to discover further information, 

On a visit to the National Accoustic Laboratory, it was observed 

that the voids and ech~es from inner ear structures were scanned and 

plotted with great accuracy. 

Quite detectable differences in the sound of the icon, when it was 

gently tapped, could be heard in different areas. 

Would it be possible to 'grid' the icon, place it over a resonating 

drum - or baffle - and track the same sort of pickup microphone over 

it, so that an accurate map could be drawn of the voids? A sound 

recording engineer contacted thought this might be possible. 

There was some literature which indicated work in this area ( ~, 51. ) • 

The Director of the National Accoustics Laboratory, Ray Piesse, felt 

this was an interesting problem, but not immediately viable. 

The writer also contacted Mr, Vincent Manners, at the Department of 

Defence Materials Testing Laboratory. Mr. Manners, again, was 

interested, and said he'd like to mull over the problem for several 

weeks. He discussed their ultrasonic equipment, which was generally 

used to detect voids in large pieces of metal, and required the use 

of a coupli ng medium such as an oil or water film to register the 

sound. Other suggestions he gave were for the improvement of the 

resolution of xrays, by using lead or tinfoil framing to prevent 

back- scattering, and also that the Department of Physics at Adelaide 

University were currently working on similar ideas. 

The writer concluded that these ideas required time and money to 

develop, and were presently unrealistic. However, what did emerge, 

was how interested practitioners of other disciplines are, in 

becoming involved in new problems and applications. 

Developments in non-destruct ive analysi s i n t he US i n the last two 

years have also used sound for investigation, other articles show 

that valuable information is yielded ( 4 ) ( £>3 ) . 
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(vi) Investigations - pigment and media analysis 

It was felt advisable that some analysis of media and pigment 

analysis was undertaken. Accordingly, the articles by 

Plester s ( 9 2. ) and Kiihn ( 4- a ) were studied. 

Some time was spent identifying suppliers and prices of the 

chemicals required for this work. However, it was finally decided 

that the purchase of these expensive chemicals was not justified by 

the AGNSW conservation department at that time. 

Samples of supports, ground, and media, were located, recorded, and 

prepared for SEM/EJi>AX sampling. Unfortunately, the machine 

operating time available at ANU was limited. 

Some interesting SEM photographs of the wood were obtained, which 

clearly showed the plates, although degraded (photographs 4, •-43 ) . 

A sample of red from the border of the icon was able to be 

analysed. Scanning the surface, a strong lead peak was shown. A 

hole in the surface revealed traces of iron, two calcium peaks, and 

aluminium. There was no location of mercury or sulphur. This 

eliminated the possibility of the red being vermilion - red mercuric 

sulphide. This left the pigment the possibility of being either a 

form of ferric oxide (Fe,iOj) or (Fe:iO.sHiO); or red lead (Pb;Olt) or 

(PbO- 2Pb0, for analytical purposes) "Minimum". 
4 

It was felt that the latter was more probable, from the colour and 

provenance, strong lead peak confirming this. Further tests would 

be required to completely eliminate Fe 20 3 , owing to the possibility 

of fluorescing, explained in the following excerpt from The Particle 

Atlas (p. 578). 



'A peak for iron apprears in nearly all specimens; this originates 

from fluorescence from the bottom plate of the final lens of the 

microscope due to backscattered primary electrons. The magnitude of 

this peak will be a function of the count time, but the peak to 

background ratio should normally be fairly constant. We have 

endeavoured, wherever possible, to differentiate between iron 

present in the specimen and iron originating from the instrument. 

Thus, in many EDXRA patterns iron will not be labelled although a 

peak is present.' ( 4-,) 
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(vi) Investigations - identification of wood and insect species 

Travelling boxes were constructed for the icons and they were taken 

to Dr. Ken Bamber at the CSIRO Department of Forestry for 

identification of the wood and possibly the insect species. 

Dr, Bamber was of the opinion that Paraskeva had suffered a loss of 

60% of the total volume. 

Using a sharp blade, he removed a piece of wood approximately 

10 x 5mm, from each of the icons, and the crosspiece of the 

Paraskeva, to assist magnification of the end grain. 

He commented that the Paraskeva was almost perfectly quarter-sawn, 

with little heartwood. The wood was a pored, finely textured 

timber, not unlike birch, similar to willow or poplar. 

If the wood was alder (alnus), as he finally speculated, it would be 

easily identified by uniseriate homogenous rays, and the particular 

form of scleriform cells. 

At a later date, the woods were positively identified by 

Dr. Joyce Lander, working with Dr. Bamber, as: 

Paraskeva - Alnus (Alder) related to birch 

St. George - Jugl~ns (Walnut) 

Subsequent investigation, using the SEM facilities at ANU, clearly 

showed these scleriform cells, although degraded. 

(see photographs 41-4~) 

In all probability it is Alnus glutinosa, rather than Alnus incana -

the latter is from Northern Europe only, and the iconography of the 

icon in question puts it into the Southern Russian/Macedonian area 

of Europe. However the wood was so desiccated and reduced in volume 

by insect activity, to approximately 1/3 of its original mass, that 

the further division into species may require more destructive 

analysis than was warranted. 



I 

Dr. Bob Eldridge, the entymologist at CSIRO, was particularly 

interested in the insect responsible for the damage. He measured 

the flight holes, and concluded that both holes and frass were too 

large for annobium. He further commented that insects can stay 

inside wood for up to 40 years, and was concerned about the 

possibility of a new insect having been transported to Austral ia 

from the Mediterranean in this way. 

At a later date, Dr. Eldridge was able to identify the insect from 

part of a thoracic cavity he isolated from the frass sample. It was 

Nicobium, a relative of Anobium, with similar characteristics and 

habits, not distributed in Australia, but found more generally in 

Asia. 

Nicobium is described in the Conservation of Wood, put out by the 

Tokyo National Research Institute of Cul tural Properties ( 85" ). 
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Alder - Alnus - a diffuse porous European hardwood. 

Angiospermae 

Dicotyledoneae 

Archilamydeae 

Fagoles 

Betulaceae 

Alnus - glutinosa 

incana 

rubra 

distrib Europe, widely 

distrib N. Europe 

distrib N. America 

not durable when used under conditions favourable to decay. 

wood - diffuse porous 

growth rings distinct 

pores small, solitary, and in short radical groups 

rays of two types - narrow (simple) 

broad (aggregate) 

minute vessels 70 - 110 per mm 2
, the largest 70 - 100 .-v in 

diameter 

perforation plates - scalariform with 15+ thin bars 

parenchyma - paratracheal, metatracheal diffuse, occasionally 

terminal 

fibres - thin to moderately thick walled, 16 - 40 in 

diameter 

rays - unstoried, homogenous 

moderate shrinkage 

often confused with birch (Betula) but softer and lighter. 

from Jane ( 36 ) 
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(vii) Discussion 

Informative and interesting as all these articles were, the 

procedures some of them detailed would have required considerable 

experimentation and adaptation to determine the right proportions 

and methods most suitable for the project. Also, some of them were 

costly and not easy or quick to obtain. 

It seemed advisable to concentrate on what was available in Sydney, 

and also consolidants of which practising conservators had first 

hand knowledge. 

The panel was light, friable, and extensively tunnelled, allowing a 

large surface exposure. Any form of impregnation would be applied 

to lessen this fragility, particularly the surface face, where it 

appeared there were large voids immediately under the surface. 

Minimum viscosity would be required to penetrate these large 

surfaces. The extent of penetration would be determined by the 

first application. There was some thought of subsequently stronger 

applications, using an initial very dilute solution. 

Whilst the fragility of the surface should be lessened, there was a 

danger of 'over-strengthening' the whole panel. The idea of 

'structural strength' in conservation was largely a misnomer. This 

was discussed with Sue Walston (AM). The icon was to be housed in a 

protective case, and would not be subjected to great stress. Sue 

was of the opinion that 5 - 6 coats of an impregnating r esin were 

acceptable. With more than 7 coats there was a danger of 

contractile forces with shrinkage, particularly with polyester 

films. 

The wri ter f elt that while a preliminary dilute impregnant or 

preliminary saturation with the resin solvent, followed by a 

stronger solution, may be employed, the idea of successive 

impregnations was hazardous to the painted surface, since there was 

no saf e way of testing the effect even of prolonged exposure to 

vapours only, beforehand. 
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The possibility of detachment of the left corner was worrying, 

Ramsay surgical supplies were unable to discover anything in the 

nature of a fine slight flexible pin of inert material, so the idea 

of pinning was abandoned at this stage. Very possibly a needle may 

have been efficacious, given that the panel ultimately became less 

able to respond to RH% 

Another factor to be considered was the amount of moisture content 

(M.C.) in the wood. The panel had been in the conservation 

department for over 12 months. Therfore it had equilibriated to the 

prevailing RH% (55%). However, it would be returning to the RH% 

range 62-72%. 

The moi sture content in wood can drop to as low as 3% in museum 

conditions. 

(E.M.C.% = 
Mass of H20 in wood 

Mass of oven dry wood 

100) 
X ------

1 ) 

However the average M.C. may rise to 15% in Sydney, Since 30-40% of 

the total structure of wood is moisture, in cell cavities, cell 

walls, and air bubbles, it was probable that the convex curve of the 

panel had become more pronounced since it had entered the department 

and suffered a l oss of M.C. 

Any impregnation, which would fix the final form far more rigidly, 

must only be carried out after the panel had been allowed to 

equilibriate to a higher RH% closer to RH% prevailing where it was 

to be ultimately housed. 

Accordingly, the panel was placed over a wat er bath i n a fume hood 

f or 5 days, after which it had gained a maximwn 6.2 grams, to weigh 

840 grams when removed from the fwne hood, i nstead of the previous 

836 grams. 



(viii) Preliminary tests 

Sections of insect-tunnelled old flooring (coachwood) were used for 

a series of tests with different strengths and methods of 

application of B72, Beva, Polyvinyl butyral, 10% PVC/ethanol, as 

well as the traditional materials of isinglass and gelatin. These 

tests were qualitative only, to allow the writer to obtain some 

understanding of the behaviour of the materials. Some fills were 

also tried, using kiln dried hardwood sawdust, and calcium carbonate. 

Any change in colour, and brittleness of surface, were noted, as 

well as adherance of flaking paint, and shrinkage~ 

The shrinkage of the more traditional as compared to the synthetic, 

materials, when used as a fill, was noticeable. The gelatin and 

isinglass tended to leave small 'snailtracks' even with careful 

application, whilst the 10% PVC darkened unacceptably. Also a small 

area of the icon, when tested, showed the older wood to be even more 

absorbent than predicted. It was decided to proceed with B72 as 

having the most acceptable tested parameters for consolidation. 

(ix) Notes on treatment. 

Remnants of paper lithograph and adhesive removed with 

water- dampened swabs and mechanical means. 

Enzyme cleaning* removed considerable surface dirt. "{~/ivo) 

After extensive solvent testing, it was found that the red tempera 

surface appeared highly resistant to many solvents, whilst the most 

effective solvent for the discoloured varnish and charring over this 

area was 20% 2'ethoxy-ethanol, applied for up to 10 minutes using 

mylar to inhibit evaporation. The discoloured varnish swelled 
wifh -the ~<tli, of 

within 6 minutes and was able to be mechanically removed 
1
\ · a 

microscope. Areas of particular charring required up to 12 minutes 

contact with the solvent. 



5% ammonia+ white spirit stop cleaned much of the moderately 

dicoloured varnish. It was difficult to decide whether the effect 

of the 'gold' varnish had originally been intended to extend over 

the red border. Twentieth century sensibility made it difficult to 

know this without an extensive knowledge of icons. After 

consultation with those more knowledgeable it was decided that the 

red was originally unvarnished. 

Comparison with an icon owned by the AGNSW was helpful. This icon 

was also St. Paraskeva. 

The Paraskeva icon owned by the AGNSW was a smaller and less 

elaborate version of the same figure. The icon was 285mm h. by 

240mm wide, of two pieces of wood, joined by spleens on the 

reverse. The wood had some damage at the lower edge from charring. 

The painting was in tempera, brush drawing, with some metallic foil, 

(photographs sz - 54 ) . 

The curator believed this icon to have originated from the same 

region, but possibly fifty years later. He commented that the 

drawing of the larger icon was structurally faithful to its 

Russo/Byzantine sources, whilst this smaller icon was closer to 

contemporary European - influenced work from nearby regions. 

Features which were of interest to the writer included: 

a) The dark-brown/black border, 5mm wide. The border had been 

painted over the red border. 

b) There was a white painted line 20mm in from the edge. This 

line corresponded to the incised line on the larger icon. 

c) Metallic foil (possibly tin) was overpainted with a varnish to 
give a gold effect in the background. Parts of the crown were 

left unvarnished, hence remained silver. 

This was particularly interesting, since it showed such selective 

use of varnish. It added weight to other opinions that the red on 

the larger icon had not originally, been coated with a 

heavily-tinted varnish. (It is known that regular revarnishings 

were habitual, to 'rejuvenate' icons). 

This icon was documented, surface cleaned, and a backing prepared, 

at the request of the curator. 



Meanwhile marine plywood, fibreglass and plexiglas supplies for the 

backing and presentation of the icon were located and purchased. 

The first B72 mixture was 8% in toluene, keeping the solution warm 

in a bain-marie and injecting from the reverse. The viscosity was 

low, hoping for maximum initial penetration. Despite care, the 

resin penetrated through to the front of the panel. 

After drying, there was no measurable colour change in the painted 

surface, but the slight darkening of the wood was worrying. It was 

decided to try a 10% W/V mixture of Beva 371 in petroleum spirit on 

a very small area. This was applied with a fine brush to an 

undercut area on the right edge. The result prompted a decision to 

stay with B72. 

However the solution obviously required more viscosity. David 

Horton-James had had success on a large wooden object using initial 

saturation with the resin solvent, and a stronger solution. Other 

writers recommended a 20% or less solids content, or reducing a 40% 

solution with di-isopropylbenzene to slow evaporation. 

As the whole panel had proved to be more absorbent and 'honeycombed' 

that anticipated, the idea of a more controlled bath began to make 

more sense than an impregnation which would expose the icon to many 

move hours of solvent fumes. 

Before this was used, it was decided to try impregnation with a 35% 

solution. The wood was so absorbent, it became easier to use a 

dropper rather than to inject. 

After impregnation lasting 6 hours, the icon had gained 86 grammes 

in weight, which after most of the solvent had evaporated, after 5 

days, dropped to a total gain of 49 grammes. 

It was obvious that the icon had by no means attained the minimum 

consolidation and reinforcement required. Therefore the idea of the 

i mmersion was taken up again, and it was decided that risk was 

minimal compared with overall and even penetration. 



Calculations with the size of the bath compared to the volume of the 

displacement ensured that the icon would be completely covered. 

Because the resin would be acting also as a surface coating on the 

front of the icon, the final dilution was 500g. B72: 2500 mls of 

solvent. 

Comparing solvent evaporation rates, it was clear that xylene was 

much slower evaporating and hence would give a safer margin (for the 

object) in working. 

The paper washing sink and fume hood were sealed with plastic 

sheeting, and the area prepared for the procedure of total immersion. 

With the help of two assistants, the icon, supported on'stabiltex; 

was firstly manipulated at two diagonal inclinations to allow air 

bubbles to escape (60 seconds) and then completely submerged for 90 

seconds. (Protective clothing and masks were necessary). 

The icon was then lifted from the bath, drained on repeatedly 

replaced paper towelling, and excess resin on front quickly removed 

by swabbing. The painted surface was quite stable~&-&o 

The icon was monitored and weighed over a period of 18 days. After 

impregnation it could be seen that solvent evaporation took a 

considerable time, but the initial greatest evaporation phase was in 

the fir st 48 hours. ( see diagram. 4 ) 

Fills were considered, and a further series of tests made. 

The owner had indicated his wish that the icon was not to appear 

'as new'. Therefore the main consideration was the restoration of 

some structural strength, with the major surface breaks, interfering 

with scanning, infilled and inpainted. 

Although f ills were necessary for the accessible voids under the 

ground and paint layers, they would also be partially visible at the 

edges of the panel, and therefore, their extent was quite 

aesthetically important. 
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(x) Testing of fills 

Alternative fills were considered and futher tests made using 

drilled cavities on a wooden panel, as follows:-

1. PVA (Vinamul 6815) plus dried hardwood sawdust plus glass 

2. 

balloons; 

Filled slightly proud. Still soft after l½ hours. 

Second fill poured, 2½ hours later. 

Good fill. Good adherence between first and second 

layers. Although the fill yielded to a probe, it was 

suggested shaping/paring, if desired, is not delayed past 

the first 24 hours. Little shrinkage. 

PVA (CM Bond M2·) ~ plus glass balloons: 

Dried very hard, too brittle and friable for soft wood, 

although resultant surface easy to shape. 

~ 
3. B72/Xylene 50% plus glass balloons: 

4. 

Stayed in plastic state, impossible to confine or shape 

satisfactorily. 

,f, 
B72/Xylene plus Glass beads, plus frass: 

Still plastic but less 'flowing' tha~ (3). 

Suggestions for arising from (3) and (4) 

a) try 10-20% solution 

b) calci um carbonate addit ion 

c) paper fibre & glass balloons 

d) kaolin addition. 

5. B72/Xylene 10-20% solution with calcium carbonate addition. 

6. (5) plus filler, paper fibres, plus glass balloorl. 

7. B72 with addition of kaolin. 

8. Vinamul 6815 plus kaolin. 



The fill finally chosen used Vinamul 6815 and kaolin, mulled to a 

suitable consistency. (The flat plates of kaolin lock together to 

form a fine, strong fill.) This was applied to the major cavities 

and the edges. The fill at the edges was kept to a minimum, No 

rebuilding of the losses was attempted, but the ground and paint 

layer were offered more support wherever possible!' 

The fills were inpainted with dilute PVA and water colours. 

The icon was given a final thin brush varnish of a 5% solution of 

B72 in toluene. This extremely thin varnish was also not as glossy 

as Ketone N may have been. 

(xi) Colour comparisons 

As no Munsell chart available, we used the Methuen Handbook of Colour 

( 41 ), and compared specific locations. 

After cleaning, and before consolidation: 

The red was closest to (7) B8 

8. AB, B8 

The red+ varnish is closest to 

(9) CB 

(8) CB 

After treatment 

red was closest to (7) B8 

(8) 8-8B 

The final colour saturation still corresponded to the same 

colour-range on the Methuen colour chart, (Obviously, this is, 

finally, a subjective assessment, and the electronic colour 

measurement methods currently available :,ffer superior assessment). 



(xii) Framing considerations 

Peter Gill, at the AGNSW, had previous experience of the frc).ming 

and presentation of bark paintings, at the AM ( 81). Owing to 

the flexibility of perspex sheeting, it was felt to be advisable to 

allow at lease 2.5cm between the surface of the icon and the 

perspex. This measurement, when combined with the depth of the 

convex support of the icon (2.5cm) and the thickness of the 

backing, would make quite a deep shadow box. 

A fibre glass support similar to that described in the AM article, 

was being considered as part of the preventive conservation 

treatment until the success of the impregnation made it unnecessary. 

Several other options for housing the icon were discussed with Alan 

Lloyd before being rejected. 

Bob Ford, of the AGNSW workshop, was able to construct the frame 

after consultation. It was made from cedar, and was designed to 

allow the icon and backing to be removed as one unit if so 

desired. The wooden frame was wax rubbed. 

The backboard was cut from marine ply, and two small 'ledges' cut 

to accommodate the icon were screwed to the ply. 

The whole front was covered with a neutral buff-coloured fine felt. 

The icon just fitted in between these horizontal bars. Four small 

bevelled plexiglas retainers were screwed with small brass screws 

to these bars. They did not detract, visually, from the icon. 

The plexiglass and wood cover was attached to the frame with mirror 

clips. 

The final result was discussed with Alan Lloyd before it was packed 

for collection by Father Stephanos. 

The writer felt that the fine quality of the icon had been ensured 

some continuity and clarity which it had not possessed before the 

work. Report no. , photographs 21 - 51 



Work at AGNSW 

(c) case study W.M. Bennett: Portrait of Vice Admiral Hunter 

W.M. Bennett: Portrait of Vice Admiral Hunter 

Introduction and notes. 

A portrait of John Hunter, second Governor of NSW, by W.M. Bennett 

was brought into the conservation department of the AGNSW by David 

Dolan. Mr. Dolan was currently fine arts adviser to the Prime 

Minister's Department. 

W.M. Bennett was best known as a miniaturist, patronised by King 

Louis Philippe of France and the Due du Berry. ( ~6) 

Hunter was a close friend of the painter. There are now three 

portraits of Hunter, painted by Bennett, in Australia. The other 

two are at the Mitchell Library and the ANL.10 ··
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The painting had been found in Essex, England in 1980. Although 

it was covered in a thick discoloured varnish, Mr. Dolan thought 

it had considerable aesthetic, as well as historic value, and 

having acquired it for the Australiana Fund, he was anxious to see 

the painting in its true colours. Selective cleaning was 

discussed with David Dolan, Alan Lloyd, and the writer. Initally, 

an alleviation of the discoloured varnish on the flesh areas was 

required. 

Some time was spent on documenting, solvent tests, and selective 

cleaning. The portrait had several layers of varnish. At first 

the writer was reluctant to touch the tinted varnish, believing it 

to be an original varnish glaze. However, in consultation with 

Alan Lloyd, and with frequent recourse to UV examination, it was 

clear that there was another discoloured varnish under this tinted 

varnish, which had probably been applied after the partial 

destruction by heat lining. 

The paint i tself under this appeared stable. 



Having revealed the true flesh colour, the figure did not 'sit' at 

all well in its varnished background and it was possible to 

discern varnish edges as a result of the selective cleaning. 

Mr. Dolan was contacted, and the aesthetic vs historic values were 

discussed with him. There was a danger, if the painting was 

completely cleaned, that the scars of old age would look more 

'gruesome'. The painting had been lined at an earlier stage, much 

to its detriment. On the other hand, complete cleaning was felt 

to be justified in terms of the remaining quality of the painting, 

and the fact that it would probably be a more acceptable whole. 

It was of interest to know where the painting would ultimately 

hand. Its destination was to be in Admiralty House, with subdued 

lighting. This would minimize the 'scars', so apparent in harsh 

lighting. 

Having discussed the matter, Mr, Dolan decided the painting should 

be completely cleaned. 

Accordingly this was commenced. The portrait showed all the 

techniques of the miniaturist, often working in tempera; fluid 

brushstrokes of white, highlights, 

The cleaning was a much more arduous undertaking than had been 

anticipated. 

The area of the neck and collar was puzzling. It seemed that the 

painting had been overcleaned here. The winged collar, so clear 

in the Mitchell Library's painting, was almost as a pentimento. 

There were two different blacks used, Also in some areas there 

seemed a possibility of a coloured varnish glaze. Microscope 

examination showed extensive abrasion of the yellow, and black. 

Some thought was given to the possibility of the order of 

dress/regalia being changed from naval to civilian, as Governor 

Hunter was demoted for some time, but there was insufficient time 

to follow this up. 



During cleaning it was found that the greenish ground, first laid 

down, alternated with a prussian-type blue, which had been 

overpainted in the uniform area with purple-brown. This 

purple-brown paint had later contracted in drying, probably due to 

an excess of vehicle. The underlying blue was exposed in very 

small areas. This blue was soluble in a wider range of solvents 

tha~ the subsequent paint layer. 

Whilst working on the painting the writer was able to make a brief 

assessment of the Bennett portrait of Hunter held in the Mitchell 

Library, Dixson Gallery. (Number ZDG 394). 

The Mitchell Library's Portrait of Vice Admiral John Hunter, by 

William Mineard Bennett, was painted in 1813, The writer was able 

to examine it in situ in early September. 

The painting had an overall discoloured varnish. There was 

extensive cracking in the coat, in bituminous-type paint similar 

to the A.F. portrait. There was also cracking throughout the sky 

area. The paint surface appeared brittle. There appeared to be 

some glazing over the face. The passages between the collar, the 

neck and the chin, and the top of the head and the background, 

were of particular interest. There were no great tonal jumps 

between the softer brown edge of the coat and the shadow under the 

chin, as could be seen in the AF portrait, thus emphasising the 

possibility that the AF portrait had been the subject of 

overcleaning and overpainting i n this area. 

The sky showed striated cloud, top left, and the form of the 

sitter was given bulk and spatially placed by the light edge of 

the distance on the right side. A dark green-grey glaze extended 

across the top of the head, as a transition passage. The whites 

of the ruffled shirt were very clear and bright. 

This painting had been cleaned in 1968. 
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It was most helpful to be able to see and compare the painting 

with the AF portrait, as some indication of what may be expected 

when cleaning the AF painting, and a firmer base for decisions, 

was gained. 

The National Library also holds a small Bennett portrait of Hunter 

(Rex Nan Kivell Collection, NK2040) which has greater similarities 

to the AF portrait in the resolution of forms under the neck;0 

The writer's inclination was towards making a detailed comparison 

and technical analysis of the three portraits. Regrettably there 

was no available time for this exercise, and so the photographs 

only, of the other two portraits were acquired for comparison. 
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Work at AGNSW 

(d) Emergency conservation 

Facing, packing, documenting and in-situ condition report. 

On 3rd July a call was received from Judith McKay, a curator with 

whom the writer had worked on the Hinton Collection in Armidale. 

Ms. McKay had curated an exhibition of the sculptor, Daphne Mayo's 

work, at the Queensland Art Gallery. She had come to Sydney to 

disperse the contents of Mayo's lower George Street studio to 

appropriate state galleries. Initially, Ms. McKay had been told 

she had several months in which to achieve this aim. She had 

notified curators, in advance, of the studio being open at this 

time. Upon arrival in Sydney she was notified that the building 

was to be demolished in the immediate future and she had only 

several weeks' grace in which to safely remove the contents. 

There was too much work for one person to accomplish in such a 

short time, so help was solicited for t his emergency. Most of a 

weekend was spent carefully sorting items. After consultation 

with the senior conservator at the AGNSW it was agreed that any 

further required assistance should be given. 

Daphne Mayo, a contemporary of Lloyd Rees, was a moving force in 

the Australian art world of the twenties and thirti es. The 

address at Lower George Street was in the centre of what had been 

a number of studios of well known artists, up to the sixties. 

Mayo at one time had taken a series of painting lessons with 

Roland Wakelin and weekly exercises executed by her clearly 

demonstrated his approach, motifs and techniques in the late 

thirties and forties. 
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As Miss Mayo was still alive, but very frail, in a Brisbane 

nursing home, the experience was particularly moving. The large 

studio was as Mayo had left it, approximately a decade before, 

intending to return. There were drawings, paintings, 

correspondence with prominent Australian and international 

artists, sculptures, maquettes, armatures, equipment and tools, 

spanning more than thirty years of work,57
-

6
' 

Some curators had already visited and selected pieces for their 

respective collections. Ms McKay was concerned that the large 

plaster sculpture 'Susannah' should be carefully documented and 

stored, pending final acceptance by a gallery. She asked me to 

write a condition report, and also document photographically, this 

plaster sculpture before it left the building. Accordingly this 

was done. (Report No. 3 ) 

A relief panel and other details in the studio were also 

photodocumented at Ms, McKays request, also the construction and 
. u-~ 

fitting of bracing for 'Susannah' to travel, and transporting the 

large sculpture down two flights of narrow stairs. 

The packers and removalists for the larger pieces intended for 

collections were Austart (now Graceart). Their thoroughness and 
,a-~s 

care were commendable. The same could not be said of another firm 

employed to transport drawings, paintings and documents to the 

Queensland University Archives. A person for this latter firm was 

firmly dissuaded from ramming correspondence into a box with his 

boots. 

As part of a proposed didactic exhibiti on, one of the sculptor's 

work benches, as well as her modelling tools, some maquettes and 

examples of materials and casting, were sent to the Queensland Art 

Gallery. 

On the second day it was suggested t hat the head of conservation 

at the AGNSW, Alan Lloyd, visit the studio. His interest in art 

of this peri od, and hi s knowledge of the AGNSW collection, enabled 

him to suggest pieces whi ch would complement the extant collection. 
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The collection was bought to the attention of the education 

department of the AGNSW, and in this way a small selection of the 

materials which should be of great use in any future demonstration 

of sculptor's materials and techniques, was acquired. 

Several of the unframed paintings which had to travel were faced 

on the second day of work, using a weak solution of Ketone Nin WS ,i 
plus Japanese tissue paper. A note detailing the materials used, 

and instructions for their removal from the paintings at a later 

date was enclosed. All drawings were interleaved with non-acidic 

tissue paper before being stored in boxes for travelling, and all 

correspondence was wrapped in smaller packages, again using the 

tissue paper. 

Although part of this short exercise may lie outside the narrower 

definition of a conservator's role, it is satisfying to have 

helped preserve a small part of Australia's art history. 

Postscript: 'Susannah' was cast at an Adelaide foundry, for the 

Queensland Art Gallery, in 1983. (The writer has been informed 

that the patina applied is not particularly satisfactory by the 

Queensland Gallery standards, but no further details were 

available at the time of writing). 
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Work at AGNSW 

(e) An approach to cleaning 

1981 John Brealey was brought to Australia by the combined MAAS 

and ICCM. He visited the AGNSW in August. The original intention 

was for Brealey to talk to a group of conservators and curators 

from the Sydney metropolitan area, making points whilst discussing 

the Baroque painting 'The release of St. Peter', by Bernardo 

Strozzi, (1581-1644) 

This painting had been acquired fifteen years previously by the 

AGNSW. It had a thick discoloured varnish layer and areas of 

damage and loss on the angel's face. No conservation treatment 

had been undertaken at the AGNSW. The Strozzi was considered an 

ideal selection as a reference for Brealey's appraisal and 

advice. Initially, there had been no thought of actual cleaning 

being undertaken in this time. 

The following is an edited account of the 'running commentary' 

given by Brealey, to an audience of conservators and curators, as 

he examined and began the cleaning of this Baroque painting. 

The painting was placed on an easel in front of the audience. 

Brealey immediately remarked on the flattening of surface 

animation, the impasto. He considered it possible that the 

painting had been lined twice. He discussed, from aesthetic, 

historic and technical viewpoints aspects of the painting, 

transition passages, the modelling of the forms. It was also 

pointed out that the picture had at some stage been cleaned very 

fast, as there were remnants of discoloured varnish in the 

hollows. There were 'minor mechanical damages, of not much 

consequence.' 

Thin 'Ketone N' varnish was applied by brush to an area, in order 

'to read the picture, all the lights, in lights and half tones 

.••••••• it brings back depth and allows darks to be read. It 

radically alters the look, and alters the meaning.' 



BERNARDO STROZZl ltalian 1581-1644 
The release o f St Peter c. 1635-40 
oil on canvas 124 .5 x 113 cm 
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The varnish was then brushed over the whole painting. 

Brealey felt the damage to the face area could not be as bad as it 

first appeared. Strozzi had a mastery of whites, plasticity of 

form; the paint would be sound underneath. 

Upon request by Brealey, the painting was raised on the easel, to 

a height where the centre of the painting was approximately 2 

metres. He commented "The vantage point of the spectator was very 

low. The forms are monolithic, like sculpture. They were not put 

in with respect for literal truth •.•.•••.• Now the yellow 

drapery (the sleeve of St. Peter, lower right) 'bursts out' beyond 

the frame". 

At this point Brealy suggested he clean the painting. This was 

agreed to by the curator, Renee Free. 

Although most of the following comments refer to the painting, 

they also delineate Brealeys' approach and philosophy with some 

clarity. 

Cleaning tests should never be made into the picture, but rather 

use the rebate edge. Usually edges have been retouched; necessary 

to go in a little. These edge tests should tell everything; they 

can be toned back with watercolour. Brealey believes that if a 

'cleaning window' is made, it then becomes a dominating 'island' 

and the criteria for the rest of the painting, and all powers of 

judgement are lost. He gave the example of a Rembrandt in the 

Metropolitan, which showed a quite perfect rectangle from an 

earlier cleaning. Nothing can be done about this window; it 

remains to demonstrate the fallacy of the 'archaelogical' approach. 

Brealy also cautioned cleaning 'as an act of hygiene' 'we cannot 

put the clock back •.•••• but have to make allowance for the 

passage of time? many people, out of acute anxiety, go 

right all the way down, you can come back, even to a third time.' 



Swelling, and abrasion, were discussed. 'The sensuality of oil 

evaporates. It is safer to move more quickly over the surface.' 

The rolling technique requires a much more active solvent, because 

slow cleaning could actually be eroding the surface. 'Everything 

depends on the degree to which you keep moving •••••• not to have 

all your mind on the swab •••. 'is it clean enough?' but stand 

behind the mind of the artist.' 

Some pictures required small swabs. Others required wetting to 

cut down abrasion. For a painting the size of the Strozzi 

(124.5 x 113 cm), chopsticks were suggested as swab sticks. 

Brealey initially cleaned the varnish from the Strozzi using 

approximately this size. He worked in areas approximately 

12-20cm2 as he cleaned, moving with a circular motion. The motion 

was similar to that of a french polisher: overlapping concentric 

circles approx. 12cm diameter and 'pushing-off' down to the left. 

The swab was constantly 

checked to see what was 

coming away. 

After an area approximately 50cm2 was cleaned, a thin brush 

varnish of Ketone N was applied, to restore the values of the 

painting for instant comparison. 

Thi s procedure was ques tioned over lunch. It was felt by the 

questioner t hat there was a danger of the solvent being trapped 

underneath the varnish if the solvent wer e not quite evaporated 

when the varnish was applied. 

The solvent bei ng used on the pai nti ng at that time was a mixture 

of isopropyl alcohol and petroleum spirit with a dash of acetone. 

The answer given was that the varnish was only a t emporary brush 

varnish and woul d be removed fairly soon. 

Ketone N varnish has , as a vehicle , pe troleum spirit, one of the 

components of the cleaning mixt ure . 



Later the alcohol was omitted leaving a mixture of acetone and 

petroleum spirits, approximately 50%. Still further on in the 

cleaning process, smaller swabs were used, to remove overpaint, 

and the solvents a) water and acetone, and b) water and ammonia. 

Another practice which was cautioned against, was that of cleaning 

in contours. An example given was the Poussin exhibition in Paris 

where many of the paintings had been cleaned in this manner and 

they were 'like a jigsaw puzzle .••.• One can end up with fallacius 

results, out of keeping with the period.' 

Brealey's cleaning 'action' was quite a vigorous gesture, from the 

shoulder, as in drawing and painting. He commented several times 

about the need to understand the artists intention 

behind the mind of the artist.' 

'to stand 

'If ever in doubt, stop. It takes more courage to stop than go 

on. Stop, go away, come back, look at the painting under higher 

magnification. Don't go on until you know.' 

Brealey also insisted on the correct order, almost an organic 

order of cleaning, which would establish itself. 'Never, out of 

nervousness, go straight to the part which is worrying. For 

example, by the time we get to the (angel's) head, we understand 

that artist's transitions, his method of working. By that time 

the rest of the picture will dominate. Therefore we have the 

cri teria' and 'Behave with humility; work on secondary areas 

first.' 

Whilst working, Brealey constantly stepped back, using a scanni ng 

process similar to a painter's method of working. He returned to 

the area of St. Peter's shoulder and collar, which he worked on to 

establish the relationship of the shoulder: the collar: t he 

background. 

Much of the swabbing was in the di rection of the original 

brushstrokes. 
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Again the right order of working was stressed. It was important 

not to lose one's judgement, to exercise patience. Use a mirror. 

Use strong lights, magnification; anything which would clarify the 

artists intention and form and therefore the conservators working 

order. Every minor aberration should be taken away first. 

Brealey talked of following the forms in the painting, 'Move in 

and out, not just sit in front of it. Then you'll feel confident 

and be able to be hyper-discriminating.' 

The angel's face, as mentioned previously, had a large loss. 

Brealey talked of reconstruction of this loss. He advised the use 

of a thin black paper cover to mask, say, the largest area of the 

loss so that the transition across the form is firstly 

reconstructed in the smaller area. 

By masking, it was possible to discover where the problem was, 

precisely. The use of a mirror was often helpful to see such an 

area more clearly. 

The lining process was particularly apparent in areas of this 

painting. Whilst working, Brealey commented on the effects where 

they were obvious. St. Peter's garment was very thin where the 

iron had taken off the top. However, the 'squashed and flattened 

surface still has masses of guts where it is painted wet in wet,' 

(this comment was of the angel's hair). The whites still had a 

sensuality which they can lose quite quickly. Brealey drew our 

attention to the different white on the sleeve. He commented that 

the silvery whites in Caravaggio and Rubens were almost certainly 

given by walnut oil. 

Brealey believed the picture had been cleaned many times in its 

life. 



In the top right of the painting there was much overpainting. The 

whole area had been overpainted rather than retouched. 

Retouchings were taken from the angel's head, and then the cool 

passages came to life. 

There was some discussion about lining. If the ridges of a 

painting are still high, then the process could be considered 

successful. Even with the use of a vacuum envelope, it is 

possible to see that the impasto is partly pushed to the back, by 

taking a cross-section. 

'If you put mylar on the back and use a very slight vaccuum so the 

mylar hugs the back, one can see immediately; what is on the front 

is echoed on the back. The plane of the linen tries to find its 

own equilibrium. If the lining is done on a solid support - metal 

or board - it pushes forward. A picture with slight cupping looks 

worse.' 

The use of wax in varnishes was strongly discouraged. Even a 

small proportion of wax establishes itself after 1-2 years in 

paintings of the pre-acrylic period. Microcrystalline wax becomes 

very yellow. B72 varnish was like 'rubberised orange-peel' on the 

surface. Apparently John Mills at the National Gallery, London, 

has been investigating the addition of anti-oxidants on resins, 

which seem to be a remarkable improvement. 

Communication between curator and conservator was discussed. 

Apparently there is complete interaction between the two, at the 

Metropolitan. The comment was made that, were the Strozzi being 

cleaned at the Met, the chief curator would be invited to come and 

watch .•• 'why should the conservator have all the pleasure and 

excitement?' And again 'I always consulted the relevant curator 

or expert on whatever painting I happened to be working. They 

gained, I gained, but the sum total, the picture gained.' 
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It was clear from Brealey's comments that he would use all the 

technical tools at his disposal, in order to know more about the 

painting. Between the two working days, ultraviolet photographs 

were taken and developed. Brealey further wished to use high 

magnification, and would have welcomed an x-radiograph of the head 

if the facility had been available. 

A problem which remained to be solved was that of the pink on the 

angel's sleeve. It was difficult to tell whether the glaze was 

original or had been applied later. Brealey constantly compared 

the artist's method of applying paint in other areas, to the area 

in question, with the following dialogue: 

"the pink glaze which would have been applied by the artist 

would not come off like this .•.•• comes off like varnish 

•.•••• The pink touches left, suggest this area has been 

brutalized. The artist's techniques for glazing are seen on 

the cheek •.•••• Whenever pink has been used in the flesh 

it is as solid as if it were marble, which should begin to 

tell us something about how the artist painted •••••• The 

brilliant enamel, vitreous quality on the forearm 

••••••••• (it was) obviously the artist's intention to have 

pink. In this case, so much has gone. So one records this 

(a photograph was taken) .•••••• one would not take off the 

remaining pink ..•.••.•• we would be obliged to retouch it 

as if they were anomalies. Some of the pink left looks so 

solid ••••••• has immense opacity .••••••.. Because it is 

so opaque, the pink appears to be right. Therefore it 

becomes an ethical problem; you cannot put back the opacity 

with the same conviction .•••••• One doesn't Know what it 

would have looked like, originally." (p. i;-4) 

And further on: 

"Look at the bodice, white underskirt •••••• then a change in 

tone . Not white going into shadow but a warm glaze, 

strongly suggesting that this area was differentiated in 

colour" Brealey though there was a pink glaze over this 

area, but added "This will be clarified as we go on. The 

picture will shout. 11 





Under magnification it was clear there were different pinks, one 

of which clearly covered earlier cracks. UV examination at this 

point was also useful. "Somebody had realised the pink was false 

and attempted to take it all off. The pink must have some age; 

obviously 'pre' the last treatment, whenever that was." 

An important point was made by Brealey; that glazes were generally 

far richer in medium than anything else in the picture. "If this" 

(the traces of pink left) "was the original glaze, you'd have to 

dynamite it off, and the pink underneath would be affected before 

the glaze would. This just 'falls off'." 

Brealey went a little further over these areas of contention. He 

left the painting at the time it would be advisable to work under 

magnification. The cleaning of the painting was subsequently 

completed by Alan Lloyd, and now hangs in the AGNSW. 

Further Discussion 

Brealey discussed a variation of the Pettenkoffer method of 

reforming varnish. His criticism of that method, in which alcohol 

vapour temporarily swelled the varnish, causing it to become 

translucent, was, that after some months the opacity returned. 

An alternative way of 'reviving surfaces' was simple, quick, and 

ensured that the last varnish applied - even one put on fifty to 

sixty years ago - would become translucent again and make possible 

the enjoyment of the painting. Natural or synthetic resin would 

be used, and applied with a spray, like retouching varnish. 

However, a small amount of benzyl alcohol is added to the spray 

varnish. 
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If it is a fifty year old natural resin, it requires more than a 

teaspoonful of benzyl alcohol to a cupful of resin, so the 

complete drying time may be three minutes. The vapour coalesces 

the surface of under varnish. This is a good technique for 

'uncleanable' pictures. It is also relatively quick. Brealey has 

seen it satisfactorily carried out on forty paintings over two 

days. Experience is required in assessing how much of the mixture 

to use, related to how much oxidation of the surface has occurred. 

The technique has been used for paintings in the UK National 

Trust, and was also employed at the Metropolitan when there was no 

conservator in charge for two years. 

Brealey expressed his opinion of wax in the varnish, or on the 

surface, takes life from the picture. Gloss can be minimized by 

the manner in which the spray gun is used. There was a short 

discussion of the unfortunate use of bitumen-based paint, which 

can be seen in some of Reynolds and Gainsboroughs paintings. 

Although bituminous paint darkens, it has no depth. A warm sepia 

is closest. 

"Generally, conservators are 'constipated' in their thinking. 

None of our techniques are, really, highly successful. Many 

problems of pre-20th century paintings are bound up with the 

varnish used • • • " Conservators require a resin to last fifty 

years, rather than fifteen. 

Those which satisfy scientists' criteria are hopeless by aesthet ic 

standards. For i nst ance, in Brealeys' opi ni on,'paraloid
1
varnish 

causes every picture to look like a reproduction. For him, 

paintings i n t he Tate Gallery have the same surface. 

"There is always a picture which will rai se problems. One has to 

weave and duck like a boxer." Every technique is useful t o know. 

At the Metropolitan there are holdings , of all possible materials, 

there in case they are required for a part icular job. 
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The world-wide criteria seems to indicate that one must be 

'objective'. Brealey queried the possibility of a scientist being 

totally objective "everybody is always selective the truth is 

in shades of grey, (but) one must have a clash between black & 

white." 

Brealey believes there is a need for conservators to be 

respected. Every great art historian has castigated restorers, 

In the past, painters eked out a living by 'restoring' paintings. 

"From the late 19th century to the 1930's, conservators tried to 

hold their heads high. They tried to show that they were not one 

of these 'restorers' who were indeed worthy of castigation, with 

their zealous hot irons and wax linings .•.• Studios are called 

laboratories. White coats are donned. (White coats reflect light 

unnecessarily on some paintings). 

The problem is that the baby has been thrown out with the bath 

water. If one is truly scientific one takes into account that one 

is working on a work of art, which has different parameters which 

are not only technical. If the attitude is 'don't dare to 

criticise us; we are scientists; we are pure' then what we are 

practising is pseudo-science, 

We are interpreters. When we look at something we have to make 

decisions. In archaeology everything has the same value; 

technical decisions are made. With paintings, technically we may 

have the same problems, but how we answer them is different. 

Technical problems have aesthetic consequences." 

"Adhesion and cons(.ll~dation are separate problems. To try to 

solve everything in one blow is crude beyond belief." 

Brealey talked briefly of the naphold system used for supports at 

the Metropolit an. Of the last eighty paintings treated, only two 

have been subjected to heat. Although it takes more time, all 

consolidation is done beforehand. (is) 
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The writer would like to make the comment that the value of 

Brealey's visit was in his particular ability to involve, enthuse 

and to some extent unite curator and conservator in a common 

appreciation of the technique, materials and style. One must be 

conservative.in appraising his actual technique of cleaning. 

Brealey works in a manner which suits him. We are not to know 

what failures he has had which allow for confident satisfactory 

work based on many year's experience. The lack of documentation 

before and during the treatment would be disturbing. There is no 

record of areas before change. He is certainly against treating 

the painting as a means to an end, and in his loyalty to the 

artist there was a refreshing change to approaches which emphasise 

the work of art primarily as a mixture of materials. ·rt is left 

to the onlooker to sort his own shade of grey from this clearcut 

approach. 

The experience was considered unusual and rewarding by all who 

attended, whether or not their views coincided with John 

Brealey's. For many of us it was the first time we had witnessed 

such an enthusiastic and informed approach, and we thanked Mr. 
Brealey for such generous use of his free time. 

Postscript. Mr. Brealey continues to be available as a consultant 

and practitioner for art museums around the world. Seep. 91 
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THE TIMES TUESDAY MAY 29 1984 

Velasquez gets an English facelift 

Glory rediscovered: i\lr Brcaley and ·•Las Mcnina,·•. 

gr 

Restorer 
rides out 
the:,storm 

, "~".,: ... , 
From Richard Wiia: 

Madrid · 
Mr John Brealey. an English 

restorer. is the5e days working 
in the Prado. cleaning one ol 
Velasquez·s greatest paintings. 
"Las Meninas". having sucn:s~
fullv ridden out a storm ot 
proiest from 111s disgruntled 
Spanish colleagues. 

The Spanish rcs1orcrli have 
been bitlcrly offended· thal 
Senor Alfonso Pere1. Sanchc-,. 
director of the Madrid art 
gallery. did not call in one of 
them bul quietly chose Mr 
Brcalcy. who for th,: past nine 
years has headed the -depart
ment of painting conservation 
at the Metropolitan Muscuri1. 
New York . . · 

For many years critics and ari 
lovers have. Ix-en telling the 
Prado that the Velasquez 
paintings. victims of big cit~ 
pollution as well as oflhc march 
oft i me. m us.t be cleaned. 

When Mr Brcaky arrived in 
Nfadrid, he stepped into a 
hornets• nest The Spanish 
restorers feel they have bt"tn 
neglected for far too long by ·a 
hard-up state. both rnalcriall) 
and professionally. 

Mr Brcarky. who spent 
several years clcamng · and 
rcstori;n, Mantegna's "Triumph 
~f Caesar'' in Jhi:' royal Collcc
t1on at Hampton Court ~for<· 
going to Ne~ York. said; .. Ii l'la~ 
been a tremendous hullabaloo 
because I am a foreigner." 

One_ morning· last week a 
group·· ·or Spanish line an 
professors and their pup1h 
charged angrily ·into the Prado. 
demanding to sec _the ··sacri
lege" for themselves. The) 
gasped when .· they d1scovcrec.l 
the_ · pain~ing in its ncwl> 
revealed colouri;. . · 
· "The first thing you learn as a 
!iehoolboy about Spam 1s _ the 
tremendous national pride." .Mr 
Brealey ,said. • .. They cannot 

.alTord to · say my . work 1s, all 
right~ They would t,e:a,ngr:itu
lating -(he director, on. his . sense 
in notaskin& them.'~ . , 

"It W'a$ incredibly ; . dis
coloured. I, have had· to ~mc,•.-e 
the oi.ydized varnishes. ·,Bhil'k 
sooty pollution on top_: due : to 
the Prado"s neai'riess to Madrid 
busy strects dtd.' not help;" .Mr 
Brealey told me, standingbefoni 
the newl)' resplendent- canvas 
dating from [656. which· shows 
the J_nJ~nta ·Margar~ta . .T~ 
with ~~.·er ladies- in. wai_~, ,_.,)i_'a· ; -'_~ _'• _ 
long table· nearby w~<allJiiJr 
Bre~lty's cleani(!g;\#1•.rt~l~/f't 
cnucs to examme · ,,-:, _\ / \i-111 

As Spanish an critics cami'.1-
,have a peep, Mr Brea!,.•· 
~bvio~sly r~ljeved, .•4~i(. __ : 

They !C pra1s!!1I me nowaii :I /J 
had painted tL · .. •;,·t 

. . :<-i, 



Aspects of painting conservation at the ANG 

Painting conservation at the ANG is divided into 'pre and post' 

1940. In 1982, the writer commenced employment at the ANG as 

conservator. From the beginning of 1983, work has been carried 

out under the supervision of Allan Byrne, in the paintings 

post-1940 section. 

The policy of the department is that of 'minimal intervention', 

although it is also clear that judicious treatment may prolong the 

life of a painting. Work such as the reports enclosed are part of 

the routine work on paintings undertaken in the department. 

(Report nos 11-15) 

All proposals are discussed for a concensus of the most 

appropriate treatment reached, before any work is commenced. 

Shorter preliminary condition assessments are also given for works 

being considered for loan. (Report nos 16, 17) 

Also presented is a study undertaken by the writer at the request 

of the senior curator of Australian art, which formed part of a 

submission to the ANG Council proposing official attribution of a 

painting. (It should be understood that the photographs referred 

to in the text cannot be reproduced as the submission is presently 

confidential and may be elaborated and published at a later 

date). (Report No. 18) 

Another small project undertaken in 1983 was in response to a 

request from ICCM, for a discussion paper for the establishment of 

a sub committee on the Preservation of Outdoor Sites. This is 

included as Report No. 19. 



Visits to other institutions 

9.4.81 The MAAS invited painting conservators in the Sydney 

area to meet at the Trades and Labour Hall. The contract for the 

conservation of ten of these large banners, painted on a variety 

of supports, had just been awarded to Felicity Martin. It was 

felt that a general inspection amongst conservators with a range 

of experiences may provoke fruitful discussion. Some alternative 
1-'!r-t~'f 

supports were discussed. At a later date, this undertaking was 
1'6-J7Z. 

seen in progress on site at the Castle Hill Laboratories. (The 

initial programme was later seen as an optimistic estimation of 

the time each banner would require for conservation). 

10.4.81 Informal visit to the AM conservation laboratory to see 

some of the results of the years project on the collection of 

traditional Balinese paintings by Sue Frost~1)The method of 
" , ' I 

backing with Stabiltex and Beva was very successful for these 

fragile paintings on textiles. It was particularly interesting to 

note the use of volunteer workers from the Embroiderer's Guild, 

who undertook detailed repetitive work under supervision. 

25.4.81 Visit to the Conservation Department, MAAS, Castle 

Hill, where David Hill, the Curator of Conservation, gave a talk 

to the NSW branch of ICCM. A summary of this talk was compiled by 

the writer for the benefit of those conservators in the AGNSW who 

were unable to attend. 

18.5.81 Informal visit to conservation department, NGV. During 

several days in Melbourne at this time, the writer contacted the 

following people and/or institutions for informal discussion on a 

variety of conservation-related topics: 

Ian Purves - Regional Galleries of Victoria Association; 

Melbourne University Archives; Art Stretchers Art Supplies; 

David Lawrance - Private Conservator; Renate Schneider 

regarding approaches to the conservation of wooden panels. 



21.6.81 Informal visit to Neville Corbett's home, from where 

Mr. Corbett conducts a private conservation business. Mr. Corbett 

was previously employed at the Australian Archives (NSW branch) 

and was involved with conservation salvage operations in Darwin 

after the cyclone. His workspace was arranged with high regard 

for efficiency and care for the woks entrusted to him, and 

complete case documentation was available, 

25.6.81 Visit to Forestry Department, West Pennant Hills, for 

consultations regarding wood and insect identification. (see 

report). 

29.6.81 AM: Howard Hughes, photographic department, gave up 

his own time to photograph the S. Paraskeva icon in stereo. (see 

report). 

29-31.7.81 ICCM Annual Conference, Melbourne - The Conservation of 

Painted Surfaces. 

14.9.81 Mitchell and Dixson Libraries. Margaret Calder, the 

pictorial librarian, arranged access to a portrait by William 

Bennet, of Hunter, for comparison with that recently purchased by 

the Australiana Fund, which had been brought to the writer for 

conservation work. In the afternoon, Tom Nielsen arranged an 

informal tour of the conservation facilities at the Library. 

20-22.5.83 Australian Academy of Science, annual symposium: Who 

owns the past? The writer attended this symposium in 

the beli ef that the topic has particular relevance for 

conservators given accelera ting demands for cultural 

repatr iation and widespread smuggling of artifacts. A 

summary of some of the main points follows. 

Professor Bernard Smit h spoke about the possessable past, 

determined by the nature of the objects we choose to mediate 

from. Objects/works of art are removed from the t emporal f lux, 

and every effort is made to retain them as they were at this 

r emoval by the guardians/custodians. To the 'primary usage' t he 

historian adds a 'secondary usage', and so object s are judged 

also , i n terms of our intentions. 
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There has existed a distinction between art objects in the 

material form (ie artifacts) and transcendental forms (ie a poem -

between the mental and the physical world). However increased 

technological skill in reproduction has weakened the bond between 

the material and transcendental forms. 

The fine art historian has a passion for the particular. An icon 

is not to worship or to admire but to interprete. Art historian's 

values are implicit in their choice of events. 

Access v. conservation are empirical matters, decided by 

particular events. In order to view the Lascaux cave paintings, 

now, one has to prove one is a 'guardian'. 

Professor Blainey compared concerns and the 'appreciation of 

reality' which he equated with the disbelief in the superiority of 

technological power and the return to nature, by a significant 

minority, as a critical event, occurring both in the 18901 s and 

the 1970's. 

To say that the past has no relevance is to make an enormous 

political statement. Prof. Blainey concluded: "The past is an 

immensely valuable property .•• the past will not be auctioned - it 

is auctioned - daily." 



Professor John Mulvaney: A Question of Values - Museums and 

Cultural Property. 

Bernard Smith asked 'What is the Past'. John Mulvaney asked 'What 

is ownership'. Professor Mulvaney pointed out the various claims 

for ownership of S.W. Tasmania which could be made ••• by the world 

community, Australian community, Tasmanian state, voting Tasmania, 

Aboriginal Australia, Aboriginal Tasmania. The Mexican Government 

assumes that all Mexicans are heir to their culture. The Museum 

of Australia also aspires to be one with which every Australian 

will identify with their collective heritage. 

What objects are chosen to be preserved? 

In 1623, Ian Carstens became the first ethnographic collector! In 

requiring some items on Cape York, he also shot some of the 

owners. Thousands of items have left Australia never to be 

returned. Many items survived, however, because they were 

transported overseas, to museums. Aboriginal beliefs often 

involved destruction of the object once the purpose for which it 

was made was completed. Many writers have documented the 

collectors urge - amongst them Seton Lloyd, in which the 19"' c. 

collecting for museums is described as 'an undignified scramble 

for loot'. 

Mulvaney stressed the tragedy of relics exchanging hands on a 

scale never equalled before, in the last decade. He described the 

modern looters as rapacious for relics, fuelled by contemporary 

greed and extreme poverty. In Central America there has not been 

such devastation since the conquistadors, as in the last decade. 

One diplomat was stopped with 950 items in his luggage. Most of 

these relics remain in private hands, denying access to the public 

and ensuring destruction of their archaelogical content. 
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In 1970, the Pennsylvanian Museum and Harvard University set a 

precedent by demanding a 'pedigree' for any artifact to be 

accepted into their collectives. Professor Mulvaney discussed the 

international response to repatriation. The example of Abu Simbal 

temples, where UNESCO discussed how the Egyptian Government should 

choose between temples and crops was given. 

Treasures of universal value are entitled to universal 

protection. Three points were made here, 

1) Relics belong to all. 

2) International understanding can be promoted if each country 

does not monopolise all relics. 

3) A national cultural identity is desirable. 

Philosophies differ between nations holding rich cultural 

properties, and those who do not. Developing countries cannot 

afford to bid for items on the open market. The recent decision 

by a British court that archaeological material appearing to be 

smuggled recently from New Zealand, should not be returned, has 

adverse implications for repatriation and encourages private 

dealers. The UK has never ratified the UN convention on this 

issue nor is it a signatory. 

Mulvaney listed some arguments which are advanced against 

repatriation. The items would be destroyed; the legality of 

returning to changed political/cultural states. He thinks these 

arguments are specious. What is desirable is to build up museums 

in the countries of origin. In the future, UNESCO policies may be 

reversed. The chief concern is precedent. Would the floodgates 

really open? The moral case for return is so strong that major 

museums will not be able to ignore argument. The Cambridge Museum 

of Anthropology has drawn up a firm list for repatriation, which 

includes: conditions under which the item was first acquired, its 

significance to the cultural requesting return, and the likely 

conditions for storage upon return. 
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Australian museums have repatriated objects to New Guinea. The 

Aboriginals have had returned items of great ritual significance. 

The changing attitudes to display of artifacts were noted. No 

longer, say, a whole case of boomerangs, a whole case of spears. 

These policies have made the Museum meaningless to the Aboriginal 

in the past. If custodianship is acknowledged, many of the 

confrontational attitudes will disappear. New Guinean Res 

Langford was quoted " ••. we say, you have come as invaders ••• It 

is our culture, ours to share, in our terms." 



Conclusions 

This dissertation has made some comparisons between methods and 

approaches. The process whereby a neophyte becomes aware of, and 

involved with, professional concerns and attitudes seems to be one 

of evolvement taking between three to five years. The experience 

of working in two major art galleries has been complementary to a 

greater understanding of the role conservation plays in such 

institutions. A tenuous equilibrium maintained between policies, 

physical resources, and anticipated and present limitations, forms 

its own practical consequences. Any practising conservator 

becomes aware of different levels of significance, and must choose 

their own balance between daily routine tasks and an overview 

including continual reviewi ng of materials and techniques. 

The conservator may also have a legitimate concern with the wider 

cultural heritage, and must be prepared to state these concerns, 

as a professional, if called upon. 

The added experience of working in a private laboratory has made 

the writer aware of other methods, of how decisions are made at 

other levels. There must be continual exchange between 

professional, private conservators and the larger institutions, 

for the ultimate benefit of items comprising part of our 'cultural 

heritage'. These are not exclusively in the national galleries, 

as any curator will attest. 

What has been clarified for the writer is that there is no one 

approach or technique that is absolutely superior in 'resisting 

entropy'. Methods now considered 'out-of-date' have nevertheless 

been successful in allowing parts to stay 'stuck together' for a 

much longer period than the condition of the object if no skilful 

intervention had been attempted. The conservator must identify 

his/her own enthusiasms and limitations and as far as possible 

seek to work in situations which best utilise his/her particular 

expertise. (1~, 3S, 31, 1,) 



Recipes 

Facing Painting 

80 g damar ) 

25 g beeswax ) brushed through 'Eltoline' tissue 

260 ml white spirit ) 

Lining mixture 

9 parts beeswax 

1 part ketone resi n 

makes very pli able lining mixture for hand lining. 

Basic Varnish Solution A 

40 g resin (Ketone Nor MS2B) 

100 ml white spirit 

may be used at this strength, or diluted further. 

Basic Matt Varnish Solution B 

7 g cosmolloid wax 80H 

150 ml white spirit 

18 ml basic varnish solution A (as above) 

The was is dissolved in the white spirit by warming, than adeed to 

the varnish solution with vigorous stirring 

Dilute Matt Varnish Solution 

½ litre basic matt v. solution B 

1½ litres basic varnish solution A 

The two solutions are mixed together with stirring. NB. This 

amount of wa~ is not sufficient to give a matt effect to the final 

varnish film, but is sufficient to diminish brittleness of the 

poly-cyclohexanone film. 

(These recipes ex~Gateshead conservation course). 
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Suppliers/Technical Information/Contact Persons 

Architect involved in China display: G, Burgess, Melbourne 

Insecticide: 'Shirlan' (n-phenyl salicylamide) 

'SAGA' 

Vilene 

John Pike 

Brummer Stopping 

'Verosol' 

Stereo viewing: 

'Corflute': 

'Acryflute' 

Honeycomb panels 

Tony Whittington 

Glass fibre cloth 

Acrylic fashioned 

forms 

Ron Roberts 

Vincent Manners 

photopen~, for marking of photos. (AWM) 

type IND 8010 useful as nonwoven textile 

support. 

NSW government architect concerned with 

light control 

(infill material). Clam Brummer Ltd., 

Maxwell Rd. Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire, 

England. This fill is water soluble before 

drying. It is used by Bettina Jessell. 

(aluminized sheer fabric) 63 Henderson 

Street, Turrella, 5992422 

NSW Lands Department, Bridge St, Sydney 20579 

Central Mapping Authority, Panorama Avenue, 

Bathurst, 063/315344. 

suppliers 81 Victoria Road, Rozelle 820309 

1830 x 1220mm $1.67 sheet 

(Nylex). 9008/m 2 

Fine Art Stretchers & Services inc., 5640 New 

Utrecht Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11219 

Sydney Technical College - Aerial mapping/ 

stereo viewing. 

Plastic Education Suppliers, 600 Parramatta 

Rd., Croydon. 7983806 

FX Plastics, Sydenham Road, Marrickville 

Union Carbine, Liverpool Street, 2690656 

x4.33 (Polyvinyl butynol) generally only 

obtainable 56.7 kilo lots 

Defence Materials Testing Laboratory, 51 

Bourke Road, Alexandria. 6672427 



Korbond 1100' 

Sontara 8010 

Marine plywood 

Fibreglass 

Nylon net 

Dr. Blevia 

Dr, Bies 

Biocide 

Barnes. 1--l ~"d 

Perspex 

Perspex clips 

Nylon/viscose 62%/38% fabric, with polyamide 

dot adhesive, which is removable by 3 minutes 

immersion in ethanol. Suppliers - Korbond, 

47-51 Lorraine Street, Peakhurst. 5344622 

polyester, possible use with Beva 371. 

Suppliers - Moye and Associates, 65 York 

Street, Sydney. 2922666 

Holtsons, 470 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills, 

6999888 

Fibreglass Australasia, 156 Mowbray Road, 

Willoughby. 955238 

(backing used by MAAS for textiles). 

'Picreator' - 20 denier, 

CSIRO National Standards, Director of Applied 

Physics. 

Dept. Mechanical Engineering, University of 

Adelaide. Vibrating metal panels/accoustic 

emission 

added to aircondition for Legionnaires 

disease: 

units all washed with 

antifoam added 

biocide added 

'A583' 

'A8470' 

'A279' 

soft contact lens cleaner for cleaning matt 

acrylic paintings 

Dolmar Products, Brookvale. 9383597 

Plastron Trading, 63 Euston Rd., Alexandria. 

5198681 

Ron Phillips Maroubra Products, 3 Small 

Street, Broadway. 2110111 
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VOLUME II Reports 

(from AGNSW) 

1. Artist unknown: St . Paraskeva. Russian icon, tempera on wood 

panel. second half of 18th century. 

2. Artist unknown: St . George, Greek icon, tempera and oil on wood 

panel, 19th centur y. 

3 . Daphne Mayo: Susannah, plaster sculpture. 19th century. 

4. William Bennett : Vice Admiral Hunter, oil on canvas. 

5. Unknown: Bacchanal before a Herm (copy after Poussin), oil on 

canvas. la te 19th century. 

6. Godfrey Kneller : Lady Godolphin (?) oil on canvas. 

(from CALS) 

7. John Allcott : Marine Painting; oil on canvas, undated. 

8. John Reid : Off The Cornish Coast; oil on canvas. 

9. Woo Cheong Mrs. Jackson; oil on textile, c . 1865. 

10. Woo Cheong Captain Jackson; oil on textile, c. 1865. 

(from ANG) 

11. Colin Lanceley 

1961. 

12 . Grace Crowley 

board. 

Saintly Woman; oil and mixed media on canvas, 

Abstract 1947; oil and enamel on composiiton 

13. Trevor Vickers: Untitled; acrylic on cotton duck. 1968. 

14 . Janet Dawson: Wall II; acrylic on cavas , 1969. 

15. Brett Whiteley : Christie and Kathleen Maloney; oil painting on 

cotton duck. 1964. 

16 . Rosalie Gascoigne: Tiepolo parrots; wooden construction 1976, 

(report prior to loan). 

17. Willem de Kooning : Woman V; oil and charcoal on canvas, 

(preliminary approval only, prior to possible loan). 

18. Arthur Streeton : Spirit of the drought; oil on wooden panel, 

c. 1895 (part of a curatorial submission). 

19 . Discussion paper for the establishment of an ICCM s ubcommittee 

for outdoor sites . 



S. PARASKEVA: CONDITION AND TREATMENT REPORT 

Support - wooden panel, one piece, quartersawn, mostly sapwood, 

Alder (alnus). 

Original dimension of support 39.8cm H x 31.6cm W x 1.8 thickness. 

The panel has two spleens 4.3cm wide, running horizontally along 

the back. The bottom spleen is missing. 

Ground & Paint Layer - There is a fine soft textile similar to 

muslin, visible lower left edge. 

The ground appears to be a fine gesso, with a final layer of either 

size, or heavily sized gesso. 

Ground identified as calcium carbonate. 

There are faint traces of apparent bole ground, pinkish in colour. 

Over this is laid a metallic leaf, presumed silver, in the main 

design area, excluding the border and the parchment inscription. 

In the area of the parchment, the leaf appears to end 5mm inside 

the scroll. 

The patternings on the vestments and halo are punched or incised. 

It appears that these punchings were done after the application of 

the silver leaf. 

The silver is brightest on the 
small 'cliffs' of the sides of the 
punched holes. ( /oc~J.iori .t, dl~r6"< 3) 

Particularly around the halo, and on other design edges, there is 

a small f_ine ridge built up. Xray examination reveals this to be 

mainly lead white. 

IR examination confirms earlier incised/ruled lines in parts of 

the main design. Part of the upraised hand shows evidence of 

change. 



The paint layer is cleaving around the areas of void. It seems 

reasonable to assume further voids directly under the paint/ground 

layers as a result of tunnelling. The entire surface showed fine 

cracks under magnification, 

It would appear that the icon not only deteriorated from insect 

damage, but at some stage was badly charred from a fire. This 

prompted the attachment of a late nineteenth century 

chroma-lithograph over the damaged surface, with animal glue. The 

remaining parts of this lithograph are removable by controlled 

dampening through the wood-fibre paper. 

Either the hygroscopic nature of this glue, or previ ous efforts to 

remove the lithograph with moisture, have resulted in swelling the 

original glue size of the icon in places, on the red border, 

particularly on the upper right side. Under magnification, this 

appears to have lifted the red pigment particles with it, and then 

reformed, with the pigment dispersed through the glue, The 

refractive index has been altered through this action, and the red 

appears more matt and friable. (location~diagram 3 ). 

At 40x magnification, it is possible to see the 'pools' of darker 

varnish at the bottom of the tooled hole. The edges of the punch 

have remained a brighter silver, whilst some of the surface silver 

has been abraded, (location 2) 

The brush script on the tablet is executed with fine, very fluid 

black strokes. The col our of the varnish is seen more clearly over 

this area, The cream white paint appears far more brittle and 

cracked that the ground underneath, ( l ocation 3) 

The central area shows little distinction between the coloured 

varnish, used as a glaze, and the final varnish. 



Over the silver is laid a dark sienna coloured glaze, through which 

the silver reflects a gold colour. This glaze has been allowed to 

collect in small 'pools' in all the punched decoration, to form a 

darker colour in the design. 

In other places thicker paint has been used. Sometimes this is in 

relief from the surface, as for instance the white paint on the 

knuckles of the hand. 

The red border area shows a very friable vermilion, laid directly 

over the sized ground. 

Surface Layer - light amber coloured varnish over the entire 

surface, possibly more than one layer. 

Condition - of panel, ground, and paint/varnish layers is one of 

fragility and severe deterioration. 

The panel exhibits marked curvature, and is now a vertical convex 

shape, 7mm from vertical in centre. There are areas of loss, from 

the edges (see diagrams ~ 2., ) • 

The panel has been extensively tunnelled by insects. This activi ty 

is not recent. The edges of the flight holes are quite dirty. All 

exit holes show large deposits of frass , or an ovoi d shape under 

magnification. The panel is very light, because of such extensive 

t unnel'ling. It has been estimated there is only½ to 1/:; of its 

original volume l eft. The left corner is slightly fractured from 

the main body. The front of the panel shows some f l i ght holes. 

There are also losses of support, ground and paint layers from the 

edges. The area to the right of the scrolls shows a large loss of 

support ground and paint layers where the tunnelling in the body of 

t he support has undermined the surface layers. 



Treatment 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Remnants of paper lithograph and animal adhesive 

removed mechanically with water dampened swabs, 

Enzyme cleaning removed considerable surface dirt. 

Discoloured varnish removal with 

a. 5% ammonia/white spirit, white spirit stop 

b. 20% solution of 2-ethoxy-ethanol in white spirit, 

white spirit stop. 

Impregnation with 20% B72 in xylene by immersion. 

Infill of losses with PVA Vinamul 6815 and kaolin. 

Inpainting with PVA and watercolours. 

5% brush varnish B72 in toluene. 
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SAINT GEORGE 

The second of the two icons Father Stephanos had brought to the 

conservations department of the AGNSW was a larger icon depicting 

St. George and the dragon. 

Walnut panel, 565mm x 393mm. 

Description of image 

St. George is seated on a grey horse holding a spear. The spear, 

with a handle in the form of a cross, traces a diagonal across the 

painting with the spear point at the dragon's head, lower right. 

A child sits on the horse behind St. George, holding a metal 

pitcher or jug. An angel watches from a cloud, top right, whilst 

the intended victim watches the contest lower right. The 

background is the stylized hills and buildings familiar from early 

Renaissance paintings, with cypresses and other small trees 

appearing at regular intervals. 

The painting has a border of black, which originally extended to 

the side, and umber lines. The top half of the painting has been 

incised and gilded. Crimson and blue drapery has been painted 

over the gilding, whilst the faces and clouds echo the thicker 

opaque paint in the l ower half, with glazing enhancing the rich 

effect. There is a limit ed palette of virdian green, vermilion, 

whi te, ochres and some black. 

The icon was believed to have been painted about the middle to 

later nineteenth century. 



The support was of Walnut (Juglans), a heavy, dense finegrained 

wood, in two pieces, joined with animal glue and (originally) two 

spleens (see diagrams •.•• ). The support varied in thickness from 

23-26mm. 

Over this wood panel had been laid down a medium weight plain 

weave textile, cut to within 2mm of the panel size. This textile 

support appeared to be quite thoroughly impregnated with glue 

size. A fine cream gesso had been laid over the textile support. 

The main design lines had been incised into this gesso. 

A fine layer of orange-red bole covered the gesso. Gold leaf had 

been laid completely over the top half of the icon, and locally in 

the lower half, for parts of the figures and the border. The 

overlapping squares of the leaf were very clear. 

The drawing of the main design area was executed with brushed 

translucent greens, blues or reds, and the opaque paint applied 

after this initial drawing. The foreground was loosely brushed in 

with thin semi-opaque paint and the foliage drawn over this 

foreground with more translucent paint. 

The paint appeared to be a combination of tempera and oil paints, 

possible later repainting. 

There was an overall varnish layer. 

Condition 

The support had no noticeable planar defect. Response to 

differing RH% had caused slight movement between the two pieces of 

the support, with resulting cracking of all other layers, 

particularly from the top left. 

There was evidence of attack by a woodboring insect from the 

front. Deterioration did not extend through the body of the 

support, which was quite sound, except for a small loss on the 

right edge, 60mm from~- 0 f 



The top spleen had moved from its original positioning. It 

extended 4mm to the right (reverse) beyond the perimeter of the 

panel. 

The support had undergone more extensive damage from insect 

activity. The glue layer between the textile and the wood had 

been tunnelled; this channelling could be seen exposed along the 

lower edge. By probe, none of the exit flight holes extended 

beyond 3-4rnrn. There was a certain amount of frass in the channels. 

The ground and paint layers sustained losses - particularly 

extending along the lower edge where the textile support was also 

lost. On the lower left edge of the panel, there was further loss 

of ground from the support, and also around flight exit holes. 

Under 40x magnification, the losses to the paint layer which 

reveal the ground (1,2) showed an overall fine network of cracks 

and small pinhole losses, mainly following the direction of the 

grain. 

It was possible to see small 'globules' of gesso over the complete 

design layer, but under the last varnish layer. It would appear 

that the original gesso had considerable 'pinholing', and the 

surface over these raised points abraded, leaving the gesso 

exposed. 

The panel had several gesso fills. There was considerable 

abrasion and scratches, both at the edges and across the surf ace. 

The varnish was cracking and greatly discoloured. 

The owner requested cleaning and consolidation. 



Treatment 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Surface cleaning with enzyme. 

Varnish removed - solvents 

a. 5% ammonia in industrial methylated spirits 

b. 2 - ethoxy ethanol 

c. diacetone alcohol 

d. acetone. 

Cleavage between textile support and panel readher ed 

with isinglass, ( % solution) and weighting overnight. 

'Ketone N' in areas of infill, isolating varnish. 

Infilled usi ng f i ne tinted 'polyfilla'. 

Ketone N varnish. 

Inpaint with 'Cryla' (Rowney). 

Considerations of the previous treatment (St. Paraskeva) have 

shown the process of eliminating proposals and selecting final 

treatments. 

It is considered unnecessary to repeat such considerations for 

t hi s icon. 
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SUSANNAH: CONDITION REPORT 

This is a cursory examination only, made in situ in the 
sculptor's studio: access difficult to rear. 

Tuesday, 7 July, 198 1 

The sculpture is a hollow mould cast in plaster. It has 
a simulated bronzed patina, ochre-coloured, achieved by 
a brushed application which could possibly include shellac 
i_.:1 the binding media. 

Dimensions: Height - 165cm incl~ding base 
Width 70cm not including base 
Depth 50cm 

The sculpture is in very good condition, and would appear to 
require only minor consolidation of several small areas 
before casting could commence . There are no major cracks or 
losses apparent. Apparently it was damaged at the base when 
being moved to the SOA annual exhibition in 1946. At the 
time of examination this damage was not apparent. It is 
possible the damage was subsequently repaired by ~h e artist. 

There are 
which the 
strength. 

occasional stir face prot us ions of 
sculptor included in the plast e r 

s 1-5dl-type fibre 
mi x for greuter 

There are also occasional small pits, to be exoected on anv 
large-scale casting, caused by s~all air bubbl~s. -
There are a very few surface scratches, and a faw superfici a l 
plaster s~ashes, mainly in the figur es left le~. 
The figure's left arm has a superficial crack in the bock, 
extending from under the arm t o wards th e shoulder, approx. 
10cm . This is very probably a cracking of the fill over t he 
joining of two pieces. 
The other small losses are detailed on the accompanying photostc:it . 

The overall excellent condition of the plaster cast can be 
attributed to the retention o f the figure for so long in th e 
sculptor's abandoned -s tudio. Thi s condition may not b e 
sustained once subjected to move ment or trauma. 
In my personal opinion, the commanding scale and condition of 
this piece make it a rather rare sculpture whichshould be 
preserved by casting. Plaster is not a permanent medium, and 
the fact that the artist has simulated a bronze finish would 
indicate her desire as to the final stage of the work. 

J. E. M~cnacghtan 

(co n servato r presently 
comple t ing internship for 
CC!\E Mas ters Degree at th e.
Art Gallery of N.S.W.) 



CONDITION AND TREA1MENT REPORT 

Owner: 

Artist: 

Title: 

Dimensions: 

stretcher 

Stretcher: 

Australiana Fund, per David S. Dolan, Adviser 

Fine Art. 

W.M. Bennett 

Portrait of Vice Admiral Hunter 

circa 1814 - 1820 

740mm (H) x 618mm (W) (original painting) 

757mm (H) x 632mm (W) lined painting on 

The painting was pres ented unframed. 

5 member, butt-jointed, 8 keys intact, 2 missing. 

The initial 'MP' are incised in the surface of the top 

stretcher member. 

Defects - superficial scratches. The two vertical members 

protrude approx. 2mm past the horizontal members, top and 

bottom. 

Assessment - the stretcher, probably made when the painting 

was lined in 1900, is in sound condition. 

Textile Support: Linen assumed. 

The original support was cut away from its tacking margins and 

glue-lined to a lining canvas in 1900. This original support 

appears basically sound, with the exception of a slight 

distortion (1) and possible slight blind cleavage between the 

support and the lining. 

The lining canvas is tacked onto the stretcher, and the edges 

glued to the rear of the stretcher, extending 301IHil in from the 

edge . 



The lining canvas is visible from the front with a 5ll11Il edge on 

all sides. 

The glue lining has penetrated the lining canvas extensively, as 

the lining canvas is a fairly coarse weave. 

Slight distortion along the bottom edge resulting from one of 

the stretcher keys having lodged between the support and the 

stretcher. 

Assessment The original support and the lining appear in 

reasonably sound condition, 

Paint Layer: Oil medium, applied solidly with impasto in textural 

details, particularly on the braided uniform. There appears to 

be an underpainting of a dark blue throughout much of the lower 

part of the painting (4). The dark paint in the coat and the 

yellow ochre of the uniform braiding have apparently been bound 

in a medium containing excessive oil and/or siccative. These 

areas show traction cracking, revealing the blue underpainting. 

There is a fine craquelure over parts of the painting other that 

the uniform. There are mechanical stretcher cracks down both 

vertical sides, The top and bottom edges, next to the original 

tacking edges, have been abraded, and are filled with lead white 

(assumed). There are two losses to the paint/ground area, 

visibl e by transmitted light. 

(2) to the right of the collar (from the right edge 173mm, from 

the top edge 365mm). This loss has been filled with clear wax. 

(3) in the ochre braiding on the collar, 



Assessment The paint on the background and head appears basically 

sound, although the lining process has flattened some of the richer 

impasto effects. It is not possible to ascertain whether the 

extensive traction cracking and damage in the lower third of the 

portrait was caused solely by inherent vice in the medium, or 

accentuated by the use of a hot iron and pressure, in the lining 

process. 

UV examination indicates extensive overpainting in these areas and 

the neck. Possibly this was done to cover up damage. 

Surface Layer There is a layer of dirt, probably tobacco stains. 

There is also a layer of thick varnish, possibly originally 

tinted, but also discoloured to an amber colour. 

Following selective surface cleaning, it seemed the painting 

had qualities which the discoloured varnish was obscuring. 

Following a consultation with Mr. Dolan, it was decided to 

proceed with varnish removal over the complete painting, 



Cleaning Tests 

Surface Varnish Paint Over-

dirt layer paint 

H20 lS IS lS lS 

Enzyme s IS IS lS 
'Swarfega' s lS lS lS 

White Spirit lS lS IS lS 

Isopropyl alcohol s lS lS 

50:50 isopropyl/ 

white spirit lS lS lS 

50:75 acetone/ 

white spirit lS lS lS 

Acetone s lS s 
Ethanol s s s 
Diacetone alcolhol s lS s 
2 ethoxy-ethanol s lS s 
Acetone s lS s 
Toluene s lS lS 



Treatment: 

1, Surface clean with non-ionic detergent and enzyme. (A 

considerable amount of surface dirt was removed). 

2. Remove varnish 

a) with isopropyl alcohol. In the background area, there 

were three very distinct varnish layers. Firstly, a 

yellowed natural resin varnish; secondly, a dark-tinted 

varnish, thirdly another natural resin varnish, 

The uniform areas were cleaned as gently as possible. The 

coat had a clear blue-green coloured varnish over it, as 

well as obscuring darker varnish over the epaulettes. When 

this was removed, the underlying purple brown paint was 

quite stable. However, the blue underpaint is soluble in 

any solvent which acts effectively on the varnish. 

The yellow areas are extensively overpainted with yellow 

ochre. Much of this was removed by rolling swabs across the 

area. 

The neck area was also extensively overpainted. The over 

paint was removed to the extent that a neck and cravat-type 

covering are now visible. 

b) Acetone was used to remove the more resistant vestiges of 

varnish, and also overpainting on the face. All cleaning 

was undertaken with frequent reference to ultraviolet light 

examination of the progress. 

3. Two particularly deep fissures were filled, on the left 

epaulette, with tinted gesso. 

4. The painting was slightly keyed out. 



5. Brush varnish with B72 in xylene. (This varnish acts as a 

protective layer for the paint, isolating it from the 

retouching carried out.) 

6. Inpainting with 'Cryla' acrylic colours. 

7. Final brush varnish with 'Ketone-N' varnish, soluble in 

white spirit. 

8. Attachment of protective backing board. 

Photographs B & W f .11 @ Ys whole ..••••.• 

NOTES 

f .11 @ '/s detail cracking 

during cleaning. 

The neck and collar area, as well as the front ruffle, would bear 

further investigation, which time did not permit. 

The black wing collar also shows in the Hunter/Bennett portrait in 

the Mitchell Library. 

The black shows some evidence of over- cleaning sometime in the 

past. The painting does not read clearly here. 

It is not impossible that the white ruffle was a later addition. 

It should be understood that, after consultation with Mr. Dolan, 

it was decided not to fill or inpaint all minor losses at this 

stage. 

The final varnish applied, a ketone varnish, is soluble in white 

spirit, and so offers protection with ease of reversibility should 

further work be required. 

Jacqueline Macnaughtan (Intern student at AGNSW from the Canberra 

CAE Masters; course in Materials Conservation). 5 October, 1981. 



ARTIST: Unknown 

TITLE: 

DATE: 

'Bacchanal before a Herm' (copy after Poussin) 

late nineteenth century 

NO: 1661979, AGNSW 

SIZE: 97cm x 125.8cm 

SUPPORT: 

MEDIUM: 

Canvas, linen assumed, plain weave 

Oil 

CONDITION OF AQUISITION: 

Frame 

124cm x 154.5 cm (exterior measurements) 

14cm (W) x ll-12cm deep 

Heavy gilt frame, desiccated, losses 

Auxiliary support 

5 member butt-joined tongue and groove stretcher, vertical cross 

brace, 10 keys intact. Held in frame by nails bent over, which 

have abraded the stretcher. Otherwise sound. 

Support 
2 Canvas, linen assumed, plain weave, 18 threads per cm. Support 

held onto stretcher by tacks which have rusted. The tacking edge 

is brittle and torn in several places. The rear of the support 

shows a patch and dark brushmarks. The support has been abraded 

around the edges by the rebate of the frame. The canvas is slack 

and shows draws, particularly in the top corners. 

Support slackness against the stretcher members is marked. The 

reverse side of the support shows extensive water staining which 

has apparently dropped onto the canvas as it was stored. 

Foreign particles have also caused distortion of support between 

the stretcher and the support. 

The tacking edges are torn and brittle. 



Paint and ground layer 

There is no ground. The paint layer is applied directly onto the 

sized canvas. The weave of the support is not apparent through the 

paint layer. The paint is applied fairly thinly, with a 

traditional modelling technique where the form has been built up 

with impasto and glazed. The transition from impasto areas to the 

leaner paint areas is often abrupt. 

The sky and parts of the foreground are painted in less paint. 

Some brown areas show a different fine network of cracks from the 

fatter areas. There are losses throughout the painting, some of 

which have been covered with a previous varnish layer. Under 

X25mag., the varnish appears very brittle and of a pale straw 

colour. 

The painting was documented photographically before being returned 

to the AGNSW storage. 



coNSERYAtioN··. RECORD 

ARTIST 
TITLE 
DATE 
NUMBER 
SIZE 
SUPPORT 

KNELLER, Godfrey (ATT) (Uns ''.rl :d) 

Po:ctrai t of a Worn an (Lady . de I · i, ? ) 

4540 

118cm (H) x 89.5 (W) 

Canvas on a wedged stretcher fr , _3 

MEDI UM oil 

-------------------- - --------- - ---·- ---

COND ITION ON ACQUISITI ON 

·----------·-·---· 

Examin2d 25 1'1a:rch 1981 foe :pro:posed l ou.11 to \.T()Ve:;_·rnar~n~ :1(n1~; , 

no previous report available. Ho 1 ·~·.1,r, 0xt:JJ1t, iL f'lc. ·, 
photograph of the paintiDg dated 1903, on ~ ,::: r-,·, ti.,.r: .r r,"it,: 
London, stating after restoration. Some o '· the c.r ,e\.<:J ·vt 
evident in this photograph. 

Auxiliar_; sui;-q,ort 
Butt-ended stretcher with cross me1n.ber. Originally twe .Lve k >, 1 ., , 

held in place by adjoining nails. One key is !Ilissing from the 
top bar. Wedge-shaped indentations have been rece , ed intc t r,_ 
stretcher to accommodate nailing into the frame. 

Support 
C,mvas, linen assumed, attached. to auxLLi&.I';f support with 11~J.::.. l: 
2cm apart. 
Reverse of support has a heavy dirt layer. It also shows vrnx. 
patching (T.R., reverse). 
The support is slack arni has concave distortion caused by hard 
pieces of frame gilding lodged between t he stretcher and th,3 s 1Jp:[)OTt . 
Gummed paper has b een adhered to the support at some time. It 
extends onto the front surface 5cm a11d co\rers the tacl::ing edge 
and the canvas at rear. 
The major lc.,sses to the support are li t d with the l oc ·1t ion dia0 roJn. 

Paint la-rer. 
Fine white ·ground lead assumed •. The paint :i is "r- · d i. · iona lly 
modell ed, thin im:pastu and glaz,es, in a hi;;!. !:-:!Y . Thcr are fin0l 
modelled brief highlights. 
There is an extensive network of c,r:·acks U, ~<·•' ··no . ., rl-te p · i • .. l 
layers, resulting in cleavage and cupping, both between cr;J tu1d 
and p a int layers, and :paint and grour1d and. SLlDDort. 
Wide traction and impact cracks have been f i L d by a l , l~ 'r .. rt; r::h 
layer which may have had some consolidating u · · i.on. 
There are large impact cracks~ 
There are many small areas of los,:; and :inc · ient lv . ~ 
Some dress which are partially cupped., c,r r;-_; _ t.ir 1

1 b e 
abraded and lost their paint layer .. 

Surface layer 
The pai nting has a varnish 1 I ' T.' . .At s~ iii ' stage t 18 J c-1 .1.n . .I ,. ~l' ' 

been clenned in the frame, mid tb.e mnb r c l_ored. ·. r-r · 1 r-e1 · 

unde r the rabbe t, a-c1d. was adhered to i ~ in ._,·.1·t". '.llhe c1eun.inf!; 



God.-flrev KNELLER Portrait of a Woman (Lad,y God.al 

Surface la~er cont. __;;:=.;=-.::.;..::...;;.......;;;:;.::~ 

was not thorollgh, and dres · of tr -'.: ,; t · 
The varnish layer is discolour l mid u• ·,i 
in the drapery. 

Conclusion 
ady r3how3 c ) 1 iv :·n.bl 

p 

. .. :) 

The painting alr 
losses are quite 
location diagram 
not be displayed 

likel;y (tent.t r · .u1 1 

indie:1tes b:·L1-1)d c :L :·.L 

until it has t,een c·or 

' ,· C · •.) , I '/i (J 

Recommended 
Lining, consolidation, c1ennins, 0 1sibl 
application of varnish, 1:)ack:i.ng board · r 

Photography: B & W 
Front: normal light 
Front: raking light 
Reverse: raking light 

neg.no. r~c. 
neg .. :no ;;? 
neg.no.58 

• ) • • 1 ·pc1i r1t t 

l ; rl · r, • 1,:J , ,,=, 

• I and 
1 i e d. 

J • Macnaught 1 • 

. ~. .L .. I • 

1 e i:-:,i tll~? 

1' 1 1 t I I 

I I 
i \) l 

• I 



Key to location diavram 

1. Tear, wax impregnated from rear.', 
Loss to support and pain-:; layer. 

la. Pigmented wax fill. 

· ··· ·.en' d w·, 

2. Loss to paj_nt / ground layf,.r.', cuDn i:r"' . 

3 ~ Loss to paint/ground lay(~.r. 

4. Cleavage, loss to paint film. ''o:·.· ~, lo s ti 1 , :· '! rt . 
Wax filled. 

5. Cleavage, paint lay•,)I', dii=itort on ' o s 11p.:;: or t , · ,dent t·on. 

6. Abrading, tenting, blind cleavage. 

7. Impact cracks, varnish filled .• 

8. Traction cracks. 

9.. Distortion of canvas from artic1 r, ~,; twe r1 t, e it ·• • , ·1 

support. 

10 . 

11. 

12. 

I mpact cracking, spi ral f orm. 

Loss of paint and ground. 

Loss of paint and ground. 

Loss o.f paint and ground. 

Pinhole - loss to pain;: l ay·i::~r-· 

Infill and i rnpaint over pcovio 

16. Cracking, loi3s of' paint 1aJ•3r. 

; lf ,J upport. 

lo ·s . 

17. Tear through support, Jo · to , ·ii 11' luye , J" j l I d.. 

18. Pinhole . 

20 . Loss to paint L,.ye c - l' i l e: . • 

21. Loss and abrasion of ; 'l'' t. J.u.J r. 

22. 

23. 

Unremoved varnish layer, · i cret;ion f 

25. 

26. 

27 . 

28 . 

29 . 

Slight lo ) , 

' 
ret ir:ld n•n. .1 • f · 

' - . 
Loss, paint and ground layer, Vil C L.,.-._ .l . . 1.._1.... ..L • 

Los s to paint and gr ound, fi lled. 

Los s to paint und ground., f ill ,, l • 

Loss to paint a nd ground, fil l c , · • 

Loss t o paint ·-ind gro L~n I , rilled. 

Loss to p l~Jlt and ground, f i ' 1 · d . 

Los s to uaint and gro·~md . fi1 l 
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Repll'l'f-no 1-: Aflraff-

John Allcott - Marine painting (title unknown) oil on canvas. 

507mm x 609mm. 

Present condition: 

Indentation and puncture through support and paint layers, 

f.t. 90mm, f.r. 210mm Concentric cracking 

Indentation and puncture f,b, 222mm, f.r. 114mm 

tear, f.b. 80mm, f.r. 110-135mm. The edges of the support 

appear to have had a thin black stain which could be ink, 

applied to camouflage the colour of the exposed support threads 

Distortion along lower edge from particle(s) lodged between 

support and stretcher 

Abrasion and loss to support, ground and paint along right 

edge, 250mm f. b. 

The painting had been cleaned before, The subsequent varnish layer 

was discoloured. The surface was extremely dirty; what appeared to 

be a layer of grime with components of grease and nicotine covered 

the painting. 

The frame of the painting also required some attent ion, coming apart 

at the mitred corners. 

Proposed treatment: surface clean, clean varnish, remove cause of 

indentation, alleviate contour distort ion, patch t ears, varni sh, 

realign f rame. 

Treatment 

The distortion of the canvas along the edge was corrected by the 

removal of the offending wheat grain, and relaxing the canvas using 

a blott er impregnated wit h alcohol and wat er. 

The painting was surface cl eaned using enzyme first. 



A non-ionic detergent solution, 30% V.V. in water successfully 

removed the extremely heavy grime layer. 

The varnish layer proved extremely tenacious selective areas. The 

solvent found effective was morpholine, 30% in white spirit, using a 

white spirit stop, ensuring no residual solvent remained. 

Tests were made using patches on a simulated support and Beva 371 

(40% W/V Toluene). The Beva was applied by brush after warming to 

the patches, and allowed to dry before heat sealing at 60c. The 

patches were of fine linen, polyester and cotton gabardine, and 

stabiltex. 

The stabiltex was selected as being the most effective in 

relationship to the fine textile supporting the Allcott painting. 

Patches were therefore applied in this way to the three areas of 

support losses. 

An isolating varnish of Ketone N was applied. Minimal inpainting in 

Paraloid B-72 + pigments. Final varnishing thin, 'Ketone N'. 



Repqyf no 'o : Re id 

John R. Reid - "Off The Cornish Coast" undated 608mm x 920 mm 

Inscription: Typed piece of paper attached to back of gilt frame 

giving a paragraph of information on the artist. 

Support: Canvas, medium plain weave, commercially prepared oil 

ground. Auxiliary support: wooden butt-ended stretcher, sound, two 

keys missing. 

Medium: oil, alla prima application generally, some glazing. 

Condition: The heavier impasto paint on the land masses and figures 

exhibits extensive traction cracking revealing underpainting. 

The asphaltum - type brown and the green are particularly soluble. 

It is possible the paint layer was not allowed sufficient drying 

time before varnishing. 

The painting is covered by a heavy amber-coloured varnish, applied 

unevenly. 

The ground and paint layer appear relatively sound. There are minor 

losses to the ground around the edge of the painting. 

The canvas is slack with a slight draw, t.r. 

Suggested Treatment: Varnish removal, keying out, inpaint, 

revarnish. 



Information from attached paper on back of frame: 

John R. Reid 

Painter of figure and landscape subjects and sea pieces. Born in 

Edinburgh in 1851. Scottish School. He was a brother of Miss Flora 

Reid, the well-known figure painter. He painted chiefly seascapes 

and coast scenes and his works are always particularly bright in 

their colouring. In 1876 he went to London and commenced to exhibit 

from that year, notably at the Royal Academy. He became a member of 

the Institute of Painters in Water Colour and of the Royal Institute 

of Painters in Oil Colour. He also exhibited at the Universal 

Exhibition in Paris and Gold Medals in 1889 and again in 1900. The 

undermentioned museums and many others possess works of his:

Leicester, Liverpool. Munich, Victoria (Australia), The Tate Gallery 

and the Victoria & Albert Museum. 

Canvas mark, back of support. 

John B. Smith 

117 Hampstead Road, NW 

London. 

(E. Benezit, Vol. 3, p. 586) 



Treatment notes: 

After testing various strengths of acetone:white spirit it was 

decided to use diacetone alcohol, as the browns and greens remained 

vulnerable to the acetone:white spirit mixture. 

The sky and sea areas were cleaned with diacetone alcohol, using a 

white spirit stop. 

The softer thicker paint in the lower foreground half of the 

painting was slightly soluble in diacetone alcohol. A 10% VV, 

2-ethoxy-ethaust:white spirit dilution was found effect ive for the 

removal of the varnish. 

The impasto paint surface meant the cleaning took some time. 

(17 ½hours). 

An isolating coat of Ketone N varnish was applied by brush. 

Inpainting with powder pigment in Paraloid B72 in Xylene. 

Matt varnish (Ketone N + beeswax) applied to final coat. 

Frame surface cleaned, 

Frame rebate felted, backing applied. 27 May 1981, 



Woo Cheong? "Mrs Jackson" Date Cl860 size (oval) 54.5x45cm 

Inscription: on reverse of strainer: Woo Cheong, Painter No. 123 

Hong Kong. 

on reverse of support: Stewart Thomson (once mirror 

image, suggesting this is 

printed on front of support). 

Medium: oil assumed, lean paint evenly applied. 

Support: fine textile, possibly calico/muslin; fine cream ground. 

Condition: Support brittle, badly buckled and slack, attached by 

rusted tacks 5 cm apart. Extensive drying cracks follow the 

contours of the eyelids, mouth, hair ribbon, and shoulder/bodice 

seam of dress, suggesting that a second layer of paint was applied 

over an incompletely dried first layer. 

There are also unusual cracks throughout the background, one 

particularly prominent on forehead, possible a combination of 

incorrectly applied paint and tropi cal conditions whi lst the paint 

was drying. 

No apparent varnish layer. 

Surface dirt. 

Treatment: Remove from strainter 

Flatten support and tacking edges 

Surface cl ean 

Line - Terylene + Beva 371. Reattach to 

strainer 

Semi-matt varnish 

Infill, inpaint 

Fi nal varnish. 

14.8.81 



Woo Cheong? "Captain Jackson" Painted in Hong Kong, c. 1860 

Size 54.5 x 45cm (oval format). 

Inscription: (on strainer) Stencilled: Woo Cheong Painter No. 123 

Hong Kong. 

Support: fine textile, fine cream ground, attached t o a wooden 

strainer. 

Medium: oil assumed. 

Condition : ·support very slack and distorted, ver y clear stretcher 

marks. 

Two patches at rear: 

1) fine textile, similar to support, applied with oil? or 

oil-saturated adhesive, to the indent and puncture running 

vertically down LH corner of mouth. This patch is old and 

brittle and shears easily. 

2) Patch of calico type textile, applied behind large paint 

and ground loss and puncture accr oss forehead extending 

through to background LHS. 

Paint applied thinly and evenly . Strange small series of star 

shaped cracks and 'heringbone' pattern, possibly from combination of 

mechanical and drying causes, distributed evenly around edges of 

painting, plus impact concentric cracking centred on RH cheek and LH 
mouth corner. 

Treatment: Remove from strainer 

Flatten support 

Surface clean 

Remove patches 

Line, Terylene + Beva 371? Reattach to strainer 

Semi matt varnish 

Infill, inpaint, optical correction . 

14.8 .81 



.,'",. '-;{;•/~-J-i::-~,, , .• ,. ;'~)·~~~:": - . ~ · ·; .. :r ;~:~,.;."~~~ :rr~ ~~~:rJ.'::~::~~r~~e~~:.:;1:::~T0~t~~;:-7"~*?:2~~~~~ 
t<e-porl- no II : l...onc:efe;t . 

Australian National Gallery 

Conservation Department 

2 Accession number: . Category: Painting, post 1940 

Artist/Origin: .. l,.i\NCE::L,~y, C9J,.in 

Artist's country: Australi::t . 

Title/Description: Sci..int~y Woman . 

Birth/ Death years: b. 1938 

Date ofwork: 1961 .. (1959 written across back)_ 

Signature/ Date: . Q~I, .61 .. .1~ 1, .in 1Jl~.c.k paint . 

Secondary inscriptions: :1.9!?9 .... . whit.El ground . inb..r.c:>~q b:r:µsh, aQrO$S reverse; 

Rudy Komm labe~.~. centre baclc; .. small P~P.ta.J: sticker '570 I_,.l:l.I1CE:!;l.E3y' 

left. 

Medium: . 9.i.l a11d ... m:i.;i{ed . . me.dia . . on t.extile supp.ort . 

Size/Weight: .. . '.761 .lllIIl " 761 mm (2' .x 2') .. . 

3 Assoc iated documentation: Files 76/5_5_7; E>9-/J.71.f3.~ (Pu.:r.G.h~~~d _1,~76.) 

76/5,5_! . p. 15. 'oil and c<:>llagE! on ~.a.riyas.' ; P..'.. ~5-, me.l:l.su:rement. 

19 Exhibition/Loan record 

Dates 

13 Previous treatment history: 

None appa.,r ~r1:t. 

20 Future recommendations: 

Details 

It .. i s not recommE!.nc:ied that this p::tintin~ .tr.~y~l. 

of the support may loosen s mall fragments of paint. 

Conservator: .. . ·~~~ 

Ariy moyement 



Australian National Gallery 

Condition LANCE LEY : A~~J ~3'L Y WOMAN. 

Auxiliary support sound. · Support also sound, · except for two 
punctures (below). Some rust on tacks. 

The adhesion of large fragments of paint by a PVA based glue has 
resulted in planar distortion of the support, clearly seen as convex 
distortions on the reverse, corresponding to the larger amounts of 
adhesive on the front. No earlier photographic record of this 
painting, prior to its acquisition in 1976, is held by the ANG. 
Therefore, in a work of this type, accurate notation of any losses 
before 1976 is not possible. It would appear from residual adhesive 
that there were two pieces of collage, now missing; one, f.l. 115 mm, 
f.t. 300 mm ; the second, f.r. 70 mm, f.t. 325 mm. A further bead 
from the 'teeth', is missing; f.b. 295 mm, f.r. 310 mm . 

Transmitted light reveals small losses to paint and ground layers in 
the central area, where the initially painted film was detached. 

There is an indent a tion, puncture and breaking of support threads, top 
right, 15 mm -long, with some paint and ground loss. This puncture 
has been covered over with paper tape from the reverse (a). 
A further smaller puncture, left; f.l. 60 mm, f.t. 93 mm (b). 
Abrasion and indentation on top edge, f.r. 115 mm . 

There are small fragments of discoloured newsprint embedded in the 
outside paint layer. The newsprint was in contact with the paint 
whilst the paint was still soft. It adheres to flattened ridges. 

There is surface dirt and grime overall. 

1 4 Condition summary 

Stretcher sound. Planar distortion of support. 
Two punctures to support, ground, paint layer. 
to paint surface. Surface dirt. 

r.7 

Date 18.10.83 

Collage items lost. 
Newsprint adhered 



~?.:~'": .:·~, ·\: c ·"'· · {~:·_:, :-~-%i:(?·."'7> ~'?~:;> ,~~}~1'_',X;~~_''·'.-~ r~~~1~f .;0?-Ct:7!;;~j;~::!r;~:1~'.~~~~ 
--

Treatment proposal 

Vacuum surface clean 

Remove labels from reverse 

Remove paper tape patch 

Realign textile and paint fragments, 
bridge and consolidate. 

Australian National Gallery 
LANCELEY : SAINTLY WOMAN 

Accn no .. 

Framed with plain wood extending 10 mm in front of support, 
the framing to include perspex. 

Approved by: .A.~ ~ · Date. 19. 10. 83 

15 Treatment p roposal summary 

Vacuum , surface clean, realign and bridge punctures. 



Australian National Gallery 

Treatment Accn no 

19.10.83. Support dusted; vacuumed. Labels mechanically removed. 

20.10.83. Small puncture through paint, ground and support layer, 
left, realigned, bridged using fibres from the tacking edge. 
Methylcellulose used as adhesive/consolidant, repair weighted whilst 
drying. 

21,10.83. Threads from puncture, right, realigned, as above. Some 
unavoidable small fragments 'locked out', retained for samples. 

24.10.83. Surface cleaning, successful with water, generally. 
Finger marks at side removed with nonionic detergent and water. 

28.10.83. Completed cleaning. 

Frame to be ordered with perspex protection. 
painting not travel. 

28 .11. 83. Framing completed. f/.v) . / 

By 

1 7 Treatment summary 

Recommended that 

Date 2. 11. 83 

Bridging of tear/puncture, methy lce llulose adhesive , surface 
cle aning . 

r s 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation photography LANCELEY : SAINTLY WOMAN 
Accn no .... . . 

Codes: 8 = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT = Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR = Infrared. 

Date Code Photo. no. 

18.10.83 B 

19.10.83 B 

19.10.83 CT 

J3 

.?.9./~. 
79/2 

79/3 

79/4 

79/5' 
79/6 
... . 

79/7 

79/ 8 

79/9 

79/10 

79/11 

79/12 

79/14 

79/13 

79/15 

. 79/16 

38/16 

38/18 

38/20 

~S/2:t, 

~.?/2.2. 
38/23 
··· ·· ···· · ·· · · . 

38/27 
....... .. .. .. 

38/28 

38/30 

38/31 

,:3,8/ 3:3 
3.?/35 
38/36 

,7,9/;17, 

7,9/18 

79/22 
79/2 8 

Description 

~:ro11t, . whole 
front detail c.l. 

front detail losses c.t. 
. . . . ' . . . 

front detail transmitted light 

reverse whole 

reverse detail label 

reverse detail distortion c.r. 

reverse detail distort ion 1. 

front detail centre (i) 

front detail centre (ii) 
. .. .... ...... . ... .. ,. . "'. 

front detail, (i) & (ii) 

reverse detail distortion 

reverse detail paper patch (t.l., reverse) 

reverse detail puncture (t.r., reverse) 

front detail puncture r.s. 

f~~rit detail ~tiri~trir~ l.s . 

front, whole 

front detail reverse films 

front detail impac.t t. r. 

:fr.9nt de.tail :i,.mpact .f., 1. 

front detail ~i.te .~f 91:'igi~~t p~~~~ film 

front detail reverse of original film 

front detail depth of surface 

reverse whole 

r everse convex distortion r.s . 

reverse convex distortion l.s . 

1:'~.verse . C()nVe}( di.sJol'tion 

reverse , ,:t>11n.ctur.~ . l.t ... ··· ····· 

:reverse, puncture r.t. 
. -· · 

~evers~, tear, a:ft~r ~emoval. of pape r patch 

!everse., a fter r~~qy~l ~f .. P~P~~ label 
front, transmitted light through puncture, left 
f r '6rit,. t 'ransin'i'tted l ight through puncture rj rr t 



Conservation photography 

Australian National Gallery 
LANC£t£y : SAINTLY WOMAN 

Accn no .... 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT = Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR= Infrared. 

Date Code 

24.20.83 B 

27.10.83 CT 

27.10.83 B 

Photo. no. 

~()./_1] 

41 

41 

41 
80/32 

Description 

UV f],µores9~n .C!~, 2E :f:i.J:ter, whole 

front, who~e, a/c 

front, detail puncture, a/c r.s. 

front, detail puncture, a/c l.s. 

front, detail punc-t:ure. a_/c .1 .. s. 

80/33 front, detail punctur.~ a/c r.s. 

80/34 reverse, detail puncture f.rs . 

. ~Q/_~5. r .ev_erse, . _det_a.il pun.9tµ.r.e f. l~ .. 

-.. 8-()/3.~. ..:f.ron.t . .1 . . :w:hol~··' · .. a./.<: .. ... . .... .... . 
27.10.83 CT 39 

39/2 

microphotographs, all with ( -4) objective 
. .. .. .. ... . .. .... 

6x complete puncture (a) r.s. of painting, froni 

28 .. . 10.8:.3 c, 

:3~/3 
39/5 

39/6 

39/8 

391_~0_ 

39/12 

39/4 

39/17 

39/19 

. 39/20 

.:3.9/.~?. 

39/28 

;39/33. 

39/34 

·· ···b.c;· ·· ···· ··········· ····· ······· ··· 
25x pµnctu_r,e, . to.w~.r.cl~ .l.ef:t )l, c ... .. ..... . 
25x puncture, centre b.c. 

25x puncture, towards right b.c. 

25x puncture (b) left side of painting, after 
·realignment ·· 

6x _puric.~ur.e. (a) rev~.r.s.e, .. l:J· .. C..'. (r.~ye:rs.e. of .39/2) 
20x puncture (b) after bridging (reverse of 39/8) 

6x original film on support 

6x reverse of original film 

6x three paint films (f.t. 190 mm, f.l . 330 mm) 

.15x three .paint films (part of 39/19) f • 

6x c.9.m.pl e t~ . pµnc:tur.~. (a_}, aft~.r. br._i.dgiri.g & 

6x 

12_x 

12x 

consolidation 

complete puncture (a), reverse, after 
··· ···bridgin·g ··· 
?VA.ove~ pa_in:t film 
newsprint on flattened paint top, after 
paper removai' .... 
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Structure and composition Accn no: 

Medium to fine weave canv~s with some cotton content. Attached to a 
4-member stretcher by tacks approximately 100 mm intervals. Support 
pre-primed with white ground, trimmed on stretcher. A second 
priming was applied. 

The painting appears to have been constructed over a previous painting 
which has been largely removed from the central area, leaving remnants 
of paint. The remaining surface has been partially painted with oil 
paint. Then the artist has taken pieces of the thick (up to 2 mm in 
places) dried and contracted paint layer, and adhered these large 
fragments to the previously painted surface with a PVA glue . Some 
of these fragments protrude from the support surface to a distance of 
10 mm. It is possible to infer the placing of the first-laid paint 
film in some places from the positive/negative patterns of the film. 
The incompatibility of some of the paint layers is also clearly seen. 

The outside design area is in red and blue paint over the previously 
painted surface, overworked with graffiti markings to create an impasto 
surface, further overlaid with a creamy white paint. 

Some collage objects are also adhered to the surface. They are : 
components of a synthetic pearl bracelet with a metal clasp, and 
plastic jewellery. 

This water based adhesive covers large parts of the central area. 
There is no overall varnish layer. There is, however, a surface layer 
of dust and grime. 

The sequential layers of paint, ground, and imprint of canvas weave, 
parts of the original painting, probably 1959, as on reverse, are 
clearly seen to have been reversed and rotated. A series of photos 
records this phenomena. 

By Date . 18. 10 .. . 83 

12 Structure and composition sum ro ary 

Canvas support, four member stretcher. Pre-primed support, 
additional priming. Original paint layer reversed, rotated, 
readhered, plus additional painting. Collage objects. 
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Australian National Gallery 

Conservation Department 

2 Accession number: Category: Painting . 

Artist/Origin: CROWLEY, GRACE 

Artist's country: Austra:U .. a, 

Title/ Description: Abstract 1947 

... Birth/ Death years: 1,,890-:-:1~79 . 

Flat planes -of. bright colour. parallel to. the .picture plane , 
spatially defined by four narrow'ribbons'of colour. 

Date of work: 1.947 

Signature/ Date: Grace Crowley/47 in light green pa·int,· Lr·. 

Secondary inscriptions: .. reverse 
1 ANG label 
2 AGNSW exhibit ioh 'label 
3 Grae~. C.~owley 30 . guingas 12312 .. 1;3 A:tn,tr:llc.t P.atn:t_;i,)1g in r:ed crayon 

Medium: oil and enamel on composition board 

Size/Weight: . 608 mm (h) x 835 m (w) 

3 Assoc iated documentation: 

Files . . DOS~ .. 81/123, 69/2201 
Condition report ANG 1975 attached 
1953/54· photograph attached 

19 Exhibition/Loan record 

Dates 

1 3 Previous treatment history: 

Details 

Losses in red and black areas previously r.eto.uch.ed 

20 Future recommendations: 

Th.e painting. mus.t . always be supported by a frame or. stored .flat 

Conservator: J Macnaughtan. Da~:27 January. 1983 

C2 
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Structure and composition Accn no· 

The support is cardboard 5mm thick 

A green-grey housepaint was ·applied ·to the 'f:ront · and ·back 
of the cardboard. · The reverse ha.s a. paint irig ·which has been . 
covered over by · th~s priming. 

Graphite was used to outline some ·of the· forrris fri fi:ie design 

(see M 30) 
Possibly a pencil made the . incised line visible between the 

ochre. and. yel.low ar.eas (l.c. M photo .n628.) 

Oil paint and household enamel were used. 

The coloured . shapes .have a series of 1 ines pa-inted across the 

paint. Three o.f . the lines were later overpainted. 

a f ingerprint is vi s ible, top right edge ··· 

The e name l paint has exuded a discoloured oil in some places , 

particularly the bottom - whiteish form. · 

Some areas of the design were selectively varnished~ The 

varnish acted as a glaze. 

There is a layer of grime on the surface. 

12 Structure and composition summary 

Cardboard 5mm thick, .primed both sides., pencil- unde rdrawi ng-, 

oil and e namel design layer, se-lec.ti ve varn-ishin-g-; Some grime. 
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Conservation photography Accn no 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT= Colou r Trans.; X = X-ray; IA= Infrared. 

Date Code Photo. no. 

Before hrea1 ment 

7 .1. 83 M 20· 
M 21 
M 22 

M 23 
M 24 
M 25 

M. .26 

M 27 
M 28 
M 29 

M 30 

M 31 

6 .1. 83 CT 7/4 
CT 7/5 
CT .7/6. 
CT 7/7 

7 .1. 83 B 27/30 
B 27/31 
B 27/32 
B 27/33 
B .27/34 
B 28/1 
H 28/2 
B 28/3 
B 28/4 
B 28/5 
B 26/6 

After T1 e a t rr ent 

27.1.83 B 
B 
E 
B 

27 .1. 83 CT 
CT 
CT 

32/12 
32/13 
32/JA. 
32/15 
7 /27 
7/28 
7/29 

Description 

indentation in pink area '(x6) 
junction of blue and green lines (x6) 
bliie line· over ... wh'ite ·arid pfiik . ~ .. . pencii' line 
visible, va.rnish excess (bl.) 
junction of green lines (bl) (x6) 
indent at ion , white ·on · red 
top lef t corner, showing p::iJnt _ov.e:r: _alrea.dy . 
·abraded support ( x6) .... 
paint ... loss .between ochre ... a.nd -ol-ive, top -left, 
touch of blue, c leavage (x6) 
abrasion, loss between pink artct· ·red, top centre ( x6) 
inc:i.sed line :t>~_'t:ween. .o .cl:l:re .a~dwellow, l eft .centre( ; 
junct ion between cream, yellow, ochre, pink 
showing pencil (x25) 
blue over white rectangle next to pink showing 
~eritil liri~· (*50) .. 
left side of .indentur.e ., showing .break after 
varnishing (x50) 

.. . . . .. .. . .. . 

whole front 
·whole hack ·· 
.b.ack, deta.il. t..b. corner 
front, whole 
.... ... .. .. 
front, white 
-front; detail t.1. 
front, detail 1.1. 

. front ·, detail' I. e. 
.t .ront., detail .r.c. .. 
front, detail r.c. 
front; detail ·l. c. .. . 

front, detail l.c. 
frOnt, detail c ( indenfatfon) 
back, whole . · ·· -

back, top r. corner 

whole front 
centre, detaiT fil l 
detail.,. low.e r l e.f.t. 
detail, top left 
whole front ·· 
detail ce n t re fill 
detail 1:1. corner 

.. . .. 

.. 

.. 

... 
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Condition Accn no 

Slight .planar. distortion of .. s upport .(frame. has acted as auxiliary. 
support) 
Numerous ·abrasions of corners and edges of support~ {Much of this 
damage _ W8:~ ~ui:;t a.~ne_d b~for:e present pa~_n:tJrJ~ . _wa.~ C()IllIIle_Il~ecl L 
There is a punc ture in the support whic h has been compre ssed and 
indented . . f.b . 9.0mm,. f.l. 365-376mm. 
Gwnmed paper tape on back has been removed, with overpaint in places. 
There are· losses · to the paint and ·ground · 1ayefrs ·· (see· photostaX) · · 

a) paint loss Lt . 282mm, f; 1 . 16-20mm 
b) abrasion, three small paint losses, f . b '. ~-~~Illm , __ f_'.l_._ 23mm 
c) pairit loss · :f. b . 235mm, f : 1. 30mm . 
d) paint, .some ground .l .oss, . f .b. 90-,-,lOOmm, f.1. . 90,..,,lOOmm 
e) paint losse s f.l. 32-38mm f.b. 62mm 
f) c leavage and · loss · of paint and· ground I. 1·.· 118-145m.m·· 
g) paint and _ grouild l<:>ss f. b ._ 80mm .. .. .... .. . .. . ... . .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. 
h) paint and ground loss , possible blind cleavage f.b . 67-72mm 
i) paint and ground losses (attempt to colour,-in loss} L b ; 20-59mm 
j) loss of top gree n paint layer 130-135rnm 
k) loss of· top ·green paint layer 15T-162rrun 
l) cracking . 
m) loss of top blue paint laye r 250mm 
n) i ndentation/punc ture - paint layer has been indented f . 1~365-376mm 

f.b.83-90IIDD 
o) losses oT top ·b1 ue· paint laYer f .b. 40·.:..:1sriiiii 
p) pa:i.nt and some ground. loss f..b . .. 270-306mm 
q) paint and ground loss f.r. 36mm 
r ) area ·o ·f- abrasion,- paint and ground l osses Lt . 50--95-mm 

fr 327-357mm 
s) area of . abrasion, paint and some grotirid l6ss I ~ t~·3tr.:.:tobmm 

f. l . .. . 140.-:19 5mm . 
t) minute top paint laye r losse s 
u) loss of top paint layer f; b ; 244--255mm probably- ··blind cle a v age ··· 
v) gouged; l o ss of paint and ground laye rs f.b.234-240mm f .1. "452iriiri . ........ . ... .. . .. . . ... ... . .. . .. .. ... . ······· . ...... .. .... . .. ... .... . 

w) .cracking, .small .paint loss f .. t. 100 .f..r . .. 118mm .. .. . 
x ) fragme nt o·f brown pape r f. r. 270- 280mm adhe r e d to surface 

Rebat e m~rlcs~ ~IIlall _ ::tc<:!re:ti<?n of whi_t_e_ paint _f _:r_oIIl_ :r.~_bat_E? ___ t;qp _?,Ild ... 
bot t o m edge s . The black and brown painted are as show dry i ng c racks . 
'fh e sur face is g r buy . 

1 4 Condition summary 

Suppq:r.:t;;_ ~qu11q.,_ .Sm.~1.1 ip_q ~p.ta,ti<::.rn anc,l J O.~$ o f p~t.n.t. ano.. gr.o:un.d .. 
laye rs over painting surface. Drying c racks in paint layer. 
Super f i -cial grime . 



Australian National Gallery 

Treatment proposal Accn no .. 

Surf ace .. . cleaning ... ... . 
Consolidationof edges of support 
Consolidation ·of·· incipient cleavage areas · (ct; · v; · U} · 
Possible repositioning of inde11i;ed . . P~J:n,t, ... ~.nq Jrrn.i;i,inJ;J .. ng o .f . 
abril.sions· arid losses·; afier consultation with curator or 
Dir.ector. 

Approved by: A Byrne Date: 10. J anuary· •1983 

15 Treatment proposal summary 

Surface cleaning, s ·light local consolidation; repositioning 
of indented area, minor inpainti~g. 
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Treatment Accn no .... 

Surface cleaning {enzyme) removed heavy gr.ime and .smoke . 
layer . 
Consolidation of edges with 3% wv (approx} methy·l cellulose. 
Corners clamped and edges weighted. 
one · area .. of ··16'ss .. illpaiiitea; · ·usTrig methyl cellulose· a:s .. ·a ·· 
sealant . and wate.rco.lour .. over .. this.~ .... Direc.tor .. consulte.d .; 
it was decided to fill the indentation and complete the 
inpai·nting of those · losses -which intervene·d in .. the · 
scanning process . 
It . wa.s· iiofecf 'f&af th'ere were more small. are'as of blind 
cleavage . than .at ... first suppo.sed, both .between .lay.ers .. o.f . . paint 
and ground and paint. 
The indentati on was •infilled with a mixture ·of· rne thy'l cel·lulose 
Wh_atrrian _' s _fil_],er __ pap_~r fibre, magne siurn .. ca.rboI18:t~., .. ~Ild .... 
calcium carbonate , and inpainted with watercolour paint. 
The resulting. surface was v ery matt, and .. a . layer of primal. 
AC 33 gave a surface more compatible with that of the 
painting. 
puring . 13\).rface <:::le.c1.r1Jng it was noted that .. se>me . !1-1.'e.i,ti:.; \Vere 
slightly water s oluble , i. e. brown, dark green-black, 
v e rmil-ion•;· 

Treatment commenced 11~ l.. 8.3 
11 comple,t,eq 27, 1. 8-.3 

1 7 Treatment summary 

Surface cleaning ; consolidation of edges and cleavage with 
methy'i ... c.e11ulose ; fri :fl.Ii; fripafri t ing wffli watercolour·s· ·iiria .. . 
AC33. ·.. ... ··· 





Conservation Department 

-2 Accession number: . 

Artist/Origin: VTCh.."ERS, .Trevor 

Artist's country: .A..llstralJa_ 

Title/Description: Untitled 

Date of work: 1 968 

Signature/Date: none appar~nt 

Secondary inscriptions: 

Australian National Gallery 

Category: P:a,:irtt:ing 

Birth/Death years: 1:>, 1,~4.3 

Medium: J\cryl~C. l?.~~nt on cotton duck 

Size/Weight: . ~740 IIlIJl/_1746 mm h x 4015 mm ( w) x 70 mm .J~_l1) 
3 Associated documentation: 

19 Exhibition/Loan record 

Dates 

13.VII - 14.VIII 1983 

1 3 Previous treatment history: 

None apparent 

20 Future recommendations: 

Details 

'A Melbourne Mood' Melville Hall, ACT 

If l_o~d. _di~t:r-~b11t ion/J:1a.r1ging qlips are no.t a.b-?olute}y aiigned, 

ther,e __ :w.~lL 1::)e_J _u:rthe:r:-_ d:r:-aws __ occurring. Some form of shelying/ 

a,luzniniµm bra;;lce.:t . ~µppo:rt. advisable __ wh~ri w_q:rlc ciisplayiacl.. 

Co nseNato r: r)?l/;~t'':':':y:'~ · Date: _20 .y. 83 
/ 



Australian National Gallery 

Structure and composition Accn no: . ... .. _,. 

Acrylic paint on cotton duck, stretched on six separate strainers, 

bolted together as per diagram 4. The main components of the 

strainer are 65 mm (w) x 20 mm (th) hardwood, rounded where the support 

folds over. The strainers are braced with 20 mm x 40 mm lapjointed 

s oftwood, as per diagram The bracing refers to each individual 

s trainer rather than the composite ~nit.- The six component strainers 

are bolted together with 4 mm O bolts to be hung as a unit . The three 

'D' latches are attached at une ven intervals to the s traine rs. 

The unsized cotton duck has b e en attached to the reverse of the 

strainers with blued tacks at approximately 80 mm intervals. 

The acrylic paint layer has been applied generally with a wide brush. 

(It is possible to s ee horizontal brush strokes on the reverse of the 

largest panel.) Self-adhes ive masking tape has been used between the 

black and white de sign areas. 

Date . ~9. IV. 83 

12 Structure and composition summary 

Acrylic paint, unprimed cotton duck, six separate strainers, 

bolted together. 
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Condition ( See photostat) Accn no 

When first brought into'the conservation department (18.IV) the work 
showed pronounced draws, caused by uneven load-bearing throughout the 
structure, which is large and heavy. The work had been hanging from 
three points which were not aligned. Forty eight hours later, 
released from these uneven stresses, the draws were not evident, with 
the exception of a draw at (a) lower right, and two smaller draws (b) 
(c) left on panel B. Corner fabric weaker. The paint has seeped 
through the support and attached the support to the strainers in most 
places. 

There has been an alteration to the paint surface in several areas, 
apparently due to the plastic covering stapled to the painting having 
prevented even drying of the paint surface. 

Remnants of paper tape adhere to the paint surface, and some plastic. 
There is some cracking through the paint layer, due to mechanical 
stress, but the paint is basically sound. 

Three cracks, running diagonally, f.l. 530-370 mm , f.t. 80 mm (d). 
An area of impact cracking on (B); f.t. 65-30 mm , f.l. 200-130 mm (e). 
Series of fine cracks in edge of black design area, emanating from 
under the superimposed white area. Presumably result of trauma on 
removal of masking tape (f). 

Small paint loss (g) on left side of panel D, f.b. 115 mm. 
Small bulge, right side of panel C, caused by foreign matter, 
f .b. 565 mm (h). 
Paint loss, panel E, F.L. 320-350 mm (i). 
Paper tape remnants (f). 
Impact cracking from reverse, panel A (j). 
Alterations to paint surface (k). 
Fluff and sawdust loosely adhered to paint surface. 
Brownish stains back of (B). 
Discoloration of white paint of top panel (E) from edge of strainer, 
possibly from wood tannin colour from strainer seeping into support/ 
paint. 
Surface dirt, discoloration of raw support on edges from handling. 

By Date 20.IV.83 

1 4 Condition summary 

Draws; support attached to strainer by paint; minor mechanical 
cracks; some paint surface alteration from superimposed plastic 
film; some surface dirt; slight paint discoloration. 
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Treatment proposal Accn no 

Removal of residual paper tape. 

Monitoring of draws. The draw (a) persists because of incorrect 
tensioning. Possibility of rel~asing support and retensioning at 
this point. 

Removal of foreign matter caus ing distortion. 

Cleaning of surface dirt, alleviation of effect o f paint surface 
alte ration. 

Evo lve a bracing system to further support strainers as a composite 
unit. The 3D component should be r espected. 

Approved by: Date: 20. IV. 83 

15 Treatment proposal summary 

Surface clean; rel e a s e and r e t e ns ion lowe r r i ght corner; evo lve 
bracing system. 
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Australian National Gallery 

Condition (See photostat) :. 
Accn no 

When first brought into'the conservation department (18,IV) the work 
showed pronounced draws, caused by uneven load-bearing throughout the 
structure, which is lar~e and heavy. The work had been hangirig from 
three points which were not aligned. Forty eight hours later, 
released from these uneven stresses, the draws were not evident, with 
the exception of a draw at (a) lower right, and two smaller draws (b) 
(c) left on panel B. Corner fabric weaker. The paint has seeped 
through the support and attached the support to the strainers in most 
places. 

There has been an alteration to the paint surface in several areas, 
apparently due to the plastic covering stapled to the painting having 
prevented even drying of the paint surface. 

Remnants of paper .tape adhere to the paint surface, and some plastic. 
There is some cracking through the paint layer, due to mechanical 
stress, but the paint is basically sound. 

Three cracks, running diagonally, f.l. 530-370 mm , f.t. 80 mm (d). 
An area of impact cracking on (B); f.t. 65-30 mm , ,.f.l. 200-130 mm (e). 
Series of fine cracks in edge of black design area, emanating from 
under the superimposed white area. Presumably result of trauma on 
removal of masking tape (f). 

Small paint loss (g) on left side of panel D, f.b. 115 mm . 
Small bulge, right side of panel C, caused by foreign matter, 
f.b. 565 mm (h). 
Paint loss, panel E, F.L. 320-350 mm (i). 
Paper tape remnants (f). 
Impact cracking from reverse, panel A (j). 
Alterations to paint surface (k). 
Fluff and sawdust loosely adhered to paint surface. 
Brownish stains back of (B). 
Discoloration of white paint of top panel (E) from edge of strainer, 
possibly from wood tannin colour from strainer seeping into support/ 
paint. 
Surface dirt, discoloration of raw support on edges from handling. 

By Date 20. IV. 83 

14 Condition summary 

Draws; support a ttached to strainer by paint; minor mechanical 
cracks; some paint surface alteration from superimposed plastic 
film; some surface dirt; slight paint discoloration. 
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Treatment Accn no ..... 

, 
20.IV.83. Surface cleaning of top white (panel E) slightly moist 
(water) swab only. Some.areas also required enzyme cleaning. 

_ . ., 

Solvents tested on extreme edge of red panel (C) water, P.S., nonionic 
detergent; no change to already, changed paint surface; conclusion 
that difference is entirely due to differential drying and not surface 
dirt, on (C). Red surface vulnerable 

The canvas draws so pronounced on 18.IV. are now minimal, with 
exception of left side of B, lower right of F. 

22.IV.83 surface cleaning, E, F, 

22.IV.83 surface cleanin~ F. 

28.IV.83. Fullers earth+ isopropyl alcohol removed a negligible 
amount of surface dirt on raw tacking edges. Completed cleaning (E). 

2.V.83. Painting laid face up on table, blued tacks released lower 
right corner,~. There were rust stains and tendered support in these 
areas. Some of the support required to be gently '·loosened from 
strainer. The support (3.V.) was retensioned with staples and tacks 
where visible. The draw was now insignificant compared to previous. 
(Firstly retensioned overnight). 

The freeing of the foreign particles causing protuberances was not 
possible owing to the adherence of the support to the front of the 
canvas, with the exception of lower left (F) - small wood particles. 

Examination of areas where the paint surface was changed revealed a 
black paint consisting of fine, even particles. The plastic covering, 
when it wa~ removed from the not-quite-dry paint, had raised and made 
shinier the black areas. Conversely, the white, a thicker, coarser 
paint, became more matt under the plastic. 

3.V.83. Inpaint with watercolour, several very small losses in black 

17.V.83. 3 x 25 mm aluminium strapping cut to size to form a 
bracing system as per diagram (4). Countersunk 
19.V.83. Screwed to back of strainers. 

By (/ttt(a.U1.~~. Date 2..a, v. 8.3 

17 Treatment summary 

Se l e ctive surface cleaning, release of persistent draw, aluminium 
strap bracing. 
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Conservation photography :.. VICKERS UNTITLED 1968 
Accn no....... . ... 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT= Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR = Infrared. 

Date Code Photo. no. Oesc ription 

18.IV.83 B 

18.IV.8: B 

44/32 front whole 

,3 
31t 

}~ 

JC, 
:n 

':15/~ 
4 

5 

front extreme right 

front lower centre 

front lower left 

front lower extreme left 

front top left 

front top centre, surface e!llange. 

front top right 

front protuber,nce, r. of centre panel 

7 front, paper, t.r. of centre panel 
........ ... . ...... ... . .. ... . •· · ·· ······ . .. ... ........ ..... .. . 

8 front paper, accretions, top of left panel, 
•·•Surface change •········ ······· 

:45/11 :front dn1,w 1 lo:wer. xigbt 

12 .reverse., ... whole 

13 .:r~y~r~e, :r_ight 

14 reverse, towards right 

15 :rever.s;e, towards left 

16 reverse~ left 

17 ;reyerse, detail foldirig 9f support, "bolts. 

18 front, su:rfa9e chang?, Jqy,,er lef_1: 9entre pa11el 

20.IV.8~ B 

19. IV. s: CT 

20.V.83 B 

19 
20 
21 

17/ 

front, plastic film; top left corner .. centre 
front, whole .. 

front, detail grime 

front whole 

fron~, ~~ght pane~~ 

front centre panels 

front, left 

front, top left 

f.ro11:L :lgft 
front, right 

on edges, lower 

ieverse, discoloration, top right 

r.~.Y.E;:r~E;, large pGLnel, pairi~ s~~page 

reverse, whole 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . -. . 

left 

51/2 r everse , after br~cing 

panel 
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Australian National Gallery 

Conservation photography VICKERS UNTITLED 19! 
Accn no .. 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Prin t; CT= Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR= Infrared. 

Date Code 

3.V.83 B. 
B 

B 

20.V.83 B 

Photo. no. 

48/1 
48/t 
48/q 

f:il 

Description 

lower .. r.ight corner after restretching 

lower !jgh~ corner after restretchipg 
top right corner: tear, weakening of tacking 
·· ··· edge.· 

whole revt9rse; after attachment :of .braces .. 
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Conservation Department 

2 Accession number: 

Artist/Origin: I>A_W.SON_, _Janet 

Artist's country: Australia 

Title/Description: Wall I I 

Date of work: . 
1969 

Signature/Date: -~_ow~r right 

Secondary inscriptions: Ileyer~e 

. aq_ry],J c . 

f< e p(fYl M 14: "])6 w.son 

Australian National Gallery 

category: Paint in~, post 1940 

Birth/ Death years: _b. _1935. 

J :. D_~nyson 68/6~_ (cC>yere<:l l:ly_ r~b~te.) 

Janet Dawson 69 . Wa]). 2 .( sic.) 

Medium: i\.~rY.l .ic ... on . . can:vas 

Size/Weight: _ _1,8:3_0 IIllll .. x _1830 mm x 42 mm 

3 Associated documentation: File No . 74/3970 

19 Exhibition/ Loan record 

Dates 

13 Previous treatment hi•story: 

None appar e nt 

20 Future recommendations: 

Conservato r: 

-~·-··· · ·· ·•· ·· --·· · · ·· ·• · ···· 

. ~ .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . ... . 

Details 

Date: ?~. V .8:3 



Structure and composition 

Australian National Gallery 
J. DAWSON - WALL 2 

Accn no: 

The canvas support is attached to a six member strainer by means 
of stapling and a self-adhesive cloth tape. The tape has been used 
to extend the support to the size of the strainer. 

The support has a ground layer, possibly white acrylic gesso. 

The paint layer is matt acrylic paint. The frame rebate, 
extending 6-7 mm over the design, covers design edges of forms which · 
previously were delineated with darker paint. 

There is no varnish layer . 

The gold wooden frame is stapled to the strainer. 

By 

12 Structure and composition summary 

Canvas support , stapled to strainer . 
paint . 

Date _10. V~83 

White ground, matt acrylic 



Condition 

Australian National Gallery 
J. DAWSON.._ WALL 2 

Accn no 

The support is slack and shows distortions and strainer marks. 
The joins of the strainer and the cross-bracing are not flush; a 
part of the cross-bracing projects . further than the outside strainer, 
and abrasions on the front of the painting conform to these 
projections. The cross-braces have also influenced the application 
of the white ground and it has seeped through the support where the 
support has touched the braces. 

The adhesive cloth tape around the edges was applied before the 
painting was complete. Some of the tape has traces of paint. 

Distortion from strainer top left (a) top right (b) 

Distortion from pressure, top centre (c) f.t. 33 mm, f.r. 840 mm. 

Distortion/bulge, lower left (d) f.l. 140 mm . 

Abrasion and strainer marks e.f.g. 

Abrasion (d) 

Coloured deposit (i) 

Superficial abrasions (j) 

Abrasion and coloured deposit (k) 
. 

There is some light pencil lettering (1), 20 mm high, ext. 100 mm. 

Any consideration of reframing should note that the support has been 
attached to the strainer by staples which have been incorporated into 
the painted design, visible from the front. 

There is grime around the edges of the painting. 

Light pencil, right (m), f.r. 250-280 mm,f.b. 890 mm. 

By Date 10. V. 83 

14 Condition summary 

C7 



Treatment proposal 

Remove backing and frame. 
stretcher is feasible. 

Australian National Gallery 

Accn no 

Ascertain if replacement on a new 

Considerations: partial restretching, if removal from present 
strainer not possible. 

paring-away of undersurface of cross-braces 

replacement frame without rebate 

Alleviation of distortion (c), and abrasion and deposit marks. 

Removal of pencil lettering. 

Surface cleaning. 

Approved by: Date: 

1 5 Treatment proposal summary 

C6 

Investigate possibility of attaching to new stretcher. Support 
flattening, some inpainting after selective surface cleaning. 



Aus tralian National Gal lery 

Treatment Accn no 

9.V.83 Plywood backin~T~moved. 

10.V.83 Stapled-on frame removed, when it was revealed that the 
support had been stapled to the front of the strainer before the 
application of ground and paint.. This meant that the support could 
not be removed from the strainer without loss to the painting.* 

11.V.83 Consult a tion with curator (S. Jones) - decision to replace 
frame with similar, noting that signature l.r. would be covered by 
rebate; alleviate stretcher marks as far as possible by inpainting. 

The stretcher marks in the centre of the painting are a combination of 
abrasion and 'polishing'. The matt surface of the acrylic paint has 
been lost in these are as, and there is also a deposit of a yellow
ochreish colour transferred from whatever was abrading the paint 
surface. 

A swab lightly moistened with water removed most of the deposit. 
Marks from careless handling along both sides also responded. Several 
more obstinate marks responded to Barnes-Hind lens . cleaner. Although 
some marks are still apparent, it was decided to desist from further 
cleaning, owing to the fragile nature of the paint surface. Thus the 
faint pencil marks remain . 

The distortion (c) was successfully removed by dampening and weighting 
overnight. 

12.V.83 The bulge caused by particles between the support and the 
strainer was relieved by removing two small wood chips . 

13 .V .83 Inpainting with water colour. 

16 .V.83 Inpainting completed. Deposit of paint from another surface, 
t.r., partially removed mechanically. Some inpainting. Frame 
measured, ordered. 

* Leo Wimme r, framer & gilder, advised that 
of cross-bracing was impractical. 

By 2,/u:2(A:.u-~~ 

1 7 Treatment summary 

paring away of undersurface 

Date 16. V. 83 

Backing, frame removed. 
flattening, inpainting . 

Surface cleaning (selective), local 

C.5 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation photography J. DAWSON - WALL 2 
Accn no . 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT= Colou r Trans.; X = X-ray; IR= Infrared . 

Date 

9.V.83 

10.V.83 

16.V.83 

9.V.83 

10.V.83 

12.V.83 

19 .. V.8:3 

Code 

B 

CT 

CT 
B 

B 

B 

Photo. no. 

fiCJ/? 
~~/3_ 
50/4 

50/5 

5(?/6 

50/7 

_5_0/ 9 

___ 50/10 

~ .. 5.~.f.~1 

50/8 

50/12 

. 50/13 

.50/14 

µ_Q/) .. 5_ 

. _f>_~/16 
50/20 

50/21 

50/2~ 
50/23 

50/24 

.5.9/.3-1 

Description 

front, . whole ( trairl~_d) 

detail, centre abrasion 

abrasion, right side 

abrasion, distortion, staples, centre 

~op lef~, distortion 

lower . .right , . visible signature 

r _e:ver:$e, whole, wt th . bac~Jng. 

r _e,Jer5:e, with out l:>ack.~ng 

_:rE)~~r~e, _cle~a.-~_l , ___ ch~.r.~e>a,l . . t..~-~-~~ -•- ~~_gna.,_t.u:rEl 
strainer and frame detail 

. :f_r9.p t;,. w.l19J_e ( :un.:f r.a.1TI~cU .. 
:top le,~t __ eclg~, 5:~_ap}e,8._, ~~_I>_E( 

top left edge 

. $:i,gna.tur.e, .. lowe.r ri_gnt. 

P~?ciJ i~S.C!~pt~o~ 
centre, after inpainting 

detail, pencil writing, centre 
.. 

after backing r emoval, strainer and frame 

whole without frame 

detail,top edge, .staples, tape 

ctet~i1., tqp edge 

5.~gnature, . lower right_ 

alteration of paint surface, due to abrasion 

alteration ~f paint surface 

lower left, protuberance 
pencii ~rlting, iakiri~ --liiht 

strainer 

_front __ wh9le , afte r conservation 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation Department 

2 Accession number: . Category: Painting, Post 1940 

Artist/Origin: WHITELEY, BRETT 

Artist's country: Aµ~t:r1:1.l.;i.a~ Bi rth/Death years:. .1:>.! 1939 

Title/Description: Christie and K~ il1l~en. M~lon~y 

Date of work: 1964 

Signature/Date: 

Secondary inscriptions: Front : 1949 November ( da~~ . . o.f event depicted) 

Reverse : Christie & Kathleen Maloney 1964 Brett Whiteley; 
. . .. . ... . 

Christie and 1€3.thleen (sic) Maloney (in charcoal); A528 in felt pen; 
Australian, ···Bony·thon ·fNSW}, ·Marlborough · ···labeTs. 

Medium: : .Qi.1 .. pa:int .. on cotton .duck .... .... ... .. ..... .. ... ...... ... ..... . . 

Size/Weight: .~.'.7.5. '. .3 . ~·[Jl ···( h ? .. X. .. 24~ .. cm ... (Vi) . X . ~ .. C.Ill . . c.~11) .. 
3 Associated documentation: File No . 70/2710 part 1 

19 Exhibition/Loan record 

Dates 

13 Previous treatment history: 

20 Future recommendations: 

Details 

Tll~r~ .. i.E> ll .. P<J.s~i..b..il~:t.Y. C>f ~()ntinuing c.l~a age where meehan.ical· 
damage has already occurred. - It is not reic·oiririieiided "that this 
paint~ng travel .for exhibition purposes. 

. .. Date: 1.4 .r,,•.83 .. .. 

C2 



Australian National Gallery 

Structure and composition Accn no: 

The cotton duck support is attached to a· 9 member softwood strainer. 
This strainer has a wooden frame nailed to the back, which serves as a 
support to the aluminium frame, screwed flush with the painting's 
surface. 

The design layer - oil paint - is applied in large areas as a direct 
stain onto the unprimed canvas. In the central design area the paint 
is applied vigorously and often quite thickly. The paint has also 
been allowed to splash and dribble .. 

Charcoal delineates many of the contours, applied over the veiling 
colour. 

Narrow strips of fine cotton and paper have been applied as a collage 
and defining edges, and have been incorporated with the painting by 
colour which in some areas runs across the collage. 

The work was_executed after the support was mounted on the strainer, 
and the slight rigid relief afforded by the right vertical brace was 
used in scumbling this area. The pattern of the framework can be 
seen throughout the painting. There is no overall varnish layer. 

By Date. 8.IV.83 

12 Structure and composition summary 

Cotton duck on strainer; charcoal and oil paint, applied as a stain 
and some impasto. Some collage. No varnish layer. 



Australian National Gallery 

Treatment proposal Accn no . 

Ascertain stability of cracked and lost paint areas. 
consolidate first. 

If necessary, 

Clean surface dust with brush, pipette-vacuum, excluding charcoal 
areas. 

Affix to new strainer. 

Possible alleviation of minor abras·ions and discoloration from 
handling. 

Further consolidation and inpainting of (a), (b) and (c). 

Approved by: A :~ -• .. 

1 5 Treatment proposal summary 

C6 

5u-.-fau.. dt-~ · ~ 7/>1'? u.a..(e' , 
~ s ~/w,/; t:....;:;JU~½ . 

Date: .. 8:· . / V • .&J 



Australian National Gallery 

Treatment Accn no . 

Microscopic examination revealed cleavage betwe en paint layers, and 
loose paint fragments at (a) and (b), a result of mechanical damage 
breaking the surface of the top paint layer, already very brittle as a 
result of insufficient binder, and ' t hin' having been painted over 'fat 

12.IV.83. Cleavage and paint flakes at (a) readhered with silicon 
adhesive F52, chosen because of its matt finish and low surface t ension 
(dil. toluene, solvent P.S.). However it proved unsuitable in 
manipulation for this area. 

13.IV.83. Primal AC235 (solvent dishol. acetone) used with some 
success on (b). Threads of support on (c) sealed with methyl cellulosE 

14.IV.83. Painting placed face down and vacuume d from reverse, with 
exception of previously consolidated area surrounding (a) & (b). There 
was a large amount of dust. The f ront of the painting was also dirtier 
than at first presumed. It was de cided that the stained are as would be 
cleaned by mechanical means only. The richer painted areas would 
benefit from selective cleaning. 

15.IV.83. Slight selective cleaning with approx. 1% solution of 
'Barnes Hind' contact lens cleaner on painted areas. Kneadable charcoa 
rubber removed s light surface dirt fro m 'stained' edges. 

Further treatment deferred until painting on new stretcher. 

21, 22 . IV . 83. Painting transferred to new stretcher. It was noticed 
that there was a paint loss in an area of previous cracking (e), 
f.l. 1025 mm, f.b . 80 mm . ~~ c-race, Urt-cli.~d "'fkr ~~,1c~;~. 

24.IV.83. Edges of this loss, tending towards cleavage, and two 
ad j acent cracks consolidated with Primal Ac 235. The adhe sion in this 
area betwe en paint and support i s minima l . 

12.VII . 83 Inpainting on (a) & (b) with B67/petroleum spirit and powder 
pigment. 

By 

17 Treatment summary 

Cle avage conso lidat ion 
inpainting. 

cs 

Date 13 . VI I. 83 

revers e vacuume d; s ele ctive cle aning, 



Australian National Gal lery 

Condition A 
WHITELEY, Brett 

ccn no . 

(See photostat) 

The support is slack on the strainer and also distorted from strainer 
braces junctions. Two impacts from the reverse have caused paint 
loss on the front (a, b) . Impact (b) also culminated in a small cut 
in the support. The paint in this area is in two distinct layers, 
and there has never been satisfactory adhesion between the two layers 
owing to the incompatibility between the thin and fat paint qualitie s. 

The paint layer shows a number o f abrasions (marked on photostat as 
(d ) . Abrasion (c) has, also , a small break in some of the support 
fibres. 

The reverse of the support shows stained areas, some due to the 
staining s e eping through from the front, others from moisture f rom the 
reverse . In areas where the support has absorbed the vehicle from 
the fatter paint, the contracting drying paint film has r e sponded to 
this contrac tion by a series of f ine cracks ove r the se areas (e). 
The cracks seen in a diagonal direction, from top left to bottom right -
corners . 

The painting is discoloured from handling, on the right side 
particul arly . Both front and back are dusty, ang there i s some 
surface dirt. 

By Date 8 . IV. 83 

14 Conditio n summary 

Suppor t slack, str aine r i na dequate . Rea r i mpact caused l oss to 
s uppor t and paint l ayer. Some drying crack s , d i scol oration a nd 
gr i me . 

Cl 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation photography Accn r,o 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT= Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR= Infrared. 

Date Code Photo. no. 

BEFORE <'ON.S.I RVATIQN. 

7.fV.$3 B . ◄J/~~-

B 

B 

13 
B 

B 

B 
B 

B 

B. 

.13. 

12. IV. 83 B ... . . .. .... . 

7.IV. 83 CT 

.err 
CT 

CT 

CT 

CT 

DURING T REAT . .. ... . ... 

B 

15.VII. BB B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

.15.VII. 83 CT 

C4 

41/33 

41/34 

41/3.5. 

~.1/36 

42/7 

~t~ /8. 
~.1-.2.1~ .. 

42/10 
... .... .... ... 

42/11 

121.ii 
... 1~.1.3.~ 

14/6 
... .. ... . . . . \" 

JA./7 

JA/B 

14/9 

14/10 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
14/11 

!ENT 
. ... ... 

44/22 

64/13 
. · · ····· · · -· · · 
64/14 

64/15 

64/16 

64/17 
. . ···· · ·· · ·· ·· 

64/18 

25/22 

.. 2-~/2-~. 
2.~/2~ 
25/25. 

Description 

_reve_r._s,e, detai 1 

reverse, detail 

reverse, detail, .Marlborough, Bonython labels 

_reyersf:!_, labels, _top leJ:t . 

reverse, lower right; chalk, staining 

reverse, whole 

r~ye r~~. qanvas_cupp~pg 

1:''3\,7~:r~~-~ C!11_:pp~ng .. . 
reverse, detail. cupping, staining 

front, de.tail .. cracking ... .. .. ... . 

f:re>nt, whole 

front, cross-bracing utilized as surface support 

reverse, whole 
······· · ·· · ·· . ... .. .. .. . ... .. . 

r~ver$e., d.e:tail. 1~.r .~ .. 

t:ront/ whole 
front, detail paint loss 

front, detail cracking 
. . . . .... .. .... . 

front, 1.1. abrasions 

after consolidation of paint 

whole, after inpainting 

detail, after ·inpiintin'g 

detail, after inpainting 

detail, loss, lower 

detail, cracks, lower 

detail, cracking, lower 

after inpa.:i..nting 

after ~i:ipa~11_ti11g 
whole, treatment completed 

·· ··· · •-· .... . ... .. ···· ·· · .... .. . 

. cracks., . lower, ... tre.a.tme.n.:t . _co,rnpJ'3_t_e. ci .. 
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Australian National Gallery 

Condition Report 

Rosalie Gascoigne -'Tiepolo Parrots' 1976 

Wooden construction, cardboard cut outs. 
Signed, reverse, lower right R.G. '76 in felt pen. 
ANG label, green circular adhes ive label on reverse. 
Size: 61.2cm x 56.4cm x 23cm. 

Th e framework of the piece consists of a beebox and other 
weathered wood pieces, nailed and screwed togethe r in a 
supporting framework stage. This stage has two main components 
(A & Bon photostat 1). The wood in some places r e tains 
t h e original stencilled and painted surface. On other surfaces 
the artist has adde d a stain. 

The shapes of a parrot trademark have been cut many times from 
the corrugated c ard boxes and adhe red to e ach other, generally 
overlapping , and to the wooden support, possibly with PVA 
adhesive. 

Th e screws joining the two components A & Bare allowing some 
movement. 

The wood is extreme ly weathered, abraded, with old losses, and 
is checking. it shows staining from oil, possibly sump oil, 
and rust stains from nails. There is also evidence of 
previous biological at tack. (D ). 

The cardboard parrots, printed in red and blue i nks, show 
sl i ght de lamination at points indicated on photostat (C) . 
Slight distortion also accompanies these delaminations. 

There is some accumulation of grass, dust and polystyrene 
fragments. 

The piece was dusted and pipette vacuumed. The cardboard 
was readhered and strengthened at points indicated on 
diagram 2, with methyl cellulose . Af t er consul tat ion wit h 
a curator, the two labe ls we r e r emoved from the back and 
attached underneath . 

Recommended packing/installation. The piece is to be lifted, 
always, from the base. In travelling, it i s to be s upported 
at t he back by appropriately s haped c ushioning c u t to 
accommodate the contours. The front should only be touched 
by packing material on the edges, never on the cardboard 
cutouts. 

Photog raphs 

B. 64/31 
64/32 
65/2 

Reverse 
Right s ide 
Detail, parrots 

J. Macnaughtan 

65/3 
65/4 
65/5 

Detail, parrots 
II II 

11 l oss to wood 



78 / 758 

23 ~ovember 1983 

DE KOON I ~G, WILLEM, 'KOMAN V' 

Size: 1 550 mm x 1138 mm 

Structure: Oil and charcoal on linen canvas . The painting 
was const ruct e d in stages , with the support f o lded around 
the soft wood s tretcher afte r t he initial painting. The paint 
layer varies from very thin to impas to, and has been scumbled 
and scraped. Charcoal furt her de l i neated forms, drawn i nt o 
the paint s urface. 

The painting is presently secure d in a metal-braced wooden 
frame by s crews through the stre tcher. 

Condit ion: Structurally the paint ing appear s in a s table 
condition. There are fine cracks through the paint laye r 
wher e t he support f olds aro und t he tacking edge , and s ome 
small paint losses associated wi t h th i s folding on the l o~er 
r ight e dge . 

The crack thro ugh the paint l ayer ( f .t . 200 mm - 260 mm, 
f .r. 44 1 - 445 mm) a nd the paint and gro und l os s (f.b. 515 -
528 mm , f . l. 30 mm) noted i n 1978 report fr om the National 
Gallery , Was hingt on, a re stab l e. 

The r e are s mall paint losses which may have occurred wh ils t 
the painting was i n progress, a s f o llows : 

f.t . 675 mm, f .1. 390 mm; f. t . 773 mm , f.r. 388 mm; 
f . t . 732 mm, f.r . 367 mm; f .t. 535 mm, f. r. 320 mm . 

The s upport s hows s ome emb r i ttl ernent and fr ay ing on the corners , 
particularly t he top left co rne r . 

The origin.al st r etcher is bare l y ade q uate at present. I t i s 
he ld i n a r igid pos it ion in a fr ame whi c h i s acting as another 
auxil iar y s upport . 

. . . 2 



2. 

Cons i de rations: The painting has already travel l e d 
extensively t hrough the Uni ted States, and around Austral ia 
within the last ten years . However, the p a inting is now 
r e a c hing the st a g e where oxidation, a nd embrit t leme nt of 
the s upport s hould be c onsid ered. It is n oted that th e 
proposed itinerary ext ends for a year and involves s e asonal 
changes and two continents. Any stress c aused by extreme 
fluc t uations in relat i ve humid i t y and t emperature should be 
avoided. This may r equ ire a new framing system, i ncor porating 
a ddi t ional pro tection f rom perspex, and transference t o a new 
stretcher . This point will require further consultation 
b e t wee n the c urator and the conservator in c harge o f post 1940 
paintings . 

Prov ided that the above points are sat i s f act orily resol ved, and 
strin gen t pack i ng and dis play c ontrols are ma intained and 
monito r e d at every point i n the it inerar y , it would seem t hat 
the painting is s u f fi c iently sound to al low i t to travel. 

J. l\lacna ughtan 



A photographic 5tudy of a number of works was undertaken by 
Jacqueltne Macnaughton of the Conservation Department and her 
report arid analysis including a statement on the· condition of 
Spirit of the Drought follow. 

Daniel Thomas 
Senior Curator 
Australian Art 



--n,10 5__e t r- L, ·-oJ rhe _Dr o v9-ht. , ____ Arthur' _ ~t r-eetoy:. ·---~~ ~?S 

Pot loWi.rtJ d reque.sc f.,-om the .::;enior"'" Cura tor o f Aus 1_ra l i ar·, A:'L, 
pnotogr·apl'ls have beeri caken 0f det3i ls 0f t:his rJai c1. ti no and 
sever-~! others bv Arthur St r-eeton and Cha.r l P.s Conder, i n a n 
at-t~p.t to clarify dnd comp0re some as-pect..s of techriiquie and 
style. 

--:·nie Sn i r i t ,): the ,.: r ouqh t sh0',1s s eve ral aspects of Streeton ' s 
tecl>'in~.,.,.ue '.•Jhich car: b~ S~Pn in 0t.her works· in the Australian 
i:at:.irx1al r;21. llerv collt~c t ion. 

Th~ us~ of · a wide - 14mm to 18mm - fl at bristle brush, often 
apolied emphatica llv a nd with no attempt to 'soften' edges, c an 
be SPen 1n ~any of Streeton's c aintings. (photograph 5) is from 
the forearoun d of The Spirit of the Drought, (photograph 6 ) is 
f r om the foreground of Streeton's The selector's hut, 1890. The 
s c al e of the brush wi d th t o the format also shows Streeton's 
d ire, :t aporoach . A Golden Impress ion of Templestowe, 1889, and 
Melbourne street scene , 1889 are both small paintings by Streeton 
from the 9 by 5 Impression Exhibition, yet the details 
(photograph 7) f rom the former and (photograph 8) from the latter 
s how vigorous brush drawing with brushes approximately 10mm wide. 

The foreground of Conder's Under a southern sun, 1890, a similar 
fo rmat size and subject to Streeton's The selector's hut, shows 
quite different brushwork. The two details (photograph 9) and 
(photograph 10) reveal a fea t hery overlaying, a softening and 
merging of individual brushstrokes to make a flat foreground of 
delicate texture. Comparison of the brushwork in Conder's small 
painting Riddell's Creek with Streeton's two small paintings 
previously mentioned shows Conder's more restrained use of flat 
brushes sometimes held sideways, for a smaller scale. 

Streeton's expressive brush drawing is clearly seen in a detail 
f rom the sky of his The selector ' s hut (photograph 11). A 
similar detail from Conder' s Under a southern sun (photograph 12) 
shows a surface built up , instead , of mainly horizontal and 
vertical strokes. 

This latter is a technique often employed by Conder, and one 
particularly conducive towards establishing a series of 
horizontal planes which overlap in the limited depth which is the 
pictorial space repeatedly preferred by him. 

Streeton's tree trunks are often created by pushing or dragging a 
wet brush through already wet paint to create a channel, 
sometimes lightly clarified with additional smaller brushstrokes. 
We see this tendency in the tree trunks of The Spirit of the 
Drought (photograph 13). The tree trunks from Streeton's The 
selector's hut (photograph 14) are delineated in a similar 
manner. 

Conder's tree trunks are more generally painted over the surface 
of the background . Details from his Under a southern sun 
(photograph 15) and Ma~ day, 1893 (photograph 16) show forms in 
which the paint i s lai down over the s ky. 



5treetoY' i s &lwa_ys conscious 0 r t he ' bones' 0f the p.31nhn9 so 
to speak., dnd ofter\ dl lows t~e support -to fL1nct1-on as a oar t of 
the des19n. thl,ls es-tabl;:,;h1n9 tt: as -the ph_ys 1.ci-:l.l star-t in0 point 
tor trie subtle relat.1onshtp ne buJlds tAp betw,~en t hick and thin , 
t l'·:>n spc1~>'1,t ,-i: ~d o pa'.'j\.!E;, fctt :,"c! lc· an pai:1t. Areas of his South 
:- 1c~2:d_, Por t. J2tckson ( ;:: ~10~_ .:_, ,_,ra0:t :7) s h;-y,., t:h-? na.nel suoport 
:·,:,,c-t1 n nu,<1 as a oart of t:-:e rJ,:.~;_.m. This can also be seen in 
,·: ther ni::l.in~inos in t!,e _u_q s•ra .:.L~ n na t: i.onal Ga l lery coll ecti o n . 

An i moo rtant dif f erence het¼een Streeton and Conder is Stree ton's 
characterist1.c technique o f e xnrP-ssinq the form of a fi gure in 
somP, la rqe Paintings. T~ is can be seen clearly i n the figures 
from Sydney Harbour, 1895 ( nhotoqra ph 18 ) (photograph 19) 
(photograph 20), compara ble in b road scale and anonymity with the 
f iqure in The Spirit of the Drought, where the paint of the 
middle distance g rassy slope, not yet dry, i s wiped back, and a 
wide brush liqhtly charged with onaque fl esh-coloured paint, 
aives first a contour e dge t0 the f iaure a n d then f e athers 
lightl y away a c r oss the form (photoqraph 2 1). 

Streeton's mani pulatio n of oaint in this way is subtractive and 
spare , where as Conde r's tends to be a ddi tive . Conder 's figures 
are o ften put down and then s mal ler deta il s are rewo rked into the 
fo rm, ty ing the figur e to the immediate space surroundi n g it, and 
adding a more graphi c quality. The starting point for Conder is 
always a p aint ed surface over which he articulates finer points 
until the p a inting i s t i ed together in an altoge the r flatter 
series of p lanes than Streeton's. Details of the two figures 
from Conder's Under a southern sun show thi s flatter . quality 
(photograph 22) (photograph 23) (photograph 24). A smaller 
painting, Bronte Beac h, also shows Conder' s interest in the 
details and contours of the figures (photograph 25). Another 
detail from Conder's small painting Sandringham, 1890, shows the 
same graphic expression even on such a small scale, with a linear 
expression of the contour edge running across the figure 
( photograph 26) . 

The l a rger, later painti ng by Conder, May day 1893 shows a figure 
which has b e en flattened and simplified by veiling with 
overpainting of a lighter colour. 

Streeton c onsistently wishes to introduce the observer into the 
painting by focussing on an object or objects close to the front 
of the picture plane . The edges of the forms of the logs in his 
The s e lector's hut and the skulls and debris in The Spirit of the 
Drought are very similar in their intention and technique, 
(photograph 27) (photograph 28) (photograph 29) the . edges being 
formed with short strokes f rom a flat brush. This same technique 
is also evident in the detail from Streeton' s South Head, Port 
Jackson (photograph 17) mentioned previously. 

Another characteristic of Streeton' s paintings is the use of 
passaqes which break the b oundaries of forms, a linking and 
atmospheric effect. The selector's hut shows such passages from 
the tree trunk and the hut b y way of a smoky haze (photograph 
30) . There are similar passages in The Spirit of the Drought 
(ohotog raph 31). Conder's treatment of the same selector's hut 
sub ject in Under a sou t hern s un allow no suc h intrusion into the 
more self contained forms (photograph 32 ). 



Co r,d ,-b ori F<e__port' 

Tj,e _SP-i_r:_tt or the Crcu9ht 

Oil painti ~q o n woorl v~ ~2~P!, 3G7mm x 372mm (irre~ular } x 9mm 
th i_ cl<'. 0 Ps s , no s io1<c.•.:urp n r d c1t. •? apoarent:. 

The .,,; oc-;dei, pa!'":e 2. shows !:O clanar distortion. There ha s been 
::; l:. 0ht: biolr.,aica l deqradation o n the reve rse l ower corners . It 
aopea r s ~ha t the lower oart o f the right edge was cut or planed 
ve ry s liqhtlv, some time in the more recent past . 

The pai nt was applied di r ectly t o the panel without a ground 
layer. It is poss i ble to see a d ark blue , dark grey and mid-grey 
subsequently c o vered by J ighte r co loured paint i n the present 
compo si t ion. Much o f the paint is laid down with a wide flat 
brush . 

The t ree trunks have been de l ineated whil st the bac hground paint 
was s till wet , by st iff -bristled brushes of several smaller 
widths pushinq a depression through t he paint a n d applying a 
contrasting colour. The b rushes are sometimes held horizontally 
to produce a series of short marks across the form. 

The are a o f the fi gu r e was wipe d back, expos ing the warm wo od 
colour and grain, which, although covered wi t h a thin layer of 
semi-opaque paint similar in col our t o the wood, remains to 
fun c tion as part o f the fo rm. The contours of the figure were 
broadly indicated with opaque flesh c oloured paint applied with a 
wide flat brush, stating the e dge first and feathering away 
ac r oss the form. 

The paint surface shows some small paint losses, and slight 
abrasion at the corners. 

There is no overall varnish layer , but some surface grime. 

The panel painting is in a stable condition. 

J. Macnaughtan 
30 June 1983 
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This discussion oaper is writ.ten in rPply to a req1:est. from the 
Acti~0 Honorable Secretary f0r ICCM, and proposes the 
establishment of an ICCM subcommittee for the Preservation of 
Outdoor Sites which would act as a coordinating point between 
individual members of ICCM and the many authorities concerned 
with varying aspects of outdoor sites. 

Points are discussed in the following sequence: 

1. The need for a central information source. 
2. Clarification of conservation policy. 
3. Possible ratification of the Burra Charter. 
4. Relationship with the Australian Heritage Commission. 
5, The emergence of regional cultural centres; implications 

for the conservator. 
6. The educational responsibilities of ICCM future workshops 

and dissemination of information from research. 
7. Recoqnition of concern for outdoor sites as a 

legitimate extension of museum activities. 
8. Reassessment into the second decade for ICCM. 

Whilst issues focussed upon are mainly those pertinent to the 
preservation of sites related to the Aboriginal National Estate, 
because these sites are most at risk, their resolution is of 
equal validity and relevance to all outdoor sites in Australia. 

1, The need for a central information source 

A great deal of work by individual members and special groups of 
ICCM has already been carried out, particularly on rock art 
sites •. Other groups and institutes have similarly been 
investigating projects on outdoor sites. Unfortunately, 
sometimes the resulting information and techniques have remained 
with the specific discipline which developed them. 

The range of knowledge and skills required for any field project 
is such that most successful undertakings in the future depend on 
managerial strategies which pool information. 

A col lecti v,~ undertaking initiated by the Australian National 

Parks and Wildlife Service demonstrates this cooperative pooling 

and information for the Kakadu Rock Art Sites. 2 

ICCM members have worked on archaeological and field sites in 

most Australian states. An ICCM subcomrni ttef',: GOUld solic;::l.t ; ,"; 
.., -. ''. i " . 

receive and disseminate such information, thus avoiding waste and 

possible duplication. 

The request for suggested nominations for members of the sub

committee is best decided by votinq. However, the sub-committee 

should be drawn from as many authorities and states as possible, 

without becoming unwieldy for meeting purposes. It ··should be -·· -

r emembered t hat there are 'sl e eping' me mbers of ICCM whose 



i. "'.'\te rest mav we l l hP. a v:a ~,:,ned bv +~his prospect. A.l s o an 

en thu siastic ICCM memhP.r should be located within eve r y 

i ns ti tution t o a c t as a 'consc iousness-rai s er'. 

2. Clarification of conservation policy 

Earlier this year the ICCM subcommittee, the South West Action 

Group, raise d issues which have not yet been resolved for 

conservators. General conservation policies formulated to cover 

professional conservators working with movable objects in a 

museum context, do not convey the wishes of many ICCM members to 

extend legitimate concern to outdoor sites, as part of 

Australia's cultural heritage. 

ICCM needs to formulate and declare its policy relating to 

outdoor sites. There is some urgency about this need, since 

disputes over conflicting interests in outdoor sites will 

undoubtedly occur with increasing frequency. 

ICCM must anticipate those issues with a prepared policy and a 

positive input of information and skills. 

1he delineated aspects of concern for the nation's cultural 

heritage contained in the charters of Australia ICOMOS and ICCM 

can be s e en as overlapping and complementary at many outdoor 

sites. There should be no suggestion that ICCM become involved 

in aspects more properly suited to Australia ICOMOS, but rather 

that, as a result of ICCM clarifying its concerns in this area of 

conservation, a mutually satisfying relationship between the two 

institutions may result. 

3. Possible ratification of the Burra Charter 

The first task of the proposed subcommittee charged with 

preparing such a policy statement may be to ratify the document 

of the Australia I COMOS, the Burra Charter, for ICCM. 

Alternatively, the committee might consider the statement in the 

summary of the report of the Austral ian He ritage Commission, ' 

The Commission nee ds to c ontinue to play an active part iA-

encouraging and co-ordinating the rlevelopment of professional 

c odes of practice, conservation courses , t e ch~ical research , and 
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The E~:rra Charter of ICOMOS 
needs to he review~~ to ensure that it, or senarate versions of 

it, can be adoot€-~d across ,"l.ustralia fsr cultural sites ... ' 

' c~p.201) The criteria for the inclusion of cultural properties 

in the UNESCO ~orld Heritage List is another necessary 

consideration. 

~. ____ Relationship with the Australian Heritage Commission 

Initial steps should be taken to formalise relations with the 

Australian Heritage Commission, which, since its inception in 

1976 has been singleminded in its pursuit of strategies and 

policies for both the 'built environment' and the 'Aboriginal 

National Estate'. The commission in its report states it has "at 

all times tried to maintain a close and cooperate relationship 

with difference museum bodies' .( 3p.7) 

This report surveys in detail to the work done by numerous other 

state and national funded and voluntary bodies which share a 

common concern with these two broad classifications of the built 

and the Aboriginal National Estate. 

The Australian Heritage Commission has indicated support for a 

recently proposed rock art conservation project which would bring 

together a number of experts under a 'parent' institution. 

Further, the Commission has had a conservator seconded to work 

with them in the last several months. The recent Budget 

allocates a substantial sum for ' studies of the National Estate 

significance of Australia's cultural heritage'. Such a policy 

statement will make it possible to widen references and become 

part of a r eciprocal network of institutions and individuals 

concerned with outdoor sites. 

5, Emergence of regional cultural h e rit age resourc e centres and 

implications 

Another developme nt with which ICCM should be concerned is that 

o f regional c ul t ural centres. (N.B. These centres will see an 

overlap of sites and movable objects requiring attent ion). 

Ind ividual conservators involved i n this area have been_aware of 

the ir emergence and pote ntial impor tance for many years. Indeed, 

Ambrose stated in 1979 'Conservat ors have n ot yet addressed 
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":he:ns elve s to thP.se ,n-oh l r, .ns :, f t h,: !"'evP. r sal o f f l ow of material. 

Th i s i s oarti.cu l a rlv a o r oblerri ~-! i th ethnographic mater i al s , a:.d 

rr.o r e s o in the r e g i or-,a 1 c onimt1:: i l.:.v cen tre s ... ' and, further ' 

ConsP.rvators c an loo k with c onfirlenc e to the development of the s e 

reaional cultu ral centres b e cause they a r e also a reas of cultural 

revival ... There will be a c ross flow of information which 

should be tapped by cons ervato rs. The local c raf tsman have 

information not only in the production of o bjects but also o n 

local prese rvation techniques ... , ( 4pp.82-86) The local 

cultural centres would be conside red a n extension of the 

Australian regiona l gallery ne twork. 

important references to the se centres. 

Appendix (A) table s several 

Pr om the consideration ·of t hese regional cultural centres arises 

a question of ethics which only a few conservators seem to have 

considered; that is , the c entra l role of t he aboriginal peopl e as 

makers and caretakers of their cultural sites and artefacts , and 

the i mplications this recogni tion may have for conservators. 

Walston ( 5p46) and Creamer ( 5pp.66-67) drew attention to this 

question some years ago; Gillespie ( 2pp.209, 210) adds to our 

understanding. The subject requires discussion by ICCM members 

involved in this work. 

Na t ional Parks and Wildlife Services of NSW have been f o remost in 

their attitudes and activities for outdoor sites, and Sullivan 

spoke of the Services's hope that future 'long term studies of 

programmes will be possible' in 1977.( 2p.7 4 ) This last raises 

two important points which ICCM should consider. 

Firstly, Walston states that few resources are being directed 

towards the c onse rvation o f Aboriginal sites, ' .•. mainly because 

few of the authorities concerned have reque sted support for these 

s i tes in spite of the indication that the (Australian Heritage) 

Commission has given that it i s int ere sted in supporting further 

activities in this field.' ( 6p.188). 

There must be a vis ibl e body to which such requests would be 

directed, a nd it should make i ts exi s tence known to the various 

a uthorities concerned wi th outdoor sites. Presently there i s 

1 imi t ed k nowledge o r awa r eness of how conservators may b e able --to 

assis t , amongst other groups of interested people. 



The second point concerns resolutions passed at the UNESCO 

regional ser:1inar, held in Canberra in 1979, v-1hich recommended 

that workshops be established where needed. Appendix (B) gives 

further information an the workshops including the positive 

recognition of participation by Aboriginal people. 

Future fieldwork could see a real need for involvement with 

conservators, as co-workers, learners, and in a teaching 

capacity. Again, a workshoo generally could be set up following 

a request. The ICCM subcommittee would be a logical point of 

referer.ce for such initial requests, which could come from a wide 

range of authorities and disciplines. 

Much detailed work of great potential value to outdoor site 

programmes has been produced by students of the Materials 

Conservation course at the Canberra College of Advanced 

Education. A subcommittee of ICCM would presumably draw on this 

information and the conservators who produced it, whenever 

appropriate. Students from the College have also had some 

experience in running workshops. 

7. Recognition of concern for outdoor sites as a legitimate 

extension of museum activities 

It is important that activities of the ICCM subcommittee are seen 

as legitimate and worthy of support by the institutions in which 

the majority of ICCM members are employed. 

This legitimacy being established, the ICCM subcommittee would 

have a path along which formal requests for assistance from the 

employing institutions could be directed. Requests for providing 

time and space for investigations into materials from outdoor 

sites may be welcomed by museums, were their attention to be 

drawn to specific undertakings. Walston writes (6) p.192: 

'Such research activities are , of course, additional to the more 

routine conservation and preservation work of any laboratory . 

.The degree to which that laboratory's reso.ur.ce s .... and-,-r..esearch 

activities can be directed beyond its parent institution to the 

n eeds of other collP.ctions will depe nrt on the goodwill or policy 



of the museur-:-1 concr?rn-?::l ... ' !~,-:ia i ~ ? ,~ar '.::".on . (11 n . .,+3 . 'The 

geo l ogist who has provide d the necessa ry info rma tion t o determine 

t h~ c ause s o f de t e ri oratio~ of a roc k painting cannot i n t he same 

way be expecte d to be knowledgeable in the ....... . .. . 

conservation and restoration t echniqu e s which would be applicable 

to this work. Therefore, t he conservation research must be 

carried out in conjunct i o n with a well e stablished conservatio n 

laboratory experienced, for e xample, in the use of impregnating 

media and with che mical analytical facilities.' 

Many precedents exist for this leqitimate collaboration between 

national and state authoriti e s, fo r instance : 

The First Government House site - NSW Heritage Council with MAAS. 

Mt. Grenfell roc k art site - National Parks and Wildlife Service 

of NSW, with the Australian Museum and the NSW Department of 

Mines 

Thai pottery - The South Australian Art Gallery and the Oriental 

Studies Department of the ANU. 

Kakadu rock art - The Australian National Parks and Wildlife with 

the Northern Territory Museum of Arts and Sciences; University of 

Me lbourne, CSIRO and ANUTECH 

Pella archaeological dig - University of Sydney with College of 

Wooster, Ohio, USA and the Australian National Gallery. 

Such coope ration anticipate s the c hanging roles of museums in the 

1980s. 

Navqi, in hi s opening address to the UNESCO ICOM conference in 

Mexico in 1980, di s cussed this changing role and his belief that 

'museums can n o longer afford to remain neutral' . 7 

8. Reassessme nt into the second decade 

In conclusion , the pap e r would 1 ike to suqqest that conservators ·· 

and the ICCM can, also, ~o l o nge r affo r d t o r ema in neutral on the 

issues concernert in the n r eservation of o u t door sites. 



The l:CCM was forrnal ly ":' s t a h 1 i s '.e d i :1 1Y73 ir-. Pe rth. Much has 

been acc.ornpli.sheci i:~, :-:1is dc:cade . The o r oblems of 'huge and 

priceless collections rotting through chronic neglect, coupled 

wi t h hopeless ly inadequat e storage facilities' ( 6p.188) have to a 

great extent b e en overcome , mainly due to the p erseverance of 

ICCM membe rs. This last decade, a lso, has been one in which the 

activities of ICCM have often been 'self-referring', that is, the 

dialogues were, more o ften than no t, between fellow members. 

What was a necessary and fertilizing activity in formative years 

will c ontinue to be so, but only if it becomes part of a wider 

dialoque. 

I CCM, to remain a viable institution in its second decade, must 

now initiate and maintain dialoques with institutions and 

authorities whose aims may be facets of the same ultimate 

concerns. I n so doing, it will be in a stronger position 'to 

inform and make recommendations to government and organisations 

on the need for their participants in the conservation of 

cultural material.' 

Article ( 3 (iv)) from the Constitution of the ICCM. 

The writer would like to thank Allan Byrne ancl Seumas Andrewartha 

for the support given in informal discussions, and the Director 

of the Australian National Gallery and the Head of Conservation 

whose beliefs in the wider role of museums allowed some research 

time to be spent in the compilation of this discussion paper. 

J . Macnaughtan 
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Appendix B 

1,\'or:~shops and positive recognit i on o f participa tion by Abo r i ginal 

people 

Amongst the resolutions sent to Mr Ellicott and the Minister 

responsible for Museums, from the UNESCO Adelaide Regional 

Seminar (6) were the following: 

That the Federal Government and its appropriate agencies 

establish a central conservation authority with responsibility 

to: 

investigate traditional techniques of manufacture and 

preservation of material culture; 

conduct research to identify and evaluate the essential 

active elements in substances used in traditional 

techniques of manufacture and preservation of material 

culture; 

research and develop new techniques and materials for the 

conservation of ethnographic materials; and 

conservation and restoration tasks beyond t he resources of 

individual museums and galleries. 

That the program which provided funds to local Aboriginal 

cultural centres at Yuendumu, Morningt on Island, Papunya, 

Elcho Island and Bathurst Island be revived to enable centres 

t o be established in other communities. 

That the responsible Commonweal th and State minist ers for. 

cultural affairs meet to discuss ways and means of providing 

funds f o r the preservation and development of indigenous 

culture in Australian museums. 

Th e Seminar a greed tha t l e ade r s o f pa rticular cultural groups 

should have the , freedom to decide what is. to, be-done,:..wi.t-h ,.._~.,-'-' '-- •-• .. 

material of sac r e d s i gn i fic an c e to t hat g r oup and recommended 

that r esources be provid ed by the appropriate authorities to 
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ensure tha t owne rs of such ma teri al h a ve a r e a l c hoice a s t o t he 

l o c at ion and manner i n whi c h t he material is to be cons erved and 

p r eserved . 

The Seminar, r ecognisi ng that UNESCO was the international body 

responsible for recommending standards in respect of the 

preservation o f cult ures, a qree d that the following resolutions 

should be directed to the Australian National for UNESCO for 

consideration and appropriate action: 

That the Bo ards of Management of established museums and art 

galleries appoint Advisory Boards of Aboriginal people to 

advise museums on their work in relation to the culture of 

Aboriginal people and to provide a flow of information between 

museums and Aboriqinal owners of cultural traditions. 

That boards of Management of e stablished museums and art 

galleries undertake the following programs aimed at assisting 

the preservation of indigenous cultures of the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Island people: 

encourage through education programs greater indigenous 

involvement including participation by performing arts 

groups, artists and craftsmen; 

mount exhibitions and special displays detailing 

contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island issues and 

aspirations and Aboriginal cultural and social history of 

the recent past; 

support the development o f local cultural centres by 

provision of display items and records (including films, 

tapes ad sti 11 photographs) and by the return_. where 

requested, of sacred and ritual objects derived from that 

group or area; 

provide assistance to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 

communities to enable inspection of museum collections for 

the identification o f s ignific ant c ultural property; 
.. - ---·• ···-- - ,,b- -c. , - '--~·~ ' 



c ul tural t rain i.nq pro(Jrams for ind i genous pPoplP. v,hich wi 1 1 

meet the nee ds of those peopl~ in t he i r l ocal centr~s. 

That museums conduct workshops to train rangers, site 

recorders and other indigenous people accep table to the 

Aboriginal communi ties, in basic conservation techniques and 

practices and that they facilitate, by whatever method 

appropriate, the conduct of workshops and training sessions in 

the communities, to train artists and traditional custodians 

in methods appropriate to their individual needs. 

That an interchange of information between communities and 

traditional custodians on the one hand and museums on the 

other be established so that both are better able to serve the 

wide r community as a whole in the preservation of indigenous 

culture and that the views of Aboriginal communities be one of 

the criteria by which priorities for the conservation of 

cultural material are determined. 

that the Museums' Association of australia, the Council of 

Australian Museum Directors and the Art Gallery Directors 

Council arrange training workshops in museum practices in 

communities where cultural centres exist and that State 

governments be asked to provide funds to assist such programs. 

That museums in major c ities recognise the role of cultural 

leaders in the selection of persons to be trained at museums. 

Individuals, after receiving training, would be expected to 

return and manage a local program of collecting and 

conservation under the control of the leaders and custodians. 

that museums conduct a survey of Aboriginal communities on a 

continuing basis, to establish the nature and extent of 

conservation assistance which can be provided in the 

communities' museums . 

(These resol u t i ons are exc erpts onl y) . 

At the same s e minar , Wals ton s t a t ed: the general need is 

f o r al t e rna tive ideas such a s workshops, exch a n ge p r ograms and 
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work shari!lg svst e rns to b2 f1Jrther e xplore d. Ce rtainly, 

uproot inq individuals f r8m t heir nor mol working environment and 

s ending them on a whistle-stop tour of the Austra lian museum 

c onservation laboratories ha s not proved much of a success in the 

past. I would much rather see trai n ing or problem solving 

carried out either at training i nstitutions or in the c ountry or 

area c oncerned. 

Museum staff could well participate in local workshops or actual 

conservation prog rams where they would be working with the people 

normally responsible for curation and conservation and under the 

actual physical and environmental conditions of the ir 

collections. Conservation programs are certainly better 

conceived where the local conditions are fully understood and 

appreciated. 

In 1979 UNESCO will be holding a Regional Seminar in Canberra on 

the subject of the conservation of cultural material in humid 

climates. This will be largely concerned with storage and 

environment as well as the control of insects and mould. Content 

from this seminar could well be adapted for workshop use, where 

specific problems could be examined and techniques demonstrated.' 

Amongst the resolutions from the UNESCO Regional Seminar held in 

Canberra, 1979 (4) were the following: 

ICCROM - International Council for the Study of the Preservation 

and Restoration of Cultural Property 

ICOMOS - International Council on Monuments and Sites 

ICCM - Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material 

That ICCROM and UNESCO promote workshops to be held in the 

countries of South-East Asia, Oceania and Australasia to study 

indigenous materials and methods of manufacture of cultural 

objects, in association with appropriate conservation and 

restoration treatments . 

That these workshops be held in those countries identifying 

particular problems associated with their cultural h e ritage. 



That such workshons be: 

(i) practicallv or i ented 

(ii) of at least three weeks duration , and 

(iii) be held in a particular c ountry appropriate to the 

workshop theme. 

(The two areas requiring urgent consideration are ethnographic 

objects and library and archive material.) 

That provision be made by UNESCO AND ICCROM to send 

conservators to countries in South-East Asia, Oceania, and 

Australasia to provide training and expertise in specific 

areas of conservation, at the request of museums and othe r 

conservation Dodies. 

Excerpt from Creamer. - Th.e involvement of the Aboriginal people 

in the conservation of their sites and culture - ) (5) pp 67, 68. 

1
Already there are provisions in the National Parks and 

Wildlife Act of N.S.W. for the appointment of Aboriginal 

people as 'Honorary Wardens' to act as permanent custodians of 

the sites and I understand that similar plans are under 

consideration in Western Australia. 

There are opportunities for the employment of Aborigines as 

rangers with the National Parks and Wildlife Service and its 

counterparts in other States, and the possibility of a 

national scholarship scheme to sponsor trainee wardens and 

rangers is another idea to which we should give consideration. 

Then an urgent need exists for the recognition and sponsorship 

of a number of Aborigines whose abilities cover the technical 

problems of conservation. 

The important thing, I believe, is to find the right structure 

for the employment of Aboriginal people. There are clear 

indications that much satisfactory involvement can take place 

outside of the existing Administration and this is the case 

w_i. t}"l a . 'loc_c;1. l leyel' approach such as . we .,have- beg\:ln•--t-e~ ---~- ---- ···

implement through the informal l ocal communities in the sites 

survey of N.s.w. 



l 4 . 

Appointina Aboriqines to positions within the adminis t ra t ive 

structure is a matter which now calls for some re-adjustme~t 

of present day attitudes. I have been told many times, and 

can see for myself, that, despite having clearly desirable 

practical experience and maturity enough to undertake 

responsibilities for the advancement and development of their 

people, the door remains closed to many due to the timeless 

spectre of insufficient paper qualifications. Only when we 

are prepared to accept a system which provides for an 

increased scope of opportunity and allows greater flexibility 

in the appointment of Aboriginal people to positions of 

responsibility will we be living up to reality, for it is no 

trite aphorism to concede that involving the Aboriginal people 

in all ventures that concern them is now the essential 

ingredient of success itself. We have now reached the point 

in time at which we must admit that any programme o f 

conservation of Aboriginal culture which does not aim at 

achieving the active participation of the Aboriginal people 

themselves will constitute a solecism of the gravest order. J 
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Appendix A 

R~9.i_onal cultural heritage resource centres 

Excerpts from the panel discussion, chaired by Ambrose 'Regional 

cultural centres' (4). 

We have been talking about problems of large museums, but 

these considerations apply even more to the small museums that 

have no resources of staff or finance. This is accentuated as 

regional communities ask for the return of cultural material, 

in some cases material which had been confiscated. 

Conservators have not yet addressed themselves to these 

problems of the reversal of flow of material. This is 

particularly a problem with ethnographic materials, and more 

so in the regional community centres. 

These community centres are extremely important to society. 

They are no longer just store houses of collections but 

dynamic areas where culture is preserved and also generated. 

Chairman' s summing-up 

What appears to be a large problem is not insoluble. 

conservators can look with confidence to the development of 

these regional cultural centres because they are also areas of 

cultural revival. This means that the people involved are 

currently producing things and should therefore have a greater 

appreciation of the historical value of artifacts in National 

Collections. Ultimately, when people get more involved in the 

work they will see the immense historical value of these 

valuable items. At t he same time, they will conserve 

technology which is very necessary. There will be a cross

flow of information which should be tapped by conservators. 

The local craftsmen have information not only in the 

production objects but also on local preservation techniques. 

For ins tance, in Papua Ne w Guinea I saw techniques used for 

preventing wood borers, also the use of plants and preserving 

the top st rakes of canoes from deterioration. There . i.s . a ,. .. .fund 

of info rmation we should be looking at, but it can only be 

done by getting out and working with the craftsmen. 
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f,,rthe r discussi on of eme t'q inr. !"eo i onal ce~1tr•?.S c a n be fo l lowed 

in the papers from the UflESCO Reg ional Seminar in Adelaide, 1978 

(6 ) which passed the foll o winq resolution -

That the Aboriginal Arts Board p rovides to Aboriginal and 

Torres Stra it Isl and community g roups seekinq to establish 

cultural centres draft arti c les of association for the 

establishment of i ncorpo rated bodies to operate local 

community cultural centres. 
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